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*Thresholds of the Mind* is a work of genius. I urge everyone to read, use, and benefit from the magnificent breakthrough Bill Harris has made.

—AL SIEBERT, PH.D.,
AUTHOR OF *The Survivor Personality*,
DIRECTOR OF THE RESILIENCY CENTER

In *Thresholds of the Mind*, Bill Harris offers a creative and practical new twist on why we suffer, and how, despite our resistance, we can attain deep happiness and inner peace, regardless of our past or present conditions. *Thresholds of the Mind* will benefit anyone interested in creating dramatic and powerful positive change.

—JACK CANFIELD,
CO-AUTHOR OF THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING *Chicken Soup for the Soul*® SERIES.

In this remarkable post-modern work, transcendence and technology are joined in unique and potent ways. There is much to ponder here as we advance our understanding of the inherent genius of our mind-body systems and the new ways to tap the potential within us all. Harris brings together hitherto divided and distinguished worlds—science and consciousness—to enable the evolution of our species in these most challenging of times.

—JEAN HOUSTON, PH.D.,
AUTHOR OF 17 BOOKS, INCLUDING *Jump Time*,
PROTEGÉ OF ANTHROPOLOGIST MARGARET MEAD, CO-SEMINAR LEADER WITH MYTHOLOGIST JOSEPH CAMPBELL, PAST-PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY, CO-DIRECTOR OF THE FOUNDATION FOR MIND RESEARCH
Bill Harris has helped thousands of people reach new heights of awareness, and with this informative book millions more will have the opportunity. For many years Kathlyn and I have taught that the central problem human beings face is what we call the Upper Limits problem—the tendency to settle below the threshold of what is possible to achieve. Bill Harris not only understands this problem, he has created an ingenious technology for breaking through it. With the remarkable Holosync audio technology developed at Centerpointe Research Institute, all of us can now learn to live at a new and higher level of functioning. Do yourself a huge favor by reading Thresholds of the Mind and working with Holosync audio technology.

—Gay Hendricks, Ph.D.,
Author of Conscious Living, Co-author (With Dr. Kathlyn Hendricks) of Conscious Loving,
President of the Hendricks Institute

With a loving heart, Bill Harris guides us to the thresholds of the mind. This remarkable book is not only a profound tool for healing. It is also an invitation to explore the mystical interface between technology and the soul.

—Daphne Rose Kingma,
Author of The Future of Love, Heart & Soul, and Coming Apart

Bill Harris comes from deep personal experience with healing and consciousness. Thresholds of the Mind is truly inspiring and filled with profound wisdom. Holosync is the perfect addition to other growth and spiritual processes.

—Margaret Paul, Ph.D.,
Author/Co-author of Do I Have To Give Up Me To Be Loved By You?, Healing Your Aloneness, Inner Bonding, and Do I Have To Give Up Me To Be Loved By God?
Bill Harris has woven a wonderfully understandable tapestry of personal possibility in this useful work. Readers will find just the right road map for their own journey of growth and joy, page by page.

—BOB DANZIG,
FORMER CEO OF HEARST NEWSPAPERS,
AUTHOR OF Angel Threads, Vitamins of the Spirit,
SPEAKER, PROFESSOR

A very compelling concept...I am quite intrigued with its potential. Bill Harris presents a powerful and provocative program that stands apart from the traditional approaches to self-improvement.

—TONY ALLESANDRA, PH.D.,
AUTHOR OF Charisma, The Platinum Rule, Collaborative Selling, and
Communicating at Work; CREATOR OF OVER 50 FILMS AND AUDIO AND VIDEO
PROGRAMS, INCLUDING Relationship Strategies, The Dynamics of Effective Listening,
AND Non-Manipulative Selling

Spirituality deals with the fundamentals of human living, happiness, the elimination of suffering, the discovery of the authentic self, the power of love, the understanding of and control of emotions, even the transformation of one’s life. When I read Bill Harris’ Thresholds of the Mind, I found an approach to spirituality that was very compatible with all I have been teaching and have found helpful to others seeking a deeper understanding of their lives. This book does not pretend to be spiritual in a religious sense, but fills a void in the teaching of spirituality that is most welcome. I highly recommend it.

—FATHER J. FRANCIS STROUD, S.J.,
DIRECTOR, THE DEMELLO SPIRITUALITY CENTER,
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK
Bill Harris has created something very unusual: the perfect marriage of meditation and science. His elegant explanation of how mental, emotional, and spiritual change happen, how and why we make change so difficult; and how we can get out of the way and just let it happen is nothing short of brilliant. This book is a must for everyone committed to lifetime growth and self-improvement.

—JAMES F. HENNIG, PH.D..

author of The Familiar Stranger, consultant to Fortune 500 companies; creator of video training programs in 14 languages in 37 countries; past president, national speakers association, member speakers hall of fame

I learned SO much from this book and whole-heartedly recommend you read it too. Wow, I might have titled it, ‘Brain Flow & True Happiness: A Detailed Manual.’ Bill Harris has managed to put down on paper both a great scientific explanation of why meditation works and a tantalizing description of the profound benefits of Holosync audio technology, which he’s witnessed in thousands and documented over the past 15 years. In a world full of quick-fix offerings that fail us constantly, this book shines as a beacon of real hope. Read it if your search for deep happiness is entirely sincere. Or just read it if you want to know important things about how your brain works.

—PATRICK COMBS,
best-selling author of Major in Success, television personality for PBS program, ‘career advantage’

Bill Harris’ Holosync process and the Centerpointe program perfectly blend the technology of the new millennium with its new spirituality. We are definitely not in Kansas anymore! Thanks, Bill!

—STEPHEN SIMON,
film producer, Somewhere in Time and What Dreams May Come; author of The Force is With You: Mystical Movie Messages That Inspire Our Lives
Thresholds of the Mind is a captivating book that holds your attention and heart throughout its thought-provoking pages. Bill’s new book is just the tip of the iceberg of a powerful program that offers a journey worthy of the most ardent student of personal development. I am recommending this book to everyone I know.

—MELISSA GIOVAGNOLI, 
AUTHOR OF Angels in the Workplace and The Nanosecond Networlders; 
CREATOR OF NETWORLDING

Mr. Harris has clearly passed all of his competition by great distances and with great ease in the development of programs for the use of meditation for personal development. His work is indeed worthy of being clearly identified as both a work of significant genius, and the market leader in the domain of personal development.

—PAGE BAILEY, PH.D. 
DIRECTOR OF THE BAILEY CENTER
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Life is like playing a violin solo in public and learning the instrument as one goes on.

—SAMUEL BUTLER

For a long time it had seemed to me that life was about to begin—real life. But there was always some obstacle in the way, something to be gotten through first, some unfinished business, time still to be served, a debt to be paid. Then life would begin. At last it dawned on me that these obstacles were my life.

—ALFRED D. SOUZA

I would rather be ashes than dust! I would rather that my spark should burn out in a brilliant blaze than it should be stifled by dry rot. I would rather be a superb meteor, every atom of me in magnificent glow, than a sleepy and permanent planet. The proper function of man is to live, not to exist. I shall not waste my days in trying to prolong them. I shall use my time.

—JACK LONDON
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Glossary
When I was young, I often went to prayer meetings on Wednesday night at my local Baptist church. We talked to God—praying for others and confessing our shortcomings. While there was a moment of silence before the prayers began, we never meditated. Later I received a formal theological education that included only one course on prayer, one course on mysticism, and no courses on meditation. In the course on mysticism, I learned that the term “mysticism” referred to “direct experience of God,” but that mystical theology was inferior to systematic theology. Since I was a rationalist, at the time, that ended my interest in the mystical path until much later.

In the early seventies, I attended a workshop at the Esalen Institute, in Big Sur, California, led by John Lilly, M.D. Lilly described his research on the 48 levels of consciousness he had induced using his famous float tank experiments. He also informed us that certain physical and mental exercises, which he would demonstrate in the workshop, could produce outcomes similar to the float tank if we would practice them diligently over a long period of time. However, I became intrigued with the float tank, since that seemed less arduous and was quicker, and eventually purchased one and used it for several months. My experiences were pale compared to Lilly’s descriptions of his, so I eventually abandoned the project, but my interest in altered states of consciousness had been piqued, and I turned to a study of meditation.

My initial venture into meditation was more academic than experiential—my usual initial approach to a subject. Most of the
literature was dry and some of it incomprehensible until I stumbled upon *How To Meditate*, by Lawrence LeShan, a scholar and physician who was interested in the impact of meditation on physical healing. He defined meditation as “doing one thing at a time with your whole being,” of bringing one’s mental focus to a point and holding it there for increasing lengths of time. He claimed that the effect of such intense and sustained focus was a state of deep relaxation or reduction of stress that contributed to the body’s ability to heal itself. This cleared the fog for me regarding the practice of meditation, as well as its potential effects. Later, from Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s *Flow*, I learned that similar experiences of inner peace, reduced stress and joy were common experiences of ordinary people—factory workers, craftspersons, artists, musicians, gardeners, skilled workers of all sorts, etc.—when they were concentrating entirely on what they were doing. As a writer and lecturer, I identified with that experience and discovered that I had been meditating most of my life—even when I was fishing! I attempted to amplify this experience, off and on, by following LeShan’s and Lilly’s instructions to just sit, count your breaths, release all interrupting thoughts, and return to the point of focus. But I was not a good student and soon lapsed into my previous state of episodic “flow” experiences while writing or speaking, and was satisfied with that for a time.

In the late 1980s one of my children became interested in Transcendental Meditation. His involvement reactivated my interest in meditation. I followed my usual procedure of reading before experiencing, and became acquainted with the Vedic tradition and philosophy. I learned that meditation is one of the oldest spiritual exercises of humankind. While my son was using it initially as self-medication, he later became interested in it as a spiritual path. After taking advanced courses, he began to talk about the “bliss” state and other levels of consciousness, including the possibility of achieving
“cosmic consciousness.” This recalled my earlier contact with Lilly’s levels of consciousness and those reported by the Christian mystics I had learned about (and dismissed) in my earlier theological studies. I became particularly interested in the claim by meditators and mystics that the aim and outcome of focusing on a point was to achieve a state of “inner silence” wherein one not only encountered, but also participated in, the reality of Divine consciousness. So, I finally got it. The God we sought to invoke in the prayer meetings of my youth was available as a personal experience in moments of meditation deep enough to achieve “deep silence.” However, this auspicious experience, according to the meditative traditions, is available only to the hardy few who have the patience and endurance to commit twenty years, more or less, of their lives to the journey. I am not that disciplined!

During my dallying with meditation, many things were happening between the East and the West, namely an invasion of Eastern spiritual traditions into America. Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, and Vedic philosophy were not only being taught in graduate schools of comparative religions but also were avidly embraced by the American public, spawning a renaissance of generic spirituality. This challenged Christian traditionalists to revisit their mystical roots and create Christian alternatives to the Eastern invasion. This flurry of activity has produced a “new age” of spirituality, and many, who not more than a decade ago would have shunned spiritual talk and practice, now embrace and advocate it. It has become big business.

At the same time, avowedly non-spiritual professionals, astonished by the ability of seasoned practitioners of meditation to control their autonomic nervous systems, began to study meditation and meditators. Physicians like Herbert Benson, at Harvard, went off to Tibet to study the yogis in their natural habitat, and returned to develop the “relaxation response” and apply the practice to emotional and physical healing, much like LeShan had done earlier. Prayer became a course in Harvard
Medical School, and teaching meditation practices became a part of the Harvard medical curriculum.

With the development of scanning devices like PET, scientists began to peer into the brains of yogis, as well as less experienced meditators, to see what happened to their neural processes while in deep meditative states. And many of us have seen those stunning photos of multi-colored brains! This work revealed that, in deep meditative trance—doing one thing at a time with your whole being (a la LeShan)—the two sides of the brain become synchronized, and when that happens one experiences profound inner peace and happiness and, in addition, an experience of connection to the universe.

In Thresholds of the Mind, Bill Harris asks and answers a challenging and controversial question: Can technology produce bilateral synchronization and achieve the altered states of consciousness reported by experienced meditators? With this question, the author entered the controversial discussion about technology and consciousness begun earlier by John Lilly and his float tank experiments. After years of experimentation, Mr. Harris, citing reams of data and personal testimonies of hundreds of participants in his Centerpointe program, asserts and demonstrates that his technology can assist persons in achieving inner states of consciousness that have been reserved since ancient times to devoted, skilled, and life long meditators. In fact, he further asserts that Holosync, the name of his technique of introducing different sound frequencies into the brain through stereo headphones, thus creating a binaural beat, “actually creates even deeper meditative states than are possible through traditional techniques.”

Being somewhat undisciplined in my meditative practice, this claim attracted my interest! Coming full circle, starting with my first interest in meditation stimulated by Lilly’s experiments with the float tank, I ordered the soundtracks three years ago and have been using them ever since, with great results. I do not know whether my experience is
identical to that of seasoned yogic practitioners, or if I have achieved the traditional state of silence where the interface with the Divine occurs, but I do know that my practice of the Holysync technique has opened doors for me into new levels of awareness. I am aware of deep inner peace, greatly enhanced creativity, and a profound sense of connection to my social and natural context. I live in awe of our cosmic connection, our essential oneness. I hope you, the reader, will taste and see for yourself.

Harville Hendrix, Ph.D.,
author, Getting the Love You Want: A Guide for Couples
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Let me confess right off the bat that I believe we don’t have to live lives dominated by emotional dysfunction and suffering—and that anyone can live a life of happiness, clarity of mind, and inner peace, regardless of their past or their present condition.

I had no reason to believe this prior to 1985, the year I began using Holosync® audio technology as a meditation tool. At that point in my life, I was 35 years old, and I was miserable. For fifteen years I had tried every approach under the sun in an attempt to get better, with meager and discouraging results. Then, through a series of events I’ll relate in this book, everything changed for me. As a result, I started Centerpointe Research Institute as a vehicle for sharing what had worked for me. At the time, I had no idea what a major turning point this was to be in my life—and, as it turned out, in the lives of so many others.

Neither would I have guessed that Centerpointe could grow to the size it is today, with program participants in 172 countries on six continents. When something works, however, it can take on a life of its own, and despite my initial inexperience at running such a venture, Centerpointe has been a huge success. My guess—and my hope—is that its best years still lie ahead. I am, as they say, “on a mission.”

I am very humbled that I was somehow able to find—and then successfully share—something that has helped so many people. Doing so has made my life satisfying in a way I never would have imagined. In many ways, then, this book is a thank-you to all the people who have helped me to create Centerpointe, and especially all the participants in
our program, without whom there would have been no program.

Bookstores are full of self-help books, and more hit the shelves every week. Why should you read this one? First, because this book is about results, not just theory. It’s based on the experience of a living laboratory of over 750,000 people, over a twenty-year period. What this book presents is not pie-in-the-sky, but, rather, the result of the real-world experiences of real people facing the same challenges, and with the same aspirations, as you. If, like these people, you yearn to live a life of great inner peace, happiness, and self-awareness; if you want to heal past emotional traumas and leave behind limitations, whether self-created or imposed upon you; or if you want to explore the most profound depths of who you are and discover your place in this vast universe—this book is for you.

In addition to the experiences of people who have used the Centerpointe program, I’ve also drawn extensively from discoveries about brain wave patterns and how they relate to meditation and other highly beneficial mental and emotional states, current research in how the human brain adapts, and modern psychological principles.

The Holosync technology we use at Centerpointe provides a precise method of duplicating the brain states experienced by long-time meditators, and, in fact, takes users beyond those states. The benefits of using this technology include deep and lasting contentment and inner peace, a tremendous clarity of mind, deep self-awareness, healing of past emotional traumas, an ongoing experience of connection with other people and the rest of the world, and most important, a deep and lasting happiness and joy in being alive.

You may have read about similar benefits in books about meditation and personal growth and said to yourself, “Wow! This sounds a lot better than the way I’m living now.” You may then have set out to achieve them yourself through traditional meditation or other approaches to
personal growth—as I did more than 30 years ago. And although you may have made great strides, if you’re like most people, you’ll admit that despite all your work, most of these benefits still elude you.

The program I’m going to discuss is different. As hard as it may be to believe, this new approach will leave you saying, “This is what I expected when I first tried to meditate. In fact, this is more than I expected.” The approach we use at Centerpointe Research Institute will do nothing less than allow you to achieve the rewards and benefits of a lifetime of meditation—all of them—in just a few years.

I know this may sound like one of those too-good-to-be-true claims, but I’ve experienced it myself, taking myself from abject misery and a life that wasn’t working to a life of constant happiness and inner peace. Since then, I’ve seen tens of thousands of other people do the same. What really counts are results, and that is what this program delivers.

Happiness, clarity of mind, and inner peace really are available to anyone, no matter what his or her present circumstances. Turn the page and I’ll tell you all about it.
True happiness, we are told, consists in getting out of one’s self, but the point is not only to get out—you must stay out; and to stay out you must have some absorbing errand.

—HENRY JAMES

CHAPTER 1

{ the beginning of an adventure }

One of the great paradoxes of life is that we must go inward in order to find the road out of ourselves. When we are in touch with our true selves, we free ourselves from the incessant needs, desires, and limitations of our “small selves.” As a result, we can get in touch with what lies underneath the crust of our anger and fear and our automatic responses and reactions, and experience ourselves as accepting, resilient, and serene. As a result, we can allow ourselves to open up and become more receptive to both the beauty and challenge of life’s larger and more profound dimensions.

Perhaps this inner work is the “absorbing errand” Henry James had in mind. Undertaking the task of discovering who we are, what kind of person we want to be, and what kind of life we want to live may
be the most important assignment we ever accept. I’m certain it is the
greatest adventure we can ever have.

The problem is how to do it. How are we to proceed on this inward
journey? If it were obvious, we’d already be living different lives. Not
that there aren’t plenty of self-improvement programs and approaches
to help us along: you can find advice in every bookstore, on every talk
show, and in every self-help seminar. A lot of people are anxious to tell
you how to become a better, happier, person. Some of this advice is
helpful; some is not. But wading through it to find out which is useful
and which isn’t can be daunting and time consuming.

In this book I describe a simple program that is clinically proven
and personally directed by each individual who uses it. The program is
based on technology developed through considerable research on how
the human brain changes and evolves in order to better learn new tasks
and meet new challenges. I’ll also share with you a model of how change
happens, at both a physiological and a psychological level. Once you
understand this change model, you will be able to see more clearly what
is really going on during times of upheaval or emotional imbalance in
your life. Understanding the mechanism behind frustration, anxiety,
and other upsetting mental and emotional states helps you move
through them instead of getting stuck in them. These states then become
springboards to tremendous positive change instead of just troubling
events in an on-going stream of upsets and personal dramas.

The program we offer at Centerpointe Research Institute is called The
Holosync Solution™. We believe it is the last personal growth tool you’ll
ever need. The Holosync Solution is a curriculum of CDs recorded
with a powerful audio technology called Holosync®, which consists
of precise audio tones directed into each ear and masked by soothing
music and environmental sounds.

The Holosync Solution contains no spoken information or messages.
Instead, using certain precise combinations of sine wave tones, Holosync
creates in the listener the electrical brain wave patterns of deep meditation, causing the two sides of the brain to communicate in a new and beneficial way. As a result, Holosync stimulates a profound acceleration in mental, emotional, and even spiritual growth. Those who use Holosync experience the benefits of traditional meditation but receive these benefits much more quickly than through traditional meditation.

The program is easy to use. The daily practice consists of sitting comfortably, with eyes closed, either in a traditional meditation posture or in a comfortable chair, and listening to Holosync soundtracks through stereo headphones. At first, you listen for half an hour each day, and later, for an hour each day. Though this may seem to be a rigorous time commitment, participants look forward to their sessions—for a couple of reasons. First, the experience is almost always very pleasant, because the brain is stimulated to make several pleasurable and beneficial neurochemicals during listening. Second, as you will see, Holosync soundtracks are literally life changing, because they are brain changing, and this fact makes daily listening well worth the investment in time. And participants are always free to adjust their listening time to fit the demands of their lives.

As you listen, Holosync stimulates your brain to make structural changes that will increase your ability to:

- Handle stress
- Meet challenges
- Tap into your creativity
- Accept people and situations with more equanimity
- Experience personal feelings of joy, inner peace, and happiness
- Understand yourself better.

You may have listened to personal-growth audiotapes or CDs before, and had either positive or neutral experiences with them. I
want you to know from the beginning that our program is different than anything you’ve tried before. I’ll explain why, in some detail, in the following chapters.

Over the last decade, tens of thousands of people all over the world have enrolled in Centerpointe’s program of self-exploration. I’ve drawn heavily on their experiences, their questions, and their insights in developing the program and in writing this book. I believe you’ll find real value in reading about the adventures and experiences of others who have used the program as a vehicle for their inward journeys. You’ll see how they’ve made their way through the often confusing and challenging journey of personal growth to a place where they know and experience themselves in a new way. And you’ll read what they have to say about gaining inner peace and confidence in their role in the flow of life.

**The Meditation Connection**

As meditation became popular in the West, beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s, advocates introduced many different approaches and, unfortunately, spread a lot of misinformation about meditation. At Centerpointe, we talk to many people each day, some who have been meditating off and on for many years. While many have benefited from their meditation practice, others, regrettably, have very little to show for it. The mishmash of beliefs and misconceptions about meditation, what it is, how it works—and, particularly, how to know when you are doing it properly—is amazing. As a result, many are uncertain about whether they’re meditating properly, what results to expect, and how quickly these results should appear. This uncertainty leads many to quit their practice with little or no result.

The idea behind meditation is really very simple. Doing it well, however, can be difficult, and mastering it may take many years. To meditate, you simply pay attention to a chosen point of focus—a
mantra, a holy word, a prayer, the breath, or whatever—and whenever you realize you’ve been distracted (which can be often), you refocus.

Few scientists today dispute the benefits of meditation. Respected institutions, such as the Harvard University Medical School and the Menninger Clinic, offer programs of meditation for their patients. But many people, even with expert guidance, end up quitting, because meditation is hard to master, and results come slowly. Particularly in the first several years, the mind provides almost continuous distraction, and the meditator must continually focus and refocus the mind. This continuous need to refocus makes meditation difficult and often frustrating work, especially for Westerners who are used to instant results.

Meditation with Holosync keeps things very simple. You do not have to learn how to focus your mind as you meditate because the technology creates the same effect in the brain as focusing without your conscious effort. In fact, using Holosync actually creates a greater effect than does traditional meditation, leading to much faster results. Holosync meditation is also more precise and more consistent. It does away with the preliminary mastering of a technique (which can take decades) and moves you directly to real changes in your life.

At Centerpointe, we know through years of experience and much study that you can reach success far more quickly using this program than through traditional meditation. This is not to denigrate traditional meditation, which I practiced for many years prior to my use of Holosync, and for which I have great respect. But the results speak for themselves, and results are what we’re most interested in.

If you’re experienced with traditional meditation techniques, you will find that the program allows you to meditate more deeply and create much greater positive change than you ever thought possible. And, if you’ve never attempted meditation because you didn’t think you had the time or talent to devote to it, you will discover how easily you can fit this program into your life—and how quickly you can experience
real, tangible benefits.

By participating in The Holosync Solution, you will be intentionally embarking on a program of personal growth. And, as is frequently the case with deep change, you may experience some upheaval from the process. This need not be bad or frightening; in fact, it indicates that old patterns of feeling, thinking, and acting are reorganizing into new ones that will serve you better. More on this later.

If a participant does experience upheaval as a result of the rapid positive changes taking place, we at Centerpointe support them every step of the way, in every way we can. We do so through a series of follow-up support letters, sent every two weeks during the first six months; through Centerpointe’s online blog; through our website; by email; and through our always-available telephone hotline. Centerpointe also offers periodic seminars, at which attendees are able to experience Holosync in more depth and receive more personalized help with their personal growth issues. Our staff is familiar with the difficulties some people have as they work through the program and has years of experience answering the many questions people have. Believe me, we’ve heard it all! And, we have practical, proven answers.

**An Overview of the Program**

Over the course of the twentieth century, scientists discovered what happens in the human brain during meditation. They also discovered modern, technological methods of creating the brain wave patterns that characterize deep meditation, as well as other desirable states. At Centerpointe, we have incorporated the results of this scientific research into the audio technology we call Holosync.

How does this new technology work? Centerpointe soundtracks contain certain combinations of sine wave tones of precise frequencies embedded beneath soothing music and environmental sounds. When
listened to through stereo headphones, these tones stimulate the brain to create the brain wave patterns of deep meditation. Because the tones are hidden, you don’t hear them unless you really know what to listen for. What you do hear are beautiful and restful sounds, such as bells and falling rain. These sounds are merely cosmetic, however—it’s the Holosync technology that really does the work. Two soundtracks are central to the program: a one half-hour soundtrack that gradually places you into deep meditation, and another half-hour soundtrack that holds you there. Each session is, therefore, an hour long. We recommend you do one session each day. There are additional soundtracks to enhance your experience, but this sequence is the heart of the program.

The entire program consists of an initial level, followed by twelve more custom-made levels. These custom-made levels are divided into three stages, each containing four levels, making thirteen levels in all. These levels are progressive, with each level creating deeper positive change. Each person begins with the initial program level, *Awakening Prologue*, regardless of their previous meditation experience. After you complete this first level, if you find yourself saying, “Wow! I really like what this is doing, and I want more,” you can progress to the next level. Each level is complete in and of itself, and there is no pressure to go on to deeper levels—though most people do.

After *Awakening Prologue*, in addition to technological changes that make Holosync more powerful, we also begin to custom-make the soundtracks by adding silent affirmations chosen by you and recorded in your own voice. These custom levels are titled *Awakening Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4*, followed by *Purification Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4*, and finally by *Flowering Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4*.

These levels take varying lengths of time to complete. The first level (*Awakening Prologue*) takes about four months to complete, although the exact time varies from person to person. The next three levels usually require about six months each, and the levels after that...
Level 4 through the end of the program) can take up to a year each to complete. As is explained in greater detail later in this book, in each subsequent level, Holosync stimulates your brain in such a way that the brain is pushed to reorganize itself at a higher, more functional, level. This reorganization creates some impressive positive changes in mental, emotional, and spiritual growth.

Although we provide guidelines to help you judge when it is time to move to the next, more powerful, level of the program, you make the final decision. As your brain adjusts to each level, you'll find that the “push” provided to the brain by the technology is not as powerful as it once was. Just like a runner who has run a mile each day until running a mile is easy, your brain will get to the point where it’s no longer challenged by a particular program level. This happens because your brain has successfully created the new neural pathways and the new brain structures necessary to handle the Holosync stimulus used in that particular level. Once your brain has made these changes, it’s time to move to a new and more powerful level of the program.

**The Benefits**

Almost immediately after beginning the program, people notice that their threshold for stress is higher. Difficult people and situations become easier to handle, without severe emotional reactions. Dysfunctional emotional problems, such as anger, fear, depression, anxiety, and substance abuse, begin to fall away. At the same time, thinking processes become clearer. An enthusiasm and zest for life emerges and grows. Often, one’s purpose in life become more clear. These are the same results reported by those who spend decades practicing traditional methods of meditation—except that with Holosync, these results happen much faster.

Those who go deeply into the Centerpointe program also report
another benefit—something a little more difficult to describe. In addition to inner peace, happiness, clarity of mind, self-awareness, and resistance to stress, participants also report an increasing experience of connection to the world around them, as well as a deeper connection to the Divine, God, Higher Power, the Universe (or however you understand the concept). And, people consistently report that this new way of experiencing life is immeasurably deeper and more rewarding than the stressed-out emotional roller coaster of a life they were living before the program.

Seeking this spiritual connection is not new, nor is it unique to users of Holosync. Most world religions advocate some form of meditation practice as a way of achieving mystical or experiential connection with the Divine. In addition, many people with no connection to an established faith seek a spiritual connection, through meditation, with the universe, life, or “what is.” Seeking this connection is, in fact, one of the most universal of human aspirations.

Recent research suggests that there is a built-in human yearning for what scientists now call “unitary experience,” and that this yearning has been a primary driving force in human evolution. This experience may even be the motivation behind many entirely secular and non-spiritual human activities.

According to research done at the University of Pennsylvania Medical School, the search for spiritual, or unitary, experiences is intimately interwoven with human biology, hard-wired into our brains. In their book, *Why God Won’t Go Away*, researchers Andrew Newberg, M.D., and Eugene D’Aquili, M.D., Ph.D., describe the brain activity of meditating Buddhist monks and praying Franciscan nuns, at the exact moment of such unitary experiences. Using high-tech imaging techniques, Newberg and D’Aquili discovered that intensely focused spiritual contemplation (i.e., meditation or prayer) creates changes in brain activity, that lead to tangible yet ineffable experiences of oneness.
and connectedness with the rest of the universe. What Buddhists call “oneness with the universe,” and Franciscan nuns call “being in the presence of God,” are not the result of delusory or wishful thinking, but rather the result of a sequence of clear, discrete, observable, and recordable neurophysiological events.

Whether you think of yourself as religious or spiritual, or whether you completely reject such things, you are nonetheless hardwired to seek this unitary experience, and Holosync is a modern and effective—and relatively easy—method of achieving it. You can therefore approach this program from any religious point of view without compromising your faith. You can think of it merely as a way of reordering your brain to accept life’s challenges and opportunities with greater equanimity and without fear. If you are part of a faith community, however, you can use your faith as the center for the work you do through Centerpointe. If you have no faith community, then think of it as a spiritual practice in any way you choose.

The Effects of Fear

One of the more common and sobering things we’ve heard from people using the Centerpointe program over the last twelve years is that many of them were raised in an environment of fear. Fear wasn’t just something they felt every once in a while; it was pervasive—so pervasive, in fact, that most took it for granted, scarcely noticing it, like the fish not noticing the water. As adults, many of these people continue to live in a world of fear. Instead of dealing with it and resolving it in some way, they cope by distracting themselves with alcohol, drugs, sex, constant activity, and in a thousand other ways. For such people, coping becomes an undercurrent they’re not aware of, but which affects everything they do.

As adults, these people often add new fears to those carried with
them from childhood. They worry about relationships, about financial and personal success, about their children, about their futures, about their health, and about failing.

Despite the pervasiveness of these fears, and the real challenge in facing and resolving them, some people learn to move beyond them to live lives of well-being, happiness, and inner peace. These people can set goals and creatively move to successful, satisfying conclusions. They can form meaningful, loving relationships with the people around them, and can relate to challenges and adversity with equanimity and grace under fire. They can do these things because they’ve confronted and let go of fear-based perceptions and replaced them with confidence, self-awareness, and a feeling of connection to the world around them.

Confronting these fears isn’t always easy. No one wants to discover that the core elements of their worldview are rooted in false, fear-inspiring rules and proscriptions. But people who can confront their fears and move through them are then free to reach for their dreams.

One of the ways people grow through the Centerpointe program is by awakening to how much of their life has been structured around fear-based perceptions. As they move through the program, they replace this old way of seeing things with a new and more empowering view based on emotional balance, confidence, inner peace, and happiness. Although healing these old fears may be uncomfortable at times, facing them allows us to understand just how much of our sense of self-worth, success, and satisfaction had been hindered by these perceptions.

Interestingly, despite the fact that Centerpointe program participants have great insights into how and why they have created the events and results in their life, the changes people experience are generally not cognitive or intellectual. Rather, the changes manifest as the gradual dawning of a kind of internal “knowingness.” Problems fall away, not because they are “solved” or understood, but rather because they become irrelevant. While intellectual understanding may come, it is a
by-product of this much deeper spiritual understanding.

**Not Knowing How You’ll Get There**

Many people believe that those who achieve what they want in life know, before they begin a project, not only *where* they are going, but exactly *how* they will get there—that they travel straight through to the conclusion by well-planned steps. This, however, is rarely the case. Ask any successful person if they went straight to their goal, and you’ll probably get a chuckle followed by the long and winding story of what really happened.

It is true that successful people know where they’re going, but very few start with a clear idea of how they’ll get there. Napoleon Hill, author of the seminal work on success, *Think and Grow Rich*, has called this clarity and focus about the goal one’s “Definite Major Purpose.” Those who have worked through their fears realize that if they start toward their definite major purpose with whatever resources they have, the methods for achieving it will inevitably appear, as needed, as they move forward. In fact, taking the original steps toward the goal, no matter how tentative, is often the only way in which the plan for attaining it will appear.

Each of us comes to this process of growth and healing with his or her unique temperament, values, and background. Like all of us, you are a product of your early life and your own unique experiences with victory and defeat. If you’re like most people, you have your own fears and barriers to growth. But if you make a start, and then keep going, no matter what twists, turns, and surprises confront you (and there will be some, I promise), this internal journey will truly allow you to heal past emotional traumas, feel contentment with your present life, and prepare you to face your future with power and acceptance. As
you begin, don’t let the fact that the path is unknown disconcert you or hold you back. Take the first step, and trust that what to do at each bend in the road will be revealed to you.

**My Own Path**

As I take stock of myself, I’m amazed at how content I am now, particularly considering where I started. Fear, anger, depression, and other dysfunctional feelings and behaviors used to be a constant part of my life, and the personal success I wanted seemed always to elude me. Before I began working with what later became Holosync, I spent most of my life very dissatisfied—with myself, with the world, and with other people. Everything was a strain, a crisis, a drama. Even my successes were unfulfilling because regardless of how good they were, they were never enough. I worried constantly. Because I was deathly afraid someone might find out I had needs, I was unwilling to open up and be vulnerable. I couldn’t tell others what I wanted in a given situation because they might find out how much I wanted something, and this fear of being found out created an almost constant underlying anxiety. Because of the act I put on, most people thought I really didn’t need anything, when inside I was really crying out for nurturing and love.

Why was I so afraid of opening to others? I don’t know for sure. But because of it, I was often hostile and angry, and I succeeded in driving many good people from my life. Anger was the background of all my interactions, including those with myself. It was as though I walked around with a black cloud over my head. Because I was so unhappy, I was desperate to break that pattern, and went through many years of trying anything and everything that seemed like it might make a difference. I read hundreds of self-help books, visited many different therapists, and attended countless personal-
growth seminars. I learned to meditate, and practiced traditional meditation with great devotion and discipline for sixteen years. In my desperation I tried other more exotic approaches like firewalking, healing diets, and a number of other things I’m actually ashamed to admit I tried. A few of these things helped a little, for a while, but many, if not most, were a disappointing waste of time and money. Even when I thought I’d made progress, the old fear, anger, and depression would always return, which, of course, was very discouraging.

I know this sounds self-serving, but somehow the seven years of daily Holosync meditations I dutifully sat through finally transformed me. It allowed me to give up the old way I’d created—which believe me, wasn’t working—and gave me the self awareness I needed to finally let go of the feelings, ways of thinking, and behaviors that

---

**Personal Experience**

When I first started the Centerpointe program, about one year ago, I figured I’d pretty much come to terms with all my internal struggles and “ancient” history. Perhaps on some level I had, though some aspects of my internal life were still uncomfortable. The program definitely took me deeper, which is where I had to go to begin to flush out all the accumulated and “stuck” emotions, games, etc., that were still making my life miserable. At school, I was going through a particularly tough time, much of it beyond my ability to control. In the past, that would have absolutely enragèd me. Now, I found that I was able to accept things as they happened and allow events to unfold without feeling that I had to affect the outcome of every situation. For the first time in my life I could step back, relax, and let go . . . and be okay with whatever the outcome was. The other students made comments about my newfound calm and peace of mind. I was promised in the literature, and I have to say that I definitely feel I am, functioning at a higher level now than I was before using the program.

—Susan S., British Columbia, Canada
I’m an ordinary person, but the combination of great persistence and determination to know myself, along with the luck I had in finding and using Holosync, have enabled me to take an inward journey that I hadn’t thought was possible. Objectively speaking, it’s the same world out there now as when I started seventeen years ago. But everything about me, about the world, and about other people seems different to me now.

I use myself as an example because I’m convinced that the kind of personal power and personal contentment I now experience is available to anyone, regardless of their past or present circumstances. You don’t have to live in a world where you don’t like yourself or other people, or where you use most of your energy each day just to hold yourself together. You don’t have to live in a world where you’re afraid to be close to other people, or where no one wants to be close to you. And you don’t have to live in a world where others possess the power to live creatively and successfully, but not you. At this point, I’ve seen so many people create happy lives, regardless of their circumstances, that I know anyone can do it.

But what if you’re already 100% emotionally healthy and living a life filled with fun, energizing projects, loving friends, and satisfying challenges? In that case, Holosync will make you even more effective, more internally peaceful, more clear in your thinking, and more self-aware.

If I’ve learned one thing from the last seventeen years, it’s that the possibilities in life are much greater than most people imagine them to be, and that these possibilities really are available to anyone. After my own journey with Holosync, followed by over twelve years helping many tens of thousands of people use the Centerpointe program, I’m more firmly convinced of this than ever. Based on what I’ve seen, I can say without reservation that regardless of your current or past personal circumstances, it is not necessary to live a life of suffering and unhappiness.
Happiness, inner peace, and personal fulfillment are available to anyone. If I can do it, you can, too.

MAKE HASTE SLOWLY

Many people begin the Centerpointe program intensely dissatisfied with their lives. Many have read accounts of individuals who, despite the challenges they’ve faced, have learned how to live in great happiness and inner peace through meditation and other similar practices. Seeing these possibilities, and seeing the value of the Centerpointe approach, they often come to us in a mad rush to get from where they are now to where they want to be. They often dislike themselves, other people, and the world they live in. They are suffering, and they are in a hurry to end it. That’s understandable. When I started, I was in a great hurry, too. There are, however, some pitfalls to hurrying this process.

I’ve said that Holosync technology allows you to get the benefits of meditation more quickly than traditional methods, but I want to be

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

“I’ve been meditating for almost 18 years now, and there have been huge changes in that time. But in the last two months, since I began the program, things are changing so fast it’s hard to believe. Things I’ve been trying to get to the bottom of for ages, and really put in a lot of “work” on, are just dissolving beautifully. I seem to be seeing things so much more clearly, faster, and without the EFFORT. As far as I’m concerned the first level paid for itself in the first week and it just keeps getting better. I knew what my “problem” was intellectually, but I couldn’t change it or get at it. So thank you for creating this great programme and I’m spreading the word.”

—JUDITH B., NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA
clear that I’m not saying that this is the “easy” way to grow and change. Though you don’t have to spend years learning to meditate effectively, you will have to work through change.

Though people who have practiced traditional meditation for years often tell us, “Ahh, this is what I was told would happen when I first learned to meditate, but it never really did,” the program still is not a “30-day miracle.” From personal experience, I know that it took persistence and discipline over a long time to achieve the benefits I received. Others find the same thing. You cannot, for example, expect to meditate with Holosync for six hours a day and move through the program six times faster than we recommend. An hour a day is what we suggest, and for good reason: the brain is capable of benefiting only so much over a given time.

It’s also not a good idea to race from one level to the next, thinking you’re “more advanced” if you’ve somehow managed to quickly move to one of the stronger levels. A grade school student doesn’t get much from sitting through a college chemistry class, and just being in one of the more advanced levels, without having fully integrated the changes from previous levels, is not going to make the changes happen any faster. In fact, it may slow things down.

Those who use the program as we advise, however, reap the rewards. I’m pleased by how often, a little more than half-way through the program, people begin to say, “You know, I’m fine. Other people are fine. The world is fine. Everything is okay.” A deep contentment begins to take over, and from that point on, the desperate urge to hurry is gone. From that point, people continue the program purely for the adventure of continuing to grow and improve, and to see what will happen next. Based on what’s happened already, they know that whatever happens next, they’re going to like it.

In explaining how the program works, I often use the analogy of a runner getting in shape because it’s something everyone understands.
Using Holosync is like running. You can run only a relatively short distance in the beginning of training. No matter how gung-ho you are, no matter how eager you are to be in great shape, you don’t run a marathon the first week. Instead, you build up to it over a long time, increasing your running distance gradually, so that your lungs, circulatory system, and muscles can adapt to the stress. Eventually, when you’ve paid the price, your body is ready for serious running.

The Centerpointe program creates change at a very deep level, and does so more quickly than anything I’ve ever seen or used. Because everything will happen very quickly anyway, you don’t need to hurry. So as you use the program, take your time, remembering the old Latin motto *festina lente*, “make haste slowly.” You’ve undertaken a process of exploration, not a race. You may begin with certain goals in mind. You may think you know just what you need to change. But gradually, you’ll be eager to proceed because you’ll be making new discoveries about your capabilities and opportunities. You may achieve your original goals, certainly, or you may decide these goals weren’t what you wanted or needed after all. But the real adventure is the discovery of new aspects of yourself and your environment that you didn’t know could be so gratifying.
This is an interactive book, with free videos and free access to other tools!
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LESSON TWO of *Harnessing the Power of Awareness* (Choice, Meditation, and Your Brain).

http://bit.ly/15vKItA

Click the link below or scan the QR code to experience Holosync® right now.

http://bit.ly/1xTjAeC
Years may wrinkle the skin, but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul.

—SAMUEL ULLMAN

CHAPTER 2

{ WHEN MEDITATION and BRAIN WAVE TECHNOLOGY MEET }

Even before I stumbled onto the advances offered by the new discoveries in sound technology, I was interested in meditation. I learned Transcendental Meditation in 1969, as did many college students in those days, and practiced it faithfully for many years. I later learned many other meditation techniques and approaches, some very advanced. I read many books exploring the subject of meditation from both ancient and modern scientific perspectives, and was fully absorbed in practicing the traditional approach.

I could see that people who meditated were more focused and serene, and I wanted these benefits for myself. The explanations for the power of meditation made sense to me. But reconciling traditional meditation (with all its beautifully metaphorical, but admittedly unscientific, explanations) with modern research into the structure and operation
of the human brain was the real breakthrough for me. In creating this link between science and meditation, I felt I’d found a powerful, new tool for self-understanding and self-transformation.

**There May Be Two Sides, But It’s Still the Same Coin**

To understand why Holosync technology accelerates the rate at which one can receive the results available from traditional meditation techniques, let’s start with a bit of philosophy. Mystical explanations of the origin of the universe state that the one energy of reality (the same unifying energy physicists have now identified from a more scientific perspective) polarized itself at the moment of creation into apparent dualities—good and evil, male and female, up and down, here and there, and all other pairs of seeming opposites. I say “apparent dualities,” and
“seeming opposites,” because in each pair of opposites each part is dependent on the other for its existence, like two sides of a coin. “Cold” is meaningless except in relation to “hot”; “good” makes no sense without “bad.” According to the mystical philosophies of the East, it is the tension in our mind between these pairs of opposites that causes the universe to manifest.

Interestingly enough, this tension between opposites is also reflected in the structure of the human brain. The brain, divided into right and left hemispheres, mirrors the dual structure thought by mystics to be a central characteristic of the universe. This innate duality of the brain is made more acute by the fact that in virtually all people, the two hemispheres are unbalanced, a state called brain lateralization. Because the brain filters and interprets reality in a split-brained way, we tend to see things as separate and opposed, rather than as connected and part of the oneness spoken of by the great spiritual teachers (and, in the last few decades, by quantum mechanical physicists).

Thus, at a deep level, the dual structure of our brain, in conjunction with brain lateralization, predisposes us to see and experience ourselves as separate from, and often in opposition to, the rest of the world—instead of experiencing the elegant interconnectedness

In 1975, Herbert Benson, M.D., an Associate Professor of Medicine at the Harvard Medical School and Chief of the Division of Behavioral Medicine at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, published “The Relaxation Response.” This book describes studies at Harvard Medical School in which subjects experienced the same states, and received the same benefits, as practitioners of traditional meditation, just by sitting with eyes closed and repeating a single word, such as “One,” silently to themselves for twenty minutes a day. These benefits included dramatic reductions in stress, lowering of high blood pressure, relief of chronic pain and insomnia, and mitigation of a multitude of other complaints.

One of Benson’s most important contributions was demonstrating that a focus on anything creates a meditative state in the brain, with all the attendant benefits.
between us and everything else. Our childhood associations and programming build on this inborn tendency by training us to seek this and avoid that, to move toward pleasure and away from pain, to do good and not bad, and so on.

The greater the lateralization in the brain, the greater the feelings of separation—and the greater the feelings of separation, the greater the fear, stress, anxiety, and isolation. In its extreme form, a lateralized, unbalanced brain results in behavior commonly described as “dysfunctional” or “addictive,” with all the painful feelings that accompany those states.

In traditional meditation, the meditator seeks to eliminate the effects of brain lateralization through some form of focusing, such as repeating a prayer or mantra, keeping the attention on the flow of the breath, staring at a candle flame, or one of several other techniques. Whatever the technique, the effect on the brain is substantially the same: synchronization of the two brain hemispheres—and after much practice, an experience of connection with the rest of the universe, accompanied by profound inner peace and happiness. Any kind of focusing will bring about a degree of brain synchronization.

---

**PERSONAL EXPERIENCE**

“After using the program for almost two years and attending two retreats, I am convinced that Centerpointe has developed the most effective transformational program on the market today. I make this claim based not only on my own experiences, but also on the experiences of my spouse, my father, and one of my friends. They are also on the program. For me to say that I have witnessed remarkable changes in myself and my loved ones would be the understatement of the millennium! Words cannot even begin to describe the depth of change that I have witnessed in myself and others.”

—JOSÉ RODRIGUEZ, PH.D., Mind Chatter NO. 40
The greater the focus, the greater the synchronization, and the deeper the meditative state.

As the meditator focuses, he or she moves from what scientists call a beta brain wave state, typical of normal waking consciousness, into a slower and more relaxed alpha brain wave state. Later, after many years of disciplined practice, the meditator gains enough mastery to begin brief excursions into the deeper (and even more relaxed) theta brain wave state (more on these brain wave states in a moment).

As the meditator accesses these more relaxed meditative brain wave states, there is an increase in communication (and therefore balance) between the two sides of the brain, and a reduction in feelings of stress and separation. At first, this more balanced and less stressed state is temporary, lingering for only a short time after meditation. But changes in the brain over time, including the creation of new neural connections between the two brain hemispheres, gradually lead to an ability to enter these states at will, even when not meditating, and remain in them for longer and longer periods. One way to look at this might be to say that as the brain balances, the meditator’s threshold for what he can handle coming at him from his environment gradually moves higher and higher, making him increasingly immune to stress-related problems and ailments.

Unfortunately, as I have said, this process is slow. It can take years, even decades, to perfect the ability to reach and stay in these slower brain wave states, and still longer for the changes they cause to really take hold.

Because Holosync creates these same brain wave patterns—precisely, consistently, and without effort—it allows the Holosync meditator to skip the long and tedious process of perfecting meditation skills and get right to the business of creating positive change. The process is further accelerated because Holosync actually creates even deeper meditative states than are possible through traditional techniques.
Interestingly enough, Holosync meditators find their ability to meditate in a traditional way also dramatically increases as they become regular users of the Centerpointe program.

Meditation alters the filter through which the outside world is perceived. The more balanced, synchronized brain is less likely to split reality into categories based on arbitrary, early-life programming. Dualities become less divisive, the unity and interrelationship of all things becomes more apparent, and one begins to experience life as a connected whole. People engaged in serious meditation are more able to live without fear and judgment, without the need to manipulate others, without automatic negative responses to life’s ups and downs, and without a desperate need for approval—in short, without the limitations of mental programming, especially that based on separation.

Extensive research has demonstrated that this balancing, or synchronization, of the hemispheres of the brain happens in all forms of meditation. The degree of hemispheric synchronization can be very

---

Information You Can Use—
Our Brains are Us

“Neuroscience is coming of age. We are beginning to understand a lot about the brain, and several things follow from that. We will be able to have a better life. Our brain is us. We will be able to keep our brains in better shape. The quality of our life depends very strictly on the quality of brain function that we have. We will be able to increase the quality of brain function with age, so it doesn’t deteriorate, so we remember properly and we function properly and we can then really enjoy being old.

“I go to the dentist once a year to see how my teeth are doing, but I don’t think of going to the neurologist to see how my brain is doing. Clearly our brain is more important than our teeth. We can have false teeth; false brains are not around.”

—DR. RUDOLFO LINAS,
CHIEF OF PHYSIOLOGY AND NEUROSCIENCE AT THE NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
precisely determined by measuring the meditator’s brain wave patterns with an electroencephalograph (EEG).

**Brain Wave Patterns and Their Meaning**

In 1970, Elmer Green, Ph.D., of the Menninger Foundation, studied Swami Rama, an Indian yogi who lived in the United States. Under laboratory conditions, under the observation of research scientists, Swami Rama demonstrated many ways in which internal states thought to be outside conscious control could be regulated voluntarily. These studies gave researchers the first peek at the brain wave patterns of meditation. The studies are described in *Beyond Biofeedback* by Dr. Green and his colleague, Alyce Green (New York: Delacort, 1977). Shortly thereafter, research scientists associated with the Transcendental Meditation movement of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi also conducted extensive studies that allowed researchers to observe the brain wave patterns of the meditative state.

Over time, additional research demonstrated that the brain generates different wave patterns, progressively longer and slower, as meditation becomes deeper. Scientists have identified the following brain wave patterns, named with Greek letters:

- **Beta pattern**: This is the fastest pattern, 13–100+ Hertz (Hz, cycles/sec). This is the common pattern of normal waking consciousness and is associated with alertness, arousal, and concentration. Except for unusual circumstances, we create some combination of all four categories of brain waves at all times. For most people, most of the time, however, beta waves are of greater amplitude, or strength, than the others, and are therefore the most prominent. We now also understand that higher-end beta waves (30 Hz and higher) occur during times of uneasiness, distress, and anxiety. Dysfunctional and addictive behaviors,
neurosis, and strong feelings of separation are common experiences when the brain operates in the extreme high end of the beta range. The extremes of the beta range are also associated with what scientists call the “fight or flight response.”

• **Alpha pattern:** This pattern is somewhat slower, 8–12.9 Hz, and occurs soon after closing your eyes and relaxing. Alpha brain waves are associated with introspection. In the alpha state, the body produces calming neuro-chemicals. At the higher end of its range it produces what has been termed a “super learning” state. When you are deeply absorbed in a book, for instance, you are probably making an increased amount of alpha waves. Pre-sleep or pre-waking drowsiness occurs at the lower end of the alpha range. Deep alpha (i.e., the lower end of the alpha range) is also associated with peace and contentment, and is the predominant brain wave pattern of traditional meditation. While beta is part of fight or flight, alpha (and slower) waves create what Dr. Herbert Benson of the Harvard Medical School termed the relaxation response. In this state, instead of being mobilized to deal with external danger, we are turned inward for introspection, learning, relaxation, and renewal.

• **Theta pattern:** This pattern is slower still, between 4–7.9 Hz. This is the pattern of rapid eye movement (REM) dreaming sleep, sometimes called a hypnagogic state. Theta is associated with enhanced creativity, memory, healing, and integrative experiences, where we put together previously disparate pieces of information, leading to an “ah-ha” experience or sudden understanding. Generally, even very advanced meditators attain the theta state for only moments at a time. Studies of Zen monks have shown momentary bursts of heightened theta during meditation. Many psychologists believe the theta state is the doorway to the unconscious mind.

• **Delta pattern:** This is the slowest pattern, between 0.1–3.9 Hz. It is the pattern of dreamless sleep. Some have postulated that in delta we make contact with what Swiss psychiatrist Carl G. Jung called the “collective unconscious” shared by all humans. A great
There are four categories of brain waves: beta, alpha, theta, and delta. Beta waves are of the highest frequency. In their highest extreme beta is associated with anxiety, unease, and lack of inner peace. At the slower end of the beta range, focus and cognitive thinking increase. Slower than beta are alpha waves, associated with focus, “superlearning,” and meditation. Still slower are theta waves, associated with dreaming sleep, increased creativity, some kinds of learning, and extremely deep meditation. Deepest of all are delta waves, associated with dreamless sleep and many autonomic nervous system functions. Notice that the height of the wave form, also called the amplitude, increases as the frequency slows. Amplitude corresponds to power, one reason why slowing the brain waves using Holosync provides a more powerful “push” to the brain.
In each Holosync listening session the soundtrack gradually takes you from the higher levels of alpha, down through alpha, then through theta, and finally into delta. However, we specifically focus on the delta pattern because we have found that this is where the greatest acceleration of growth takes place. This ability to hold you in the delta state—something you cannot do through traditional meditation—is another reason why Holosync causes such profound acceleration in your growth.

**Personal Experience**

I have been listening to Holosync for almost a year now and I am feeling so great it’s almost unbelievable. I feel like a different person. Stress that used to bother me isn’t as bad now, and I am actually happier or more content. My back is doing better and isn’t going into spasms when I am confronted with conflict. I am more relaxed and happy to talk about problems rather than being afraid. And if I do get upset, it lasts only a few minutes, rather than days, and it isn’t as overwhelming. Every day used to be a struggle for me. I had no desires and even wondered “what am I living for?” Now, I’m accepting what is and dealing with the problems positively and working on solutions. I still have bad days but it’s so much better than it used to be, and now I know I’m getting stronger and healthier, younger everyday. I’m so happy to get rid of dysfunctional feelings and be able to be happy around people instead of uncomfortable. This is a dream come true for me.

—THANKS, RUBY S., Mind Chatter No. 85

When we enter the alpha and theta brain wave states during sleep, we scan data stored in the unconscious parts of our mind and, to a certain extent, rearrange and process it. This scanning and processing we call dreaming. As we move into the alpha and theta states, we become more aware of the unconscious parts of the mind. This means that non-resourceful mental programming (old, inappropriate feelings and behaviors that usually run on automatic and do not give you the results you
want) is accessible in theta, allowing it to change to something more resourceful (more on this later). Finally, in the delta state, we access areas of the mind where the broadest and most primal programs about what it means to be human are stored.

Meditators using Holosync soundtracks are able to remain alert and aware in the delta state, even though delta is a sleep state. From what these people have told us about their experiences, we know that delta allows a meditator to access material from the deepest levels of the unconscious. Amazingly, our experience at Centerpointe has been that merely accessing this mental programming while in a meditative state seems to change it in a positive way. What is more, the Holosync meditator doesn’t even need to consciously know what is being changed or have any intellectual knowledge of what is going on. The intellectual understanding of what has changed comes after the change has occurred, and doesn’t even seem to be necessary!

Inducing Brainwave States Through Technology

At about the same time research on the connection between brain waves and meditation was moving forward, Dr. Gerald Oster, of Mt. Sinai Medical Center in New York, published a paper in Scientific American (October 1973) about research he had been conducting since the 1950s into the effects of sound waves on brain wave patterns. Oster’s paper described a method, using very precise sound waves, that allowed a person to create any desired electrical pattern in the brain, including the patterns of meditation.

Dr. Oster found that certain waves occur in the brain as it reconciles sounds of slightly different frequencies to create one rhythm. The sounds enter as separate inputs, one in each ear. After being received as separate tones, a part of the brain called the olivary nucleus generates
a single consistent wave pattern that is a resolution, or reconciliation, of these tones.

After the publication of this research, a small industry sprang up around this technology and its ability to alter brain wave patterns. These early efforts focused on stimulating the brain to generate particular brain wave patterns that were thought to bring about desirable experiences. Experimenters would say, “We’ll put you in an alpha brain wave pattern, and you’ll experience increased learning ability,” or, “We will put you in a theta state, and you’ll become more creative.” To these early experimenters, the goal was to enter these states in order to have certain pleasurable experiences, or to experience an increase in certain mental abilities associated with those states. As we’ll see, I came to believe that, while this certainly does happen, there was something much more profound going on—something everyone else was missing.

**How Centerpointe Began**

Back in 1985, I began experimenting with what eventually developed into the Holosync audio technology we now use in the Centerpointe program. Up to that point, I had done my meditation straight and unaided, the old fashioned way. But one day, a friend gave me a cassette tape and told me it contained a sound technology that would put me in a deep meditative state. I was polite, but told him I thought the idea was ridiculous: “People have been meditating in a certain way for centuries for a reason. If there was a better way, some great meditation teacher would have already thought of it.” I was reluctant to even try it.

About three weeks later I happened to wear the same jacket I’d been wearing that day and found my friend’s cassette in the pocket. “What’s this?” I thought. “Oh, yes. The high-tech meditation scam.”
Some twenty years ago British biofeedback researcher C. Maxwell Cade began working with an EEG [electroencephalograph] specifically designed to show full-spectrum brain-wave activity. As he worked with hundreds of people who were able to function exceptionally well, who were able to enter heightened states of consciousness easily, he began noticing similarities in the patterns of brain waves they produced.

As he compared these exceptional people with his thousands of other subjects, he noticed that there was a distinct progression. In the first stage, most people could soon learn to enter the alpha state, in which beta diminished and alpha became the dominant frequency. As they progressed in their practice, many of these people learned to enter the theta state, in which beta, alpha, and delta diminished and theta became dominant. In this, his findings matched those of the EEG studies of Zen monks.

But Cade found that exceptional people, those who were peak performers, soon moved into a different pattern. When they were in their peak state, their EEG patterns showed that their brains were producing large amounts of alpha and theta as well as strong beta and delta activity—all at the same time.

Cade called this extraordinary brain-wave pattern the Awakened Mind. He found that these peak-performance individuals could maintain this pattern even while reading, performing mathematical calculations, and carrying on conversations! Apparently these individuals were able to draw upon the relaxing, centering properties of the alpha state, the creative, memory-accessing properties of the theta state, the healing, “grounded” properties of the delta state, and at the same time still maintain the alert concentration and external orientation of the beta state.

—Michael Hutchison, Mega Brain Power, 33–34

But I stuck it in my Walkman, put on some headphones, and tried it. It was 10 minutes long, but it really impressed me. I had an incredible meditation, better than a really “good” day after 45 minutes or so of traditional meditation. Though it was tough for me to reconcile my reaction with my conservative orientation, I had to admit there was obviously something to it.

I began doing some research and reading about the effects of sound on the brain. Eventually, I borrowed some tone generators and other equipment from the University of Portland engineering lab, where I was a graduate student in music, and started making my own soundtracks.
The images on the following pages are brain wave patterns of subjects connected by electrodes placed on their scalp to a Mind Mirror, a type of EEG machine. The bars on the left represent activity in the left brain, and those on the right represent activity in the right brain. The length of the bar as it expands out from the center represents the amplitude, or relative strength, of each brain wave pattern. Moving from top to bottom in each diagram, each bar represents a different frequency, with the top five bars on either side representing beta waves at 38, 30, 24, 19, and 15 Hz, respectively; the next three bars representing alpha waves at 12.5, 10.5, and 9 Hz; the next three bars representing theta waves at 7.5, 6, and 4.5 Hz; and the bottom three bars representing delta waves at 3, 1.5, and 0.75 Hz.

Brain waves of a non-meditator with eyes open. Notice the lack of balance between the left and right hemispheres, with higher amplitude in the left hemisphere showing concentration or controlled attention. Also notice the very low amplitude of alpha waves. The higher amplitude in the delta area is the result of unconscious, autonomic nervous system functions.
Holosync meditator listening to Holosync designed to induce alpha waves. Notice the low amplitude of beta waves and high amplitude of alpha waves, indicating deep relaxation. The relatively high amplitude of delta waves is associated with unconscious autonomic processes.

Holosync meditator (eyes closed) listening to a soundtrack designed to enhance delta brain waves in the 2.5 Hz range. Notice the high amplitude of the bars representing the delta range, the smaller amplitude in the other brain wave patterns, and a slightly greater amount of alpha (the result of the other sounds on the CD). Note also the relative balance between the two sides of the brain.
Long time Holosync meditator with eyes closed (not listening to Holosync). Note the relative balance between the brain waves in each hemisphere, the peaks in amplitude in each of the alpha, theta, and delta areas, and the relatively small amplitude in the beta area. This pattern is very similar to that of the “Awakened Mind” identified by researcher Maxwell Cade.

Experienced Holosync meditator in resting state eyes open (not listening to Holosync). Notice the relative balance of all four brain wave types, and the relative balance between left and right hemispheres, which corresponds to whole brain functioning. The relatively high amplitude of all brain wave patterns, without any areas of extremely low amplitude in any frequency, indicates that for this person the conscious and unconscious areas of the mind can share information.
for meditation. A group of us started using these soundtracks, and over the next four and a half years we became convinced, based on the extraordinary progress we were making, that something really remarkable was happening.

Those four and a half years changed my spiritual awareness, my emotional health, my personality, and my life. My friends and I noticed, within a fairly short time, that we were having many of the classical meditation experiences we’d read about in various scriptures and accounts of famous yogis and other meditators. Despite being disciplined, long-time meditators, we’d never (or rarely) experienced these levels of deep meditation, even after years of practice.

These experiences, however, while often intriguing, are not really the point of meditation—traditional or technological. What I found much more significant was that we began to notice real improvements in mental ability, inner peace, happiness, and self-awareness. As these positive changes continued to happen, we knew we really had something. In late 1989, with one of the people who had been experimenting with me, I started Centerpointe Research Institute.
The Centerpointe Breakthrough

Some time after our initial euphoria, the initial pizazz of our meditation experiences began to level off. We’d reached a plateau where not nearly as much was happening. We were disappointed, to say the least. “So much has happened,” we said, “and we’ve had so many amazing changes. It’s a shame we’re not being pushed to grow anymore.” What a letdown it was after we thought we’d found THE answer. But, rather than let it drop, I was determined to find out why this plateau had occurred. I began to examine the prevailing idea that the most important thing was to place yourself in a particular brainwave pattern. Something told me there was more to it than that.

I finally concluded that everyone had missed the obvious: it wasn’t being in the pattern that counted most; it was that being in certain brain wave patterns forced the brain to do more work, pushing it past its current threshold for what it could handle. Others were concentrating on superficial effects and were missing the deeper and more significant underlying processes actually responsible for the changes.

The level of technology we’d been using, (now called Awakening Prologue), pushed our brains past their former mental and emotional thresholds, just as a one-mile run might push a beginning runner past his physical threshold. But after a while, our brains had finished

Centerpointe Insight—Relax and Enjoy The Ride

We try to counsel people to not spend too much energy trying to minutely evaluate the day-to-day changes or what experiences did or didn’t happen, but rather, to just put in their listening time each day and look back at their progress periodically. This allows you to relax and enjoy the ride. Take it as it comes and just watch with curiosity whatever happens. Although it is not always easy to do, I’ve found this to be good advice whether you’re talking about The Holosync Solution program or life in general.
creating the new structure they needed in order to handle the Holosync stimulus. Once that happened, they were no longer being pushed, which was why it seemed as if we’d reached a plateau. At this crucial point, I asked a question that no one else in this field was asking: “Is there something else we can do, something we haven’t noticed yet, to increase the amount of input we’re giving the brain so that we’ll be able to continue the evolutionary changes we’ve been enjoying so far?”

Although no one in the neurotechnology community was framing it in these terms, I began to think of the brain as reorganizing itself at higher, more complex levels of functioning in response to a stimulus that was beyond its ability to handle—rather than just reaching a certain brain wave pattern and then, as a result, exhibiting certain states or increased mental abilities. How, I asked myself, could we increase the power of this stimulus, and therefore increase the “push” the brain was receiving? We were already putting ourselves into a delta state, where the electrical fluctuations were the most powerful. What else could we do? In answer to the question, I began to look at something called carrier frequency.

Centerpointe Insight—The Goal is Resiliency

Some systems look at brain waves and attempt to make up deficiencies. I don’t believe the goal is to get into certain brain wave patterns, although that is an effect of listening to Holosync. Our goal is to create plasticity, resiliency, and flexibility in the brain so a person can enter whatever state, or combination of states, that is appropriate to what is happening around them or to what they want to accomplish.

Carrier Frequency

To understand carrier frequency, you have to understand a simplified explanation of how we induce the different brain wave patterns with
Holosync. First, we introduce a tone of a certain frequency into one ear, and a tone of a slightly different frequency into the other ear. The brain must reconcile the slight difference in frequency between the two tones. To do this, a part of the brain called the olivary nucleus creates what is called a beat pattern in the brain, corresponding in frequency to the difference between the two tones. This difference tone acts like a tuning fork, causing the brain wave patterns to resonate in sympathy with it, a phenomenon scientists call entrainment.

The carrier frequencies, then, are the frequencies of the pair of tones used to generate the third tone. If we make the difference between the two tones 10 Hz, for example, the predominant brain wave pattern will become 10 Hz, in the middle of the alpha range (8–12.9 Hz).

As long as the difference between the two tones is 10 Hz, your brain will resonate to a 10 Hz alpha state. Notice, however, that there are an infinite number of pairs of tones that could be used to induce a ten-cycle-per-second alpha state. If, for example, we began with carrier frequencies at 230 Hz and 240 Hz, we would be inducing a 10 Hz alpha brainwave (240 minus 230 equals 10). If we then lowered the two frequencies to 190 Hz and 180 Hz respectively, we would still be generating the same 10 Hz alpha state (190 minus 180 equals 10) but using a lower carrier frequency.

I became intrigued with the possibility that lowering the two tones

---

Information You Can Use—Sounds of Meditation

There are two reasons why we have musical crystal bowls and rain as a background for our soundtracks. One is to mask the Holosync tones and give you something pleasant to listen to. The other is to give your brain something to hold on to, to help you produce some high-end alpha and beta brain wave patterns, so you maintain some alertness and are less likely to drift away while you’re in a delta brain wave pattern.
we used—in other words, the carrier frequencies—might provide the extra push to the brain we were looking for. And, when we tried it, that’s exactly what happened: as we lowered the carrier frequencies, Holosync became much more powerful, and the evolutionary changes that had so disappointingly leveled off began again, even more powerfully.

Once we determined that lowering the carrier frequencies would indeed create a more powerful effect, we naturally wanted to find out just how low we could go. So, being young and reckless (well, reckless anyway), we created some ultra-low-frequency soundtracks and started listening to them every day. At first we became extremely euphoric as the brain flooded us with endorphins and other pleasurable neurochemicals, but within four or five days we were freaking out—mentally, emotionally, and even physically. We had so much mental, emotional, and even physical “stuff” coming to the surface that we were totally overwhelmed by it. This was an object lesson. Just as a runner increases his running distance gradually over time, we had to move to lower carrier frequencies gradually, allowing the brain to adapt before moving to the next level.

From this extremely uncomfortable and rather frightening experience, we developed the idea of having an on-going program in which we would start people with a carrier frequency that would be challenging to the nervous system, but not overwhelming. We wanted to push the
brain to change, but not so fast that people couldn’t handle it.

Then, after several months of daily use, when the nervous system had finally come to the point where it had made all the neurophysiological changes it needed to make in order to handle the input it was receiving—when the soundtracks didn’t seem to feel very strong anymore—we moved to something stronger by lowering the carrier frequencies. Each time we did this, a new and even deeper set of changes, different for each individual, would began to happen.

Lowering the carrier frequencies allowed us to continue to stimulate growth and to get much more from this type of technology than others in this field were getting. This discovery changed the technology from an interesting curiosity, or a way to experience interesting altered state experiences, to something very substantial that had the ability to create powerful core-level changes in mental, emotional, and spiritual health.

**It Takes Both the Beat Frequency and the Carrier Frequency**

There are two ways, then, that Holosync gives the nervous system input, or stimulus, that pushes it to reorganize at higher levels of functioning. One is by slowing the brain from a beta brain wave pattern to an alpha pattern, then to theta, and finally to delta. The second is by lowering the carrier frequencies used to induce these alpha, theta, and delta brain wave patterns.

We use both, something that distinguishes what we do from others using sound technology to change brain wave function. Holosync technology uses precise and specific tones to take the listener into the brain wave patterns of meditation. It creates fluctuations in the brain that push it to create a new and more complex structure, and it causes the brain to create new neural pathways linking the left and right brain hemispheres in order to process the slightly different signals given to
Q & A—Does music ever do what Holosync does?

The frequencies of the tones we use are quite close together, less than a half tone apart. It's unlikely that the effects achieved through our sound tracks would ever be induced through music, and certainly not in any predictable way. Music can relax you and maybe it can put you in a light alpha state. But music's ability to create a sustained state below that is virtually nonexistent. We use very sophisticated audio equipment to create sine wave tones calibrated to an accuracy of 3/1000 of a cycle per second.

Each side of the brain.

But we also need the increasingly lower carrier frequencies. Otherwise, we would end our journey after a few months. Once the brain finished creating the pathways needed to handle the first set of frequencies we originally gave it, evolution would stop. We would be like a runner who could never increase his run to two, three, or more miles.

In terms of the running analogy I’ve used, lowering the carrier frequency is like adding more miles to your run. The lower the carrier frequency, the longer the run. On the other hand, the meditative brainwave pattern caused by the beat frequency the brain creates in reconciling the two Holosync tones corresponds to how fast you run. Slowing the brain waves from beta to alpha to theta to delta is like running increasingly faster. By allowing us to run faster and farther, carrier frequency allowed us to really push the brain to change.

** Keeping the Brain Supple **

Carrier frequency was the master key that really allowed us to take full advantage of the Holosync technology and to continue the process of change far beyond the point where other neurotechnology approaches became ineffective. This is why—even though completing just one level of the program creates tremendous change—it is so
Q & A—If I stop using Holosync, do the benefits go away?

As the originator of the program, I finished the Centerpointe program in 1992. I now meditate with Holosync only a few hours each year, but the benefits still continue for me. Using the program creates a momentum in your growth that continues long after you stop listening. The neural pathways created by the program are used all the time as you think, feel, respond to your environment, and go about your life—unlike running muscles, for instance, that need continued training to maintain the same amount of conditioning. Even though I completed my work with Holosync over ten years ago, I continue to have a threshold for what I can handle that is so high that almost nothing can move me off-center. In fact, it’s higher than it was when I last regularly listened to the program soundtracks.

It’s important to continue into the deeper levels. By gradually increasing the input to the brain through increasingly lower carrier frequencies, the benefits increase exponentially, and people continue to experience positive growth for many years.

It’s difficult to quantify and describe the depth of change possible through stimulating the brain with Holosync. Even people who come to the program convinced they’ve worked through all their mental and emotional issues are continually surprised to find deeper and deeper levels of positive change as they go deeper into the program. As more profound levels of awareness and inner resources unfold for them, they feel transformed in ways they couldn’t have imagined when they started. I have to admit, if I hadn’t experienced it myself, and observed it in tens of thousands of people, I wouldn’t have believed it myself.
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Often a moment of crisis, no matter how small, is exactly the point at which we begin to see things in a new way. Something is lost, but new possibilities appear. As we begin to move through such a period of intensity, we’re more open to change, especially if the crisis forces us to see that what we’ve been doing, or how we’ve been seeing things, no longer works. Through the crisis and because of it, we can accept information we might have been ignoring, avoiding, or simply not seeing. We’re surprised to find that we can now deal with situations, people, or events that once seemed impossible. The crisis doesn’t have to be a national or global event; it can be quite personal and internal. It turns out that crisis can be—and often is—a positive change agent.

But emergencies aren’t the only facilitators of change. We don’t have to face dramatic or threatening circumstances in order to experience

---

One must still have chaos in oneself to be able to give birth to a dancing star.

—FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
personal evolution. The human brain is a complex, self-regulating system, able to integrate experiences of amazing complexity. In response to changes in the environment, our brains construct new pathways and reconstruct old ones. In other words, the human brain has the quality of *plasticity* or *malleability* throughout life—*if* it receives the kind of stimulation that allows it to grow and adapt. We can think of the brain, the nervous system, and the conscious mind as partners able to capitalize on changes in the environment.

During the last 100 years, scientists in both physics and biology have learned a great deal about how complex systems such as the brain evolve when placed under appropriate stress. Think of how athletes get stronger as they place their bodies under the stress of exercise, and you’ll grasp the essence of the idea. Holosync soundtracks stress the brain in a precise and very beneficial way, one that causes the brain (and you) to grow and become stronger. This type of growth and change helps you meet and accept the world in a new way: calmly, with confidence, and without fear.

In this chapter I discuss the theory of systems evolution on which our program is based. I want you to understand the mechanism of how positive mental and emotional changes happen, how the Centerpointe program facilitates these changes, and why—for years—our clients have experienced the results they have.

**Entropy, Chaos, and Quantum Leaps**

This may, at first, appear to be a detour to an arcane topic seemingly unrelated to personal growth. Bear with me, however. The following information lays the groundwork for a most elegant description of how personal growth and positive change happen, while at the same time giving us some valuable clues as to how to accelerate the process
Q & A—

Shouldn’t meditation be internally silent? What do I do about all the mind chatter I experience?

It is not true that to meditate properly your mind must be still. The end result of years of meditation is a still mind, but the process itself is often one of upheaval, with lots of thoughts and lots of distractions.

In traditional meditation, you must focus on something (such as a mantra, the breath, or a prayer) in order to create the brain wave patterns of meditation. Focusing slows the brain wave patterns into meditative states. Thoughts or other distractions will, however, continually pull you off focus. This happens because the mind’s purpose is to create thoughts and notice things. As soon as you notice your thoughts have drifted to something other than your point of focus, you gently pull your mind back. You may be distracted two seconds later, at which point you once again go back to your point of focus as soon as you notice you’ve been distracted. This process happens over and over in a typical meditation. Some days it happens more, on others, less. Everyone experiences this during the first several years of traditional meditation.

This process of focusing, losing focus, re-focusing, losing focus again, re-focusing again, over and over, can be tedious and frustrating. This, and the fact that results come very slowly with traditional meditation, often over decades, is a major reason why many people give up in frustration.

With Holosync you don’t need to focus because the technology, not your focusing, creates the brain wave patterns of meditation. Thus, there’s no need to keep pulling your mind back to a point of focus, though many people like to do a focusing technique while they listen because they’ve been meditating for years and it’s a habit. Doing this, however, isn’t necessary. With Holosync, you can just watch your mind do whatever it wants to do. While you still have to deal with the mental, emotional, and spiritual changes created by your meditation, Holosync makes the technique of meditation easy.

and make it much easier.

During the industrial revolution of the nineteenth century, science was exploding with new discoveries. Many of these discoveries occurred as a result of common observation. One of them, a basic law of
Information You Can Use—How Entropy Works

In converting coal into the energy used to power a steam-driven piston, not all the energy in the coal is turned into motion. A certain amount of energy is lost. When the coal is converted to steam power and the expanding steam causes a piston to move, some energy is lost from the system due to friction dissipated in the form of heat radiation. In addition, the machine itself (unless energy is added to the system in the form of an overhaul, new parts, etc.) will eventually wear out and break down. The movement of a piston within a cylinder will eventually cause the piston to break down. In fact, all machines, all systems, all things, will break down unless more energy is added. A car will turn to rust and fall apart, a mountain will eventually be worn down, the club you belong to will disband, and so on. Even the expansion of the universe itself is a movement in the direction of increasing disorder, increasing entropy.

thermodynamics, was discovered when physicists began to measure the energy lost—that is, energy that could not be accounted for—in the process of converting fuel into work.

Physicists thought that, ideally, a perfectly efficient heat engine could perform a work cycle that would convert all the available heat into mechanical work. According to the second law of thermodynamics, however, this is impossible. Nicolas Carnot (1753–1823), who conceived the thermodynamic cycle that is the basis of all heat engines, showed that such an ideal engine cannot exist in the real world. Any heat engine must expend some fraction of its heat input as exhaust, heat radiation, friction, and so forth.

Thus, the second law of thermodynamics places an upper limit on the efficiency of engines, and that upper limit has to be less than 100 percent. The implication of this law of physics is that over time all things tend to break down and become less ordered, unless energy is added in some way. Another way to understand this is to say that whenever work is done, some energy is irretrievably lost. The measurement of the
inefficiency of the process is called entropy. Entropy can also be thought of as a measure of the disorder or chaos in a system or as the measure of the amount of randomness in a system.

In fact, the same law predicting the creation of entropy in the energy exchange that powers machines applies to all energy systems. The law of entropy applies to cosmic entities like stars and planets, to systems within a single planet (such as weather), and also to chemical, electromechanical, biological, and social systems.

It is a basic law of nature that the net amount of entropy in the universe is always increasing, and this law of increasing entropy is an expression of the fact that the universe is irreversibly moving toward a state of increased disorder and randomness—it’s running down. Left to itself, with no energy input from the outside, the universe, like all other systems, irrevocably moves toward increased disorder.

Yet we can plainly see that many things in the universe tend toward increased order—the opposite of what is predicted by the second law of thermodynamics. The history of living organisms on earth shows life becoming more ordered and less random. Life has evolved as atoms formed molecules, molecules combined into amino acids and proteins, proteins formed single cells, single cells combined to form multicellular living organisms, and multicellular organisms eventually evolved into Homo sapiens, with his elaborate social systems. This process leads from less order to increased order and increased complexity. It seems to be completely at odds with the accepted principle that the amount of entropy in the universe is irrevocably increasing. How is it possible, scientists wondered, that some things can evolve and grow and become more ordered when the overall tendency in the universe is for things to break down and become less ordered?

It took over one hundred years for scientists to find an answer to this intriguing question. The answer came in 1977, in the Nobel Prize-winning work of the Russian-born, Belgian theoretical chemist,
Ilya Prigogine. Prigogine became intensely curious about this major contradiction between one of the basic laws of science and equally basic observable facts, including the existence and evolution of life.

**Open Systems**

Until Prigogine’s time, physics had focused its study on idealized, closed systems; that is, systems with no interaction with the surrounding environment. This reduced the number of variables to a manageable number. Research found that closed systems soon reached an equilibrium state of maximum disorder. For example, you probably remember from chemistry class that molecules of hydrogen in a closed container spread out randomly, and any chance ordering that occurs is immediately offset by an offsetting tendency toward increasing disorder. The net effect is to

---

**Up Close**

*Ilya Prigogine, (1917–2005) was a Russian-born Belgian physical chemist and Nobel laureate. For his pioneering work in non-equilibrium thermodynamics, The Nobel Committee awarded Prigogine the prize for chemistry in 1977.*

Born in Moscow, Prigogine left Russia with his family in 1921 and settled in Brussels, Belgium. He studied chemistry at the Université Libre de Bruxelles, receiving his doctoral degree in 1941 and becoming a professor there in 1947. While maintaining his ties in Brussels, in the 1960s Prigogine joined University of Texas at Austin as professor of physics and chemical engineering. He subsequently founded the Ilya Prigogine Center for Studies in Statistical Mechanics and Complex Systems, at that university.

Prigogine’s theories are used in the study of biological systems and have even provided models for theories in fields such as economics, meteorology, and population dynamics. His eloquent book *Order Out of Chaos* (1983) helps explain his research to nonscientists, a task he felt was an important part of a scientist’s work. He also published *From Being to Becoming—Time and Complexity in the Physical Science* (1980) and *Exploring Complexity* (1989) (Microsoft® Encarta® Encyclopedia 99. ©1993–1998 Microsoft Corporation).
Prigogine, on the other hand, wanted to solve the riddle of why and how systems of increasing order and complexity can exist in a universe inevitably tending toward disorder and chaos. To do this, he studied open systems—highly complex systems that interacted with their environment. Studying certain chemical processes—open systems that, when heated, exhibited increased order and growth—his results again seemed to contradict the second law of thermodynamics. Subsequently,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closed System</th>
<th>Open System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At equilibrium</td>
<td>Far from equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid, non-resilient</td>
<td>Plastic, adaptable, resilient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little or no exchange or interaction with environment</td>
<td>Does interact with environment, constant exchange of energy and matter with environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static, stable, do not evolve</td>
<td>Dynamic, a flow, ability to grow and evolve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If stimulated, outcome of change predictable using Newtonian physics</td>
<td>If stimulated, outcome of change unpredictable (can be predicted only with probability theory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot dissipate any build-up in entropy; excess input leads to death of the system</td>
<td>Ability to dissipate entropy to the environment in order to maintain structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have upper limit of how much entropy they can dissipate; the more complex the system, the greater its ability to dissipate entropy and the greater its resiliency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information You Can Use—Highway Evolution

A highway system is an example of an open system. It is relatively stable, and can handle relatively large fluctuations in traffic and traffic patterns. If, however, the amount of traffic suddenly increases to a point where there isn't enough room for all the cars, the system becomes chaotic. But eventually the input lessens, as rush hour (or other cause) ends, and cars cease to overload the system. But if the system develops chronic chaos, highway engineers will widen the road and add more lanes and on/off ramps, sometimes completely reordering the landscape. The new highway construction allows the system to dissipate the entropy (chaos) the old system could not. This new system is more complex, and more stable—unless congestion increases to a point where once again there is too much input.

Prigogine proved his hypothesis that order emerges not in spite of chaos but because of it, that evolution and growth are the inevitable product of open systems slipping into temporary chaos and then reorganizing at higher levels of complexity—and higher levels of functioning. Such systems take in energy and matter from the environment, but more important, they dissipate the resulting entropy from the system and into the environment. Thus, the overall energy result does follow the second law of thermodynamics: overall, entropy increases, but not within the system itself.

Prigogine called open systems that operate in this manner dissipative structures. Other scientists have since confirmed that Prigogine’s discoveries regarding dissipative structures apply to every open system in the universe, whether a chemical system (as in Prigogine’s original experiments), a germinating seed, a highway system, a corporation, a social system, a star, or an individual human being.

Dissipative structures, in order to maintain their existence, must interact
Each open system has an upper limit of how much entropy it can dissipate (dashed lines). As long as input from the environment does not exceed this threshold, the system remains orderly. This is because dissipation of entropy to the environment prevents its build-up inside the system. In the first figure, the amount of entropy being dissipated is below the system’s threshold, while in the second figure, the amount of entropy being dissipated has reached the threshold level. In either case, the system is able to dissipate all entropy and maintain its structure and orderliness.

In the third figure (next page), input from the environment begins to exceed the system’s ability to dissipate the resulting entropy, which begins to build up in the system. As a result, the system begins to become chaotic. As this continues (fourth figure), the system finally reaches a point of maximum disorder, leading to a momentary breakdown of the system and two possible outcomes: either the system breaks down and ceases to exist as a viable system, or it evolves to a higher, more resilient, and more functional level that can dissipate the entropy the old system could not (i.e., the threshold for how much input can be tolerated increases).
Thresholds of the Mind

Open System

Input increases beyond system's ability to handle

System begins to become chaotic

Order begins to break down, entropy builds up in system

Overwhelming input continues

System reaches maximum chaos

System breaks down

Ceases to exist as viable system

System evolves

New and higher limit of the system's ability to dissipate entropy

Input that previously was overwhelming

More entropy now can be dissipated

System evolves to a higher, more resilient and functional level with a new and greater ability to dissipate entropy
with their environment, by continually maintaining the flow of energy into and out of the system. And rather than being the structure through which energy and matter flow, dissipative structures are, in fact, the flow itself. This supports a view, reached independently by physicists studying quantum mechanics, that the universe is not a universe of independent, separate entities, but rather one of process: a changing, flowing, evolving, and intimately interconnected system of interactions.

Open systems maintain (or even increase) their orderliness instead of breaking down because they have the ability to get rid of entropy. But here is a key point: although open systems are extremely plastic and can handle all kinds of fluctuation and variation in input from their environment, each system has an upper limit of how much randomness—how much entropy—it can dissipate to its environment. This limit is based on the system’s structure and its degree of complexity: the greater the complexity of the system, the greater the amount of entropy it can dissipate.

Because each system is really an ongoing flow of energy, the limit of how much entropy can be dissipated also puts a limit on how much input the system can handle. This limit is the system’s threshold. As long as the input level does not exceed the ability to dissipate the resulting entropy—in other words, as long as the input does not exceed the system’s threshold—everything is fine and the system remains stable. But once this limit is exceeded, the system will be unable to dissipate some of the entropy. As a result, chaos begins to build, and order breaks down.

If the input continues to exceed the system’s ability to dissipate the necessary entropy, the system will continue to become more chaotic and more unstable. Open systems are very plastic in their ability to handle fluctuations in the amount of input they receive, but if input continues at a level exceeding the threshold for long enough, the system will eventually become so unstable that the slightest nudge can push it over the edge. This point, which Prigogine called a bifurcation point—bifurcate means “to divide into two branches”—is a moment of truth.
At the bifurcation point, either the system totally breaks down and ceases to exist as an organized system, or it spontaneously reorganizes itself in an entirely new way. An open system, as it reorganizes, has, literally, an infinite number of potential outcomes. Think of an angry crowd on the verge of rioting, or a hive of bees ready to swarm. Because the number of variables is so large, only the probability of any specific outcome can be determined, not the certainty.

**Evolutionary Growth—Escape into a Higher Order**

The most significant thing about this reorganizing process is that the new system is, in fact, totally non-causal and non-linear with what went before; rather than a variation on the old, it is something totally new. The old system has ceased to exist and a new system has been born. In Prigogine’s words, the system “escapes into a higher order.” It is a true quantum leap, a true death and rebirth. One of the most important characteristics of the new system is that it has the capability to handle input from the environment that caused the old system to become overwhelmed and break down. If the stimulus or stress increases again to a level beyond the new system’s new and higher threshold, the process will repeat. A new buildup of entropy, if it continues for long enough, will lead to another reorganization at a yet more evolved, more complex, and higher level.

Living things are clearly open systems. Far from achieving equilibrium, they constantly take in energy in such forms as light, heat, nutrients, air, water, and sensory stimuli. At the same time, they dissipate to their environment carbon dioxide, heat, and waste products, as well as dissipating entropy through the performance of various activities. In this way they are constantly in flux, constantly adjusting to their environment, constantly changing, growing, healing, and learning.

This process of chaos and reorganization is the mechanism by which
Something to Think About—All Things Are Connected

In light of Prigogine’s work and the study of dissipative systems, we begin to understand just how connected all systems are. There are many examples. But it’s obvious that the output of one system as it dissipates energy to its environment is the input to one or many other systems. In this way it is easy to see how an event in one system—located within a human being or in one part of the globe—can affect virtually all others in some way, to a greater or lesser extent.

Because we know that all systems are connected, we focus not so much on the systems as separate entities, but on the connections between them, since that’s where the exchange occurs. We begin to look at the flow rather than at the discrete objects within the flow.

If we observe the suffering of others and decide not to take action because we think it doesn’t affect us personally, we’re denying our ultimate connectedness to the world. If we choose to see suffering only in terms of something that negatively affects us directly, we fail to realize the deeper truth: that our evolution—as individuals and that of humanity in general—depends upon our ability to see beyond the confines of ourselves as separate entities.

Evolution happens. All things grow and evolve in this manner. In fact, this process repeats itself millions of times each minute in every cell of your body. As each cell gets to the point where, as a single cell, it is unable to dissipate the necessary entropy to maintain its structure, it either dies or reorganizes at a higher level by dividing into two cells. Eventually, aging or disease diminishes the body’s ability to efficiently dissipate entropy to the environment, and death is the result. Remember that physically, emotionally, and mentally we are complex systems that obey all the laws discussed above, just as do all other complex systems in the universe. And, beyond the biological, our cognitive and psychological lives are also complex open systems.

Both personal growth and personal suffering become much more understandable when we consider them in terms of this model. For example, core beliefs and personal ways of dealing with what happens in your life change and evolve as old ways of looking at and dealing
Centerpointe Insight—Peak Experiences

It's easy to see that certain types of people will be more likely to reach what psychological researcher and theoretician Abraham Maslow (1908–1970), one of the founders of humanistic psychology, called “peak experience”—and give themselves the chance of “escaping into a higher order.” Those who constantly open themselves to new ideas and experiences and who are not afraid of feeling a bit overwhelmed once in a while are more likely to have this type of peak experience. They are, therefore, more likely to evolve, to experience their model of reality reorganizing at a higher level of functioning. On the other hand, people who habitually resist new ideas, who resist new experiences, who reject what does not fit the structure of their belief system and have trouble acknowledging doubts about their ways of seeing things—in other words, people who resist the influx of new energy, stimuli, and ideas—rarely have peak experiences because they are blocking their potential to evolve. Those with this outlook evolve very slowly, if at all.

with the world are overwhelmed by ever-changing input from your environment. There comes a time when old attitudes and habits just don’t work any more, and must change. Think of the beliefs and issues that were important to you at age eight. As you grew older and your environment changed, your beliefs, personal issues, and the way you saw both yourself and the world changed and evolved in response to this new input. As you grew older your model of the world grew increasingly more complex and you learned to deal with increasing amounts of input.

So now, perhaps, you see where I’m headed. I want to present human beings as open systems and as flows of energy. We are more than our brains and our bodies, we are the flow of energy through them; we are the evolving, organic process of life itself.

The Human Mind, an Open System

As we have seen, the process of reorganization is continuous at
the cellular level as long as there is life. Some cells are reorganizing at a higher level, and some are dying. We are unaware of these micro-processes, but with powerful microscopes and other imaging machines, we can document the process. We don’t yet completely understand, however, the intricate workings of the conscious and unconscious minds. We don’t know, for example, how to track the evolution of an individual’s perception of reality, or the way in which a person’s worldview changes over time.

But we can think more clearly about such matters by understanding the human mind as an open system that functions in the same way as other open systems. The mind is constantly exchanging energy with its environment. This energy is in the form of both physical and emotional input. If the input or stimulation increases to a certain critical point (different for each individual), we begin to feel stressed, and eventually overwhelmed. As a result, we become less and less able to deal with what is happening. We have reached a threshold. Our old assumptions are challenged and our habitual ways of dealing with life are no longer effective. They may, in fact, no longer make any sense to us, when only a moment before they seemed to be the most normal and sensible mechanisms and outlook we could imagine. When we reach a threshold, things become chaotic, and we feel uncomfortable, even overwhelmed. If this chaos continues long enough, our whole way of seeing things may break down. Metaphorically at least, we fall apart. And then, just as in Prigogine’s model, our mental construct of “what is” reorganizes itself at a higher, more evolved level. Once this happens, things make sense, but in a whole new way, one that we could not have imagined before.

**Applying the Model to the Human Mind**

Understanding this systems-model of change and how it applies to the
development of personal growth in human beings leads to an obvious question. What would happen if a set of stimuli were to be purposefully designed to give the human brain input that would cause our current way of being and operating in the world—our model of who we are and how we respond to the world—to go through this highly beneficial evolutionary sequence of *overwhelm, temporary chaos, and reorganization at a higher level*? We wouldn’t be doing this to cause a “breakdown” in a conscious, debilitating sense, but rather to increase our personal resiliency and to allow us to deal more clearly, more calmly, and more resourcefully with whatever happens. What if, in doing so, we were able to create a totally new way of being, one that’s more internally peaceful and happy and outwardly more effective? If the stimuli or fluctuations affecting the brain were strong enough, and applied in just the right way, even a brain strongly resistant to change could be caused to evolve to higher levels of mental, emotional—even spiritual—functioning.

This is exactly the purpose of Holosync audio technology. Holosync gives the brain more input than it can handle in the way it is currently structured, and this leads the brain to reorganize itself, over and over, at higher levels of functioning. This is the process: increasing stimulation to the brain » temporary overwhelm of the current system » reorganization at a new and higher level » increased capacity in the person for awareness, emotional health, mental abilities, and the understanding of life experiences in a greater context.

In studies at the University of California at Berkeley in the 1970s, researchers placed laboratory mice in enriched environments containing mirrors, swings, ladders, little tunnels to run through, and so on. Later, when the researchers studied the brains of these highly stimulated mice, they found them to be much larger and more complex, and containing many more types of cells associated with intelligence, than the brains of mice that had not been stimulated in the same way. In a similar way, Holosync audio technology creates a super-enriched environment for
These three photographs show water droplets magnified on a slide and “excited” by sound vibrations. In response to the vibration, mandala-like ordered shapes are created. The top picture (fig. a) shows a five-sided pattern. In the picture on the lower left (fig. b), the power of the vibrational stimulus has been increased to a level beyond the ability of the five-sided system to handle, which causes the five-sided figure to become chaotic and begin to break down. After a few moments in this chaotic interim state, the droplet suddenly takes on a new and more complex structure, a ten-sided shape shown in the picture on the lower right (fig. c). Though these “excited” water droplets are not true open systems, they do demonstrate visually the Prigoginian process of order, increased input, chaos, and reorganization at a higher level.

Images from “Cymatics: A Study of Wave Phenomena and Vibration”, © 2001 MACROmedia, Used by Permission. MACROmedia, 219 Grant Road, Newmarket NH 03857. www.cymaticssource.com
your brain, encouraging new connections, complexity, and resiliency that otherwise would not develop.

When you use Holosync soundtracks each day, you subject your brain to stimuli that push it to the point where it must, in Prigogine’s words, “escape into a higher order.” Then, as you move to successively deeper levels of the program, you create the same alpha, theta, and delta brain wave patterns, but at carrier frequencies increasingly lower in tone and larger in amplitude. This carefully orchestrated increase in brain stimulation results in changes in the deep structures of the brain. You can tell these changes are occurring because you see yourself easily handling more and more complex stimuli in your daily life.

**Personal Experience**

There was a time when I found nothing magical, nothing mysterious enough, to give anything of myself except my fear. Fear determined much of my outlook on life for a while, but slowly the fear melted away and was replaced with a sense of awe and wonder, and perhaps even a deeper sense of peace beneath it all. But even this sense of peace was not constant until recently. That is not to say that I began to feel my old fears, but rather that I began to “settle in” to a sense of comfort that was not fueled by my own experiences, but rather by the memories of the experiences that brought me peace in the first place. I am now having the same experiences that I had in the first place again. That is, noticing the “coincidence” in my life that brings me to a new place, spiritually. Noticing seemingly insignificant things in my life and realizing that they are there for a reason, they are there for me to discover and learn from. In fact, finding Centerpointe was one of these coincidences. I “asked” for a teacher who could help me meditate. I just asked, nobody in particular; I was by myself. And the next day I “happened” to bump into The Daily Guru on AOL, where I found out about Centerpointe. My teacher would turn out to be Holosync.

—Dan, Mind Chatter, No. 54
One of the exciting things about moving from one level of the Centerpointe program to the next is that there is no way to predict the specific experiences any one person will have, or exactly how the process of change will unfold. Initially, some people find this unsettling; they prefer to have the future mapped out for them, so they can prepare for what tomorrow holds. But, in a process that mirrors the way life actually happens, Holosync users enter a world of discovery, surprise, and serendipity.

Although I’ve already said this, it’s worth repeating that the course of evolution is not always easy. Personal evolution takes time and work. And some of the work includes passing through mental thresholds, points where stimulus exceeds capacity. Be assured that Holosync technology is designed to cause your brain to arrive at and pass through a series of thresholds. But as you arrive at these thresholds, you may experience some temporary disturbance until you complete the process of reorganization. Threshold disturbance is neither permanent nor dangerous. It isn’t even necessarily uncomfortable, as you will see. But it is a normal part of the process. In Chapter 4, I’ll discuss what thresholds are and how you can recognize them. Then, in Chapters 5 and 6, I’ll discuss how to move through thresholds with the least difficulty and the most success to the positive growth on the other side.
All of what we know is physically embodied in our brains. To incorporate the new knowledge requires a physical change in the synapses of our brains, a physical reshaping of our neural system.

—GEORGE LAKOFF

CHAPTER 4

{ the process of change }

One of the great things about having many thousands of people in the Centerpointe program is that we’ve become a living laboratory, learning how people grow and change. There is constant two-way communication between our staff and Centerpointe program participants about the rewards—and challenges—of the inner journey. Through our website, blog, telephone support, seminars, and personal email correspondence, we’re delighted to offer support, encouragement, and tailored advice. In turn, our clients let us know when they want our help and input, and they share with us their personal stories.

In this chapter, I want to talk about the process of change, a process important to all human beings. At Centerpointe, we know that inner growth has two aspects, conscious and unconscious. Conscious change happens within our awareness and in the company of our intentional
direction and guidance. More common, however, is unconscious change, in which changes happen outside our awareness. Most of the change that happens to Centerpointe program participants happens on the unconscious level, though conscious awareness of what’s happening can speed up the process.

I realize that discussing conscious and unconscious as two different aspects of the same process artificially separates them. In reality, change happens as a result of the subtle and complex interplay between conscious and unconscious factors. But it’s helpful to know the specifics about both parts of the journey. Therefore, I offer a model that encompasses both conscious and unconscious change. A simple way to understand how conscious and unconscious intersect as you use the Centerpointe program is to think of the whole process this way: listening to Holosync soundtracks brings to the surface unconscious material that you can use consciously to help yourself change and grow.

The Six Stages of Conscious Change

Over the years many Centerpointe program participants have shared with us their experiences in making intentional, conscious changes—the kind of changes that occur when you’re aware that something interesting is going on inside your psyche, you’re anxious to allow it to emerge, and want to aid the process. As a result of this feedback, we developed a six-step change model that describes in a general way how participants first encounter changes, then examine them, and finally incorporate them into their understanding of who they really are and how they want to operate. I want to thank transpersonal psychologist Dr. Beverlee Marks Taub, Ph.D., for her help in formulating this model of the change process:

1. Awareness. In this first step you begin to realize that some part of your Map of Reality is being stirred up as it begins the process of
changing to something more functional and more resourceful. As previously unconscious parts of your internal map come into conscious awareness, you may experience discomfort, unrest, confusion, or other symptoms. This awareness is the beginning of the end of your ability to continue acting from patterns of thought or behavior that don’t serve you. The discomfort results from the fact that you associate the old way of being with safety and at some level are afraid to let it go (more on this in a later chapter). As you are pushed to your threshold for what you can handle, the possibility of raising that threshold opens. Even though your awareness of these unconscious patterns may still be intermittent, and you may still want to deny they exist, you have reached a point where you’re getting ready to do things differently.

2. **Identification.** In this second step, the physical sensation, feeling, thought, or emotion becomes strong enough that it becomes difficult to suppress, repress, or deny it. At this point you can identify more specifically what is happening (“I’m feeling angry,” or “I feel resistant to this”). It is important at this point not to get stuck in denial. It is a very healthy sign to be able to say, “This upheaval is part of the change process. It’s not something that’s happening to me from outside of myself, but rather a response coming from within me.” This honesty with oneself prepares you to take the next step.

3. **Focusing.** In this step the energy of the feeling, thought or emotion is heightened and fully felt. This is a crucial point in the process. It involves total ownership and responsibility: “This is my anger. I’m not a victim of some outside force. I’m having this feeling, this response, due to my particular internal mental programming.” This is where you let whatever is happening be okay, rather than resisting the
fact that it’s happening. Instead of resisting what is happening, you watch with curiosity. Unlike the first two stages, in Stage 3 you must focus your conscious intention in order to overcome the tendency to become unconscious again through distractions, such as food, television, drugs and alcohol, sex, mental analysis, and so on.

4. **Expansion.** In this step you become aware of the core belief system that lies behind your behavior and your reactions. Because you’ve been watching what is happening with curiosity, your awareness expands and you are able to generalize about past experiences and possible future situations, seeing patterns in how you have been creating suffering for yourself around this issue. Be aware that your mind will create whatever is necessary to prove the “truth” of its programming, and core beliefs will manifest as reality in your life. To determine what your core beliefs really are, then, it is necessary only to look at what is happening in your life. If you are creating unhappy relationships, for example, the core belief may be some version of, “No one will ever love me,” “I am unlovable,” or “I have to give up my autonomy in order to be loved.” Another clue in uncovering core beliefs is your internal self-talk when in the depths of despair: “No matter what I do, it’s never good enough,” “There’s something wrong with me,” “No one will ever love me.”

This is a crucial step in the growth process. It once again involves taking responsibility for what is being created. Responsibility in this context does not imply blame, but rather that your unconscious programming (which you probably didn’t choose) is responsible for your experience, not external forces (although outside events can act as triggers). In other words, when we take responsibility we can’t be victims. When we are not distracted or diverted by denial or the idea that we are a victim of some outside force, and we choose not to distract ourselves by dysfunctional behaviors,
we can honestly look at what is happening and see the core belief that lies behind it. Doing so continues the process of bringing into conscious awareness what has been unconscious.

5. **Resolution.** In this step you fully experience the feeling, thought, or emotion at its peak, but this time in a completely conscious way. This constitutes a major shift in awareness. It signifies that your old way of seeing yourself has reached a point of chaos, and can now reorganize itself at a higher level. This change, the replacing of an old, outmoded way of being with one that is more resourceful for you, happens because of a fundamental fact about personal growth: it is not possible to continue doing something that is not good for you, and also do it with full awareness. Non-resourceful feelings, behaviors, and ways of being can only be continued as long as they are automatic, unconscious responses. Once you bring full awareness to the feeling or behavior, if it is not resourceful for you—if it creates suffering—it will fall away and be replaced by something that does work for you.

6. **Reintegration and Reprogramming.** In this final step, you incorporate the new way of seeing things into your Internal Map of Reality. That which was previously a source of pain now becomes a strength. You no longer see it as something to be repressed and avoided, and it no longer exists as an automatic response unconsciously creating suffering for you. It is replaced by behaviors and feelings that are more conscious, intentional, and resourceful.

Following these steps is not always easy, even if you fully understand them. It takes real practice to consciously recognize your feelings, accept responsibility for them, and to own them. It takes practice to stand back and watch what is happening and to realize in real time that no matter what is happening to you, you can choose your response to it. It takes time to accomplish the shift from unconscious reactor to
conscious responder. In Chapter 6, I’ll discuss in more detail a way of witnessing your own process so you can become a curious observer rather than a psychic sufferer.

Ironically, though unconscious, automatic responses create suffering, we often tenaciously hang onto them. Why? Because while growing up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Six Stages of Conscious Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Discomfort, unrest, confusion; may experience uncomfortable emotions; old way of seeing or responding, cannot maintain inner balance; change becomes possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Thought or sensation too strong to ignore or deny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Becomes possible to identify what is happening (“I’m angry.”) Realization and acceptance that what is happening is coming from within is important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Focusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Important to stay conscious rather than distracting oneself with dysfunctional coping mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Feeling, thought, or emotion fully felt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Total ownership and responsibility of what is happening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Very helpful to acknowledge that whatever is happening is coming from within</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Become aware of core belief that lies behind your behavior and reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Awareness expands to include realization of patterns in past and present behavioral ability to generalize to possible future consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» New generalization is made that is more resourceful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reintegration and Reprogramming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Full experience of feeling, thought, or emotion but now in a completely conscious way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» New behavior becomes fully integrated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ironically, though unconscious, automatic responses create suffering, we often tenaciously hang onto them. Why? Because while growing up
Resolution, more than any other step, requires conscious intention and heightened awareness. At this stage of the process, you must simply be a witness to what is going on. This means instead of resisting the recently uncovered non-resourceful programming, you must watch its continued manifestation with full awareness, as if you were an intensely curious scientist, not wanting to miss a single detail of how this particular bit of programming manifests as life experience.

It's important to note that you do not accomplish this “witnessing” by trying to stop doing things in the old way—you do it by just watching whatever is happening with undivided awareness and curiosity. This awareness causes you to see the unvarnished truth concerning all the pain this particular core belief has caused you. Before this point, you’ve remained unconscious enough to blame things on someone or something else, or to distract yourself from really feeling the pain involved. The brain immediately seeks a new way of being that avoids this pain; that is, it evolves. As long as we see the cause as being outside of us or we distract ourselves in some other way, the brain will hang onto the old way of seeing things.
let’s look more closely at the concept of threshold that I introduced earlier. You’ll remember that the moment when a personal threshold is exceeded is the point at which the process of change really begins. Until something pushes us over our threshold, we continue to operate within our current way of being. Until that point, no change is necessary because our current way of being can easily deal with whatever happens. Thresholds, as I’ve explained before, are the points where the old system cannot handle further input from the environment, where it cannot dissipate the necessary entropy and, as a result, becomes more chaotic and begins to break down. Only when the threshold is exceeded does something new become possible. A threshold, then, is a growth point, a moment of truth, and how you handle it determines whether you evolve to the next higher level—or stay the same.

We’ve all known people who have a low threshold for what they can handle, and as a result are often thrown into emotional turmoil by everyday events, while others seem to be much more resilient and able to cope with whatever happens. Why is this? My view is that when a person is traumatized in some way while growing up, their threshold for what they can handle does not mature in the normal way. Somehow, they’re left with a lower threshold than the person who did not suffer such trauma. Such a person’s capacity to deal with life’s problems has been diminished by their early wounding. They don’t handle setbacks, frustrations, difficult people, or disappointments as well as they might had they not suffered traumatic experiences during developmentally sensitive periods in their lives. Research from a variety of sources supports this observation.

In a recent article in *Psychology Today*, “Stress...It’s Worse Than You Think,” medical writer John Carpi discusses the increased sensitivity to stress some of us experience: “. . . we can become sensitized, or acutely sensitive to stress. Once that happens, even the merest intimation of stress can trigger a cascade of chemical reactions in brain and body
Information You Can Use—Every Emotion Has a Chemical Component in the Brain

It’s difficult for us to grasp fully the idea that our ideas, our dreams, our values, in fact all of what we consider ourselves to be, whatever else it may be in a spiritual or holistic sense, is in some way the result of electromechanical brain function. Even our ability to empathize with other human beings is a result of this. As Dr. George Lakoff, a cognitive scientist at the University of California at Berkeley, puts it, “Each of us, in the prefrontal cortex of our brains, has what are called ‘mirror neurons.’ Such neurons fire either when we perform an action or when we see the same action performed by someone else. There are connections from that part of the brain to the emotional centers. Such neural circuits are believed to be the basis of empathy.”

http://www.edge.org/documents/whatnow/whatnow_lakoff.html

that assault us from within.”

According to Carpi, everyone has a built-in gauge that controls his or her reaction to stress, a kind of biological thermostat that, when working properly, keeps the body from launching an all-out response, literally over spilled milk. However, according to psychologist Jonathan C. Smith, Ph.D., founder and director of the Stress Institute at Roosevelt University in Chicago, sensitization lowers the thermostat set point.

Support for this claim comes from Seymore Levine, Ph.D., of the University of Delaware, who writes, “Years of research has told us that people do become sensitized to stress and that this sensitization actually alters physical patterns in the brain. That means that once sensitized, the body just does not respond to stress the same way in the future. We may produce too many excitatory chemicals or too few calming ones; either way we are responding inappropriately.”

Another researcher, Jean King, Ph.D., of the University of Massachusetts Medical School, believes that when certain stresses occur during developmental periods they may be more damaging than stress suffered at other times: “The psychological events that are most
deleterious probably occur during infancy and childhood—an unstable home environment, living with an alcoholic parent, or any other number of extended crises...What we now believe is that a stress of [great] magnitude occurring when you are young may permanently rewire the brain’s circuitry, throwing the system askew and leaving it less able to handle normal, everyday stress.” (Psychology Today, Jan/Feb 1996).

The findings of these scientists mirror my belief, based on years of observing participants in the Centerpointe program, that trauma suffered during the formative years (and occasionally during adulthood, as in the case of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder) causes a lower threshold for stimulation than if the person had not suffered the trauma.

Because I’ve seen Holosync raise many people’s thresholds, I disagree with Dr. King’s contention that the threshold is permanently lowered by trauma. I’ve seen countless Centerpointe participants, who began the program with very low thresholds, raise them, first to normal levels, and eventually, to levels much higher than normal. By the end of the program, they are so mentally and emotionally resilient that very little can pull them off center, despite where they were when they began the program.

In an attempt to cope with the effects of a low threshold, we develop a repertoire of personal coping behaviors as we grow up, along with their accompanying feelings. Coping behaviors and their emotional components include such things as anxiety, confusion, withdrawal, depression, anger, alcohol and drug abuse, overeating, sexual acting out, and many others. They may even include more severe problems, such as personality disorders and psychosis.

What kind of childhood traumas cause lowered thresholds? What does it take to create this sensitivity to one’s environment, and the resulting destructive coping strategies? Some traumas are obvious and overt, such as beatings or other forms of physical and verbal abuse. But others are quite subtle. In a thousand ways, large and small, children are given messages (often by loving parents) that have negative
psychological consequences. For instance, we’ve almost all heard the following words or experienced the events that embody these messages. They are an inescapable part of life.

- “Don’t try anything new; you might get hurt.”
- “Don’t put yourself forward like that; you’ll probably fail.”
- “Don’t be naive; people will take advantage of you.”
- “Don’t have needs; nobody wants to know about them.”
- “Don’t voice your fears; nobody wants to deal with you unless you’re happy and secure.”

Of course, these messages are not usually so explicit; they may even leave no memory but still leave a trace in the unconscious mind. Even such subtle traumas can contribute to a lowered threshold.

**A New Way to Look at Recovery from Emotional Trauma**

Traditional approaches to dealing with problems resulting from past emotional trauma have always seemed to me to be symptom-oriented. The prevailing view in personal development circles is that if you’ve been traumatized, especially in childhood, you’re left with all this detritus buried in the unconscious mind, and this buried emotional garbage is causing problems for you. You are “full of” anger, or “full of” sadness, and these feelings and the accompanying memories need to come to the surface and be “healed.” When you can “feel the pain,” then you can let it go, the theory goes. This is the basis of many healing programs.

If these approaches are helpful at all, it is in situations where a person has repressed his feelings and memories to such a degree that progress stalls until he becomes more conscious of them. If there has been a lot of trauma, creating awareness must be done very carefully, usually under the guidance of a skilled therapist. However, just revisiting and re-feeling
the pain doesn’t heal it. In fact, this reliving of strong emotions and the associated trauma may often re-traumatize the person. Who needs that?

While there are many popular approaches, conventional therapy doesn’t really agree on any proven, universally accepted method for getting rid of this supposed detritus of the psyche. But here’s my point: it doesn’t seem to matter because there’s nothing to flush out of the system anyway. Instead of trying to get rid of experiences that happened in the past, instead of trying to get rid of emotional “stuff” supposedly buried inside of you, all you really need to do is raise your threshold. Then, what used to derail you can’t do so anymore. Raising the threshold attacks the problem—sensitivity to stress—at the root, and bypasses the treatment of symptoms, the results of which are almost always temporary. Then the symptoms—depression, anxiety, fear, anger, substance abuse, self-sabotage, confusion, and many others—evaporate of their own accord.

**How the Centerpointe Program Helps You Change**

When you begin the Centerpointe program, you have a certain emotional threshold that corresponds to the capacity of your existing brain and nervous system to deal with your environment by dissipating the necessary entropy to keep the system stable. *Awakening Prologue* pushes against that system and pushes the threshold higher. When you finish *Awakening Level 1* (which is really the second level, and the place where we begin to make custom soundtracks), this threshold is higher still. *Awakening Level 2* continues the process, and so on, through all the levels. Eventually, a person’s threshold becomes so high that nothing can really disturb their peace of mind.

Long before the end of the program, most dysfunctional feelings and behaviors are gone. I’m not saying you’ll never be angry again or never again feel fear or will never again become anxious. There are times when these emotions are appropriate and even healthy. If someone
Everyone has a threshold for what they can handle coming at them from their environment (horizontal line). If environmental stimuli does not exceed that threshold, we feel balanced, peaceful, and happy. If, however, stimuli become enough that we are pushed over that threshold, we become stressed, and attempt to cope through various dysfunctional feelings and behaviors, including anger, fear, depression, sadness, anxiety, substance abuse, overeating, and many others.

The horizontal line on the bottom represents the lower-than-normal threshold of a person who has suffered some sort of trauma. As you can see, this person is chronically over their threshold, and therefore almost constantly stressed and constantly experiencing dysfunctional feelings and behaviors. The horizontal line in the middle represents the threshold of a normal (non-traumatized) person. Though this person’s threshold is high enough that most events do not create stress, events can still push this person over their threshold, at which point they, too, experience stress and attempt to cope with dysfunctional feelings and behaviors. The top horizontal line represents the threshold of an experienced Holosync meditator. This person’s threshold is high enough that only rarely do events push him over his threshold. For this reason, this person remains peaceful and happy in nearly all situations, dysfunctional feelings and behaviors are very rare, and, if they do occur, they are of greatly diminished intensity.
pulls a gun on you, for example, your fear response will mobilize you to protect yourself. There are occasions when anger is normal and helpful in retaining your sense of person-hood. It is also normal to feel temporarily down and depressed as part of the grief process when you’ve experienced a loss. But these instances differ from dysfunctional responses, which are inappropriate or out of proportion to the occasion. By definition, dysfunctional behavior doesn’t work.

You’ll find as you move through the Centerpointe program, that your favorite (and generally dysfunctional) coping mechanisms will fall away. As your threshold is pushed higher, it takes more and more stimuli from the environment to trigger them. No longer needed, these coping mechanisms begin to fall away. When you can handle your environment, you feel content, and when you cannot, your old dysfunctional coping mechanisms will come back. Finally, even the times when you are pushed over threshold produce only the most minor reactions.

Program participants consistently tell us that as their neurotic and dysfunctional feelings and behaviors fall away, so does the time they spend in suffering mode. Many people have found, for instance, that they no longer need antidepressant medication, sometimes after depending on them for many years. (Of course, always consult your physician before adjusting your medications in any way.) Problems with anger, depression, and anxiety diminish and then disappear, as well as a long list of other complaints. When your system is no longer so easily stressed, you don’t need all those defensive overreactions in order to cope.

As the old threshold is pushed higher, a new way of seeing and experiencing emerges. This new way allows one to better handle the ups and downs of the world without needing to deal with them through self-defeating and dysfunctional behaviors, or manifest them as physical and health-related problems. Your brain has “escaped into a higher order,” one that embraces more of the connectedness and totality of the universe. And this new ability to handle whatever comes your way creates deep inner peace and happiness.

I’m always cautious when I discuss the emotional aspects of participating
in this program because many of the people who come to us are already experiencing a lot of emotional pain. As I’ve said before, for most people, most of the time, the experience is very pleasurable, and any periods of discomfort are really the dawning of new and better ways of experiencing life. The program is not just one gut-wrenching upheaval after another. Moments of upheaval are the birth pains of greater happiness and inner peace, and as such are worth experiencing. Keeping this in mind will bring things into perspective and make the entire process easier.

I’m convinced that change and personal growth need not be difficult or painful. In the next chapter, I’ll talk about how to make the process of change easy. It isn’t change that’s painful; it’s our resistance to the process that creates pain. Luckily, there’s a very easy-to-administer antidote for this resistance and the pain it creates.

**Personal Experience**

*Like somebody else said, there are definite ups and downs to this system and all meditations. But after almost a year on this system, I can’t even compare it to anything else. It’s like going from a pony ride to a space shuttle launch. I don’t mean to sound overly zealous about it. As well, I’m something of a skeptic in such matters. But I can say that anyone who hasn’t tried this system yet is really missing out.*

I own a lot of tapes and other stuff which, now, seem pretty wimpy (I gave a bunch of it to my brother to play with!) My roommate in the U.K. got me into this, and I’m still trying to figure out how to repay him. His life has completely turned around as well. His only fault is that he won’t shut up about how great the program is.

I have had some catharsis, or overwhelm. There were about three days when I thought my brain would just overload. Very much a dark night of the soul experience for me. I had two good cries, and before this I hadn’t cried for almost four years. It’s like the emotional blinders are off and I can see and breathe again. When I was 20 (I’m 47 now) I had lots of creative energies and inspirations. I thought that was just a nice part about being young. But I’m happy to say that that feeling is back and I feel great. Next week I’m submitting my screenplay to a movie producer. This is something I never thought I’d actually do. Too scared. Plus, I haven’t gone to the bottle for eight months now.

—KURT, *Mind Chatter no. 6*
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The greatest evils are from within us; and from ourselves also we must look for the greatest good.

—JEREMY TAYLOR

CHAPTER 5

\{ resistance \}

I remember sitting in my office one afternoon when emails from four program participants came in at the same time. Their stories followed the same general pattern: they were using the program every day and were very pleased with their progress. But all of them were asking for help in interpreting emotional states they were experiencing.

One used an analogy to describe the progress she was making. She pictured herself as a large tree standing in an open field. Hidden out of sight was an enormous network of roots that solidly anchored the tree into the ground. Her branches were able to flex and bow in the wind. She swayed and tossed easily in response to the changing weather, and she stayed moored to the same spot. Nothing could blow her over.

But she, like the others I heard from, felt a ripple of unease. An especially vivid and disturbing dream had returned from her childhood.
She dreamed she was stuck in a supposedly normal house that had really tiny doors and low ceilings. When she tried to walk forward, the dimensions of the rooms got even smaller, and she couldn’t move. As she went through her day, remembering the dream made her uneasy.

Another man told me he was sensitive to noise and was short-tempered when interrupted. He felt on guard all the time, as he used to be before he started the program. When driving, he’d started swearing at other drivers again, and his wife was threatening to do the driving herself if he didn’t get a grip on himself.

My third correspondent said he felt an anxiety that he couldn’t trace to anything specific; he just felt generally apprehensive. After weeks of feeling free of worry, he was back to stewing about unimportant details. When he first started the program he felt he was making so much progress that his growth was on fast-forward. Now, it felt as if someone had tricked him by pushing the rewind button.

Finally, my last emailer just wasn’t feeling as physically or mentally well as she normally did. After discarding the idea that she might have a low-level flu, she wondered whether her physical symptoms (low energy, dull headache, muscle aches) could be the result of reaching a threshold. She’d heard me talk about the concept, and she’d read about it in our newsletter, but she wasn’t sure if that was what was happening.

I told each of them that, rather than being signs that they were regressing, these were actually signs of progress. It did seem reasonable to conclude that what they were experiencing was a reaction to the program, especially since there were no external reasons for these disturbances. Holosync was stirring things up emotionally for each of them as it pushed against their individual thresholds. And, like most people, each of them was resisting that push. Though they’d no doubt read my thoughts on resistance, they were failing to apply the general theory to their own specific situation. What they were forgetting is that all discomfort, in the final analysis, comes from resistance to whatever
is happening. End the resistance, and the discomfort ends, too.

This is a profound statement. It means that it’s not *what* you resist that creates discomfort, but rather *the resistance itself*. Think about that for a moment. This means nothing in your environment—no person, no situation—is the cause of your discomfort. This fact gives you power. If situations and people were the cause of our discomfort, we would be at the mercy of whatever was going on around us, and would have to wait for the right conditions to feel good. But because it is our own resistance that creates our discomfort, we can end our discomfort by giving up resistance.

**Welcoming the Storm**

Let’s go back to my four correspondents. Yes, I did think they were approaching the rougher seas that signaled that Holosync was pushing against their individual thresholds in the process of pushing them higher. They were experiencing the temporary symptoms we at Centerpointe call *overwhelm*, a sign that the old system, the old way of being, was at its threshold and going into chaos. Because they identified with the old system, they were resisting its breakdown and subsequent reorganization at a higher level. Because of this resistance, they felt uncomfortable.

People in the Centerpointe program often wish they could predict when a particular bout of upheaval is going to happen, and how long it will last. I wish I could tell them. But each person is different, so each person’s path is different. It isn’t possible to say, for instance, “At weeks 5, 16, 36, and 78, you’ll experience such-and-such symptoms, and they’ll last this long.” Instead, from the accumulated experience of thousands of participants, we know that most people, just before a leap of growth, will resist the change. And, because of this resistance, they will feel uncomfortable. If they resist a little, the discomfort is
minor; if they resist a lot, it can be more intense. If they learn to not resist at all, there is no discomfort at all.

How long these small storms can last varies depending on personal factors relating to the person’s emotional history and the way they handle change. Some people have adopted resistance as a major life strategy (I, for instance, was one of these), while others are more able to go with the flow. Anyone, however, can learn to spot the signs of impending change and actually welcome them, rather than resist.

**Resistance and Safety**

Let’s revisit the reason why we would resist in the first place: when we’re growing up, we create an internal and largely unconscious model of who we are and how we fit in to and relate to the rest of the world. Our unconscious goal is to create the greatest feeling of safety in our family situation. Because the world outside our family often has very different dynamics, this model doesn’t usually work as well outside our family. When we deal with people and situations in the outside world the same way we dealt with our family, it often creates problems. You may have learned to ignore your mother when she nagged you, because when you did this she eventually left you alone, but this might not be the best strategy with your boss. You may have been afraid to share sad feelings with your father, because he was unsympathetic and criticized you for having them, but to do the same with your husband may keep you from experiencing the closeness and intimacy you want.

When we recognize these problems as adults, we may seek to make changes in ourselves, running off to the bookstore or the therapist’s office (or to Centerpointe). At the same time, on an unconscious level, we strongly associate the old way of being with safety. Consciously, we may ardently want the changes, but unconsciously, they make us afraid. When the chips are down, this unconscious part is more powerful than
our conscious will power and can create tremendous resistance. And the greater the lack of physical or emotional safety in our family, the more we cling to the old behaviors and feelings that helped us survive in that situation. In such a case, changing our carefully constructed model of reality can feel very unsafe, and our resistance to doing so can be very strong.

Though most resistance is unconscious, we’ve still found at Centerpointe that a conscious understanding of the process is helpful. When people realize, at least theoretically, that the chaos they fear is the prelude to positive change, it sometimes helps them relax. When they’re able to look at the process as a continual cycle of death and rebirth, and remember that the cycle is painful only when they identify with what is dying, it often eases their distress.

It’s also helpful to realize that feeling unsafe does not mean you really are unsafe. When we can look around us and see, objectively, that there’s nothing unsafe happening at that moment in our environment, we can actually learn to associate the unsafe feeling with the idea that something better is coming, rather than feeling this is dangerous. In that case, we can learn to welcome it as just a part of the change process.

**The Unholy Trinity of Resistance**

All of us have developed dysfunctional or self-defeating behaviors that we use to try to cope with unpleasant or stressful experiences. One of the reasons people join the Centerpointe program in the first place is because they don’t like the consequences of their destructive coping mechanisms. They’ve learned to rely on these old habits and reactions for comfort and protection, and hang onto them even when it becomes apparent that they’re a major cause of suffering and pain—a great example of the cure being worse than the disease.

The association between what we perceive to be a problem and
the strategy that helps us cope with it is very strong. For example, a grown daughter might find herself drinking more during a visit from her mother. A man might withdraw from social contact in the face of mounting financial pressures. A student might seek escape in romance novels instead of facing the challenge of her calculus homework. The problem with these ways of coping is that they take on lives of their own. Once they become common behavior patterns, you have the additional problems generated by the way you’ve chosen to cope with the first problem.

At Centerpointe, we’ve identified three common dysfunctional strategies for dealing with being pushed over threshold. Because these strategies are largely unconscious, becoming aware of which of them you use can be very valuable. As you become more aware of them, you’ll find that they begin to lose their hold on you.

**Dissipating Energy.** This is the frantic attempt to dissipate the extra input your system can’t handle. What’s coming at you exceeds your current ability to dissipate the necessary entropy, and as this entropy builds up inside you, you frantically try to push it out, as if bailing a sinking boat. Common examples of dissipating energy are strenuous physical exercise, sexual activity, and even talking. More extreme forms are crying, compulsive behaviors, and anger. Anything that pushes energy out of the system fits this general category. This strategy turns frustration outward.

The main problem with this strategy is that, while it may temporarily relieve the pressure, it doesn’t allow the entropy to build up to the point where it pushes the system to reorganize at a higher level, raising your threshold. Your ability to handle more input without overwhelm never improves because the system that makes up who you are never changes. As you push the extra entropy out of the system, you may feel temporary relief. But because the threshold remains the same, the next time you are stimulated in the same way, you will once again be
Some people, when stressed or overwhelmed try to frantically push the entropy out through anger, crying, physical activity, sex, talking or anything else that pushes energy out of the system and relieves the pressure.

Others will do anything they can to keep more from entering the system by isolating themselves, shutting down, becoming depressed, or even becoming ill.

Usually while using one of the two strategies above, people will also distract themselves with alcohol, drugs, sex, TV, activity, reading, etc.
overwhelmed in the same way—and, you will react (and suffer) in the same way. Your extra effort to push the entropy out of the system does not deal with the root cause of the problem, which is that your threshold is too low to handle the environment you’re in.

In our society, anger is the primary way people try to cope, and is the most common response to being pushed past one’s emotional threshold. As a result, program participants who are prone to anger may find themselves angry or irritated from time to time as Holosync pushes against their threshold, just as a weight lifter might experience sore muscles each time he adds more weight to his routine. Once the threshold has been pushed high enough by the Holosync stimulus, however, the anger and other destructive behaviors fall away. You use these behaviors only when you are over your threshold, and once the threshold is high enough to handle what’s going on in your life, dysfunctional behaviors become unnecessary.

**Blocking Energy.** The second category of coping mechanisms are behaviors that try to block additional energy from entering an overloaded system. They include a desire to isolate or, in more extreme cases, as depression. In depression, we shut down metabolically, we breathe less, and we even unconsciously constrict the pupils of our eyes so as to take in less light. We want to be alone and to get away from any kind of input. Other behaviors that attempt to block additional incoming energy include loss of appetite and some forms of illness. With this strategy, frustration turns inward.

Though attempts to block or reduce input can give the system a chance to rest and dissipate the overload, the end result is the same as with the strategies for frantically dissipating energy: the system remains the same instead of evolving to a higher level. As with the first strategy, the next time the system is stimulated in the same way, you’ll again react with the same upset and suffering.

**Distraction.** The third strategy is to indulge in anything that...
**Centerpointe Insight—Depression and Holosync**

We’ve probably received more feedback from participants regarding relief from depression than from any other condition. Many people report being able to discontinue depression medication after as little as 10 to 12 months in the program. (Depression medication is necessary in some situations. Never discontinue medication without consulting your doctor.)

Here are a few comments we’ve received regarding Holosync and depression:

I was on anti-depressant and anti-anxiety pills for 10 years. After doing Holosync for one and a half years, I was able to stop taking the medication completely. But of course, I took the medication for one day and stop taking for two days. I followed this schedule for two months before I was able to completely stop. I can tell you that Holosync is the reason why I was able to break free. Before using Holosync, I tried this method, but was not successful. I tried a few times, in fact. I felt confusion and nausea and was even more depressed and anxious. Though I still have lots of c—p to resolve, I am happy because I don’t need this medication anymore.

—Jan Y.

I had been depressed for many years, ranging from the “blues” to, “for God’s sake go and get some help.” It’s difficult to know how serious one’s depression is because it’s only your own that you know, but I think mine certainly reached the major stage, as you describe it, perhaps beyond that too. I mean, there were times I’d liked to have killed myself.

Never took drugs or sought any kind of counseling help. I knew there was a way through it and that wasn’t the road for me. It was difficult to sweat it out, though, with so much well meaning advice from friends. Came across Holosync, seemingly by accident, and bought it on instinct. It felt right. It’s difficult to put into words the effect it had. I immediately began to feel better, much better—in fact, happy even—and have never looked back. Now on Awakening Level 3 and, while it would be foolish to say the depression will never return, I really can’t imagine it will, because that strategy no longer seems relevant. It’s almost as if I couldn’t be bothered to be depressed anymore.

—Robert

I’ve been doing Holosync since the end of ’99. Before that I was suffering from quite severe depression. Since then, I occasionally get a bit down but nothing I can’t handle. I had already chosen not to take any more anti-depressants after a brief spell of happiness in ’98. Holosync enables you to look rationally at your problems and put perspective on deeply rooted fears and anxiety.

—“Nimbus”
Q & A—
Will my life be perfect after completing the Centerpointe program?

There is no magic bullet that will make everything in your life perfect. Life is filled with problems—for everyone. When Tom Hanks was asked what it was like to be "at the top of the heap," he said, "No matter where you are on the heap, life is one thing after another." He's right.

What our program does is allow you to live with greater awareness, which allows you to drop automatic, unconscious responses that create suffering. Instead, you'll have choice responses. The program helps you respond to things that once made you mad, depressed, anxious, or afraid, with the attitude of "so what?" You remain happy, peaceful, and centered regardless of what's going on around you.

Different annoying and painful things happen to everyone; the difference is in how you respond to them. I can't tell you how much different my life is since I went through the Centerpointe program. Now I never get depressed, where before I was depressed quite often. I rarely get angry now, and before I completed the program I used to be angry constantly. I rarely feel afraid anymore. Now, whenever these responses occur (which is rarely), I get out of them in just a few moments because I now have a choice of how to feel or behave. Before the program I was, like most people, really nothing but an automatic response mechanism.

Do all kinds of things still happen in my life? Yes. Are they the same things that used to drive me crazy, make me angry, depress me, and so on? Yes. Do they affect me in the same way now? No. Did that change my life? Immeasurably. Will the same thing happen for you? Absolutely.
It’s common for people to use one of the first two methods as a primary coping mechanism, followed closely by the other as a backup. Some people react first with anger, and then, if pushed further, withdraw or become depressed. Others withdraw or get depressed first, and then react with anger if pushed further. Often method number three, distraction, operates in the background the whole time. We use these strategies because they work to a certain extent, at least in the short run. There is some temporary release of pressure, and we might feel better for a while, but no real evolution takes place because the system is never allowed to reach the point of peak experience where it spontaneously reorganizes itself.

In 1985, when I began using Holosync soundtracks to meditate, my favorite coping mechanism was anger, closely followed by depression. As I write this, depression and anger are no longer part of my life. I certainly am capable of feeling down or irritated—temporarily—but the feelings are moderate, and I know what I can do to get rid of them. My threshold for what I can handle is now so high that very little bothers me anymore. The coping mechanisms I learned while growing up have fallen away through disuse.

**Being a Good Child Can Make You an Unhappy Adult**

There’s no doubt that some people have a harder time adjusting to change than others. These people emerge from childhood with a legacy that leaves them short-changed—a lower threshold for what they can handle. Part of this lower threshold is tied to certain attitudes we adopt during childhood. One of the most debilitating of these is what Dr. Al Siebert has called the good child syndrome.

Have you spent a lifetime “shoulding” on yourself, looking around and seeing other people doing things you “can’t” do—making this kind
of money; being this kind of husband, wife, or lover; being this kind of father, son, mother, or daughter; or doing exciting or unusual things? You say, “I should be doing that too. I should be this kind of person; I shouldn’t be that kind.” You want to be “a good child,” even as an adult. This may be such an ingrained part of your life that you do it automatically, unconsciously. Maybe you should make a list of all the things you “should” do, and examine whether you really want to do them.

To be fair, when you’ve treated someone badly, you feel sorry and this should cause you to stop doing similar things. But that’s different from responding to what authority figures in your past have planted in your mind about who you should or should not be. At Centerpointe we believe in doing something because it’s possible, and because we want to do it (because we like and desire the consequences of doing it), not because our programming tells us it’s necessary. If you aren’t doing something in your life, we want it to be because you don’t want the consequences, not because you shouldn’t be doing it. If you frequently feel guilty, it may be because you decide what to do based on whether or not you “should” do it. If you’re frequently frustrated, you may be doing many things because you “have to,” not because you want to.

A good child is someone who has learned to follow the rules, but in many situations the rule follower, the good child, doesn’t have many options. The good child is rule bound and must act a certain way, thereby limiting his flexibility. Living by the rules gives you a planned way of dealing with life and removes uncertainty about what to do in a given situation (at least that’s the theory), but it’s constricting. Since no set of rules can handle every situation, you will often find yourself feeling helpless and at a loss as to what to do, or angry because the world is not following the “should” script that you were taught to expect. When you build your life on rules instead of by responding flexibly to real life and real-time information, the results can be pretty miserable.

Part of the problem is that most good-child messages come in the
form of prohibitions—what parents want their child not to become or not to do. They use people they consider to be bad as anti-models of how to behave and think they must wring from their child all traces of bad ways of thinking, feeling, and acting. Unfortunately, efforts to create a good child often produce an adult who copes poorly with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raising a Good Child*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What a Parent Wants to Say</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A good child is one who is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not selfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not dishonest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not self-centered or prideful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not rebellious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Adapted from The Survivor Personality, by Al Siebert, (New York, NY; Berkeley Pub. Group, 1996)
life—or an adult hypocrite.

Being the good child has nothing to do with age. Some people in their eighties are still bound by rules taught to them in childhood, and when they do something outside the rules, they feel guilty and uneasy. When someone else breaks their rules, they become angry or depressed. How uncomfortable do you feel when you step outside the rules you were taught early in life? Does it make sense to you to eat everything on your plate because your parents taught you to, even though you’re feeling full, are overweight, and have been warned by your doctor to cut back on calories? Are there rules you still keep, despite their lack of value in your life? It’s important to let go of the concept of who you “should” be. If you’re conscious of this, you’ll stop worrying about it.

One of the goals of the Centerpointe program is to create in participants what Dr. Al Siebert calls the *survivor personality*.

**Developing Resilience**

Acting as the good child makes a person vulnerable to being overwhelmed when faced with challenges to which their rules don’t apply, or which are beyond the limits of the act they were trained to perform. Therefore, the good child will resist change, both consciously and unconsciously. The challenge for someone raised to be good is to develop new ways of thinking, feeling, and acting. This requires courage because it requires stepping outside the artificial shell of goodness into what may seem to be risky, and even frightening, territory.

Dr. Siebert, author of *The Survivor Personality*, has spent his professional life studying *resiliency*. He has interviewed prisoners of war, kidnap victims, and rape victims in order to discover why some people are resilient while others aren’t. Resiliency, he concluded, can be learned, but it can’t be taught. Paradoxically, if you teach someone “the rules” for being resilient, and they attempt to follow them, they cannot
become resilient. Resilient people are not rule bound. Instead, they deal with each situation with a flexible approach that allows them to choose the most resourceful way to be or behave in that situation. They respond to the world based on the outcomes and consequences they want, rather than on whatever rules they were taught by parents, teachers, friends, the media, and the general culture. This gives them an ability to deal with whatever happens with a much wider and more flexible repertoire of options and strategies.

Not surprisingly, people who are resilient have many seemingly opposing, flexible patterns. They don’t have to obey all the rules all the time and can adopt one posture or point of view in one situation, and the opposite posture or point of view in another. There is no inner voice in them that says that rules are more important than success, survival—or happiness.

They are both kind and selfish. They can be deceptive and honest. They

---

**Personal Experience**

It seems like yesterday (2 1/2 years ago) that I started Centerpointe. It has been quite a journey for me, as life is for anyone with a burning desire to be all they can be. I would summarize the program as “turning the volume up in life.”

Nothing is dramatically different in my life except for me! I no longer rush to be someone, somewhere, by sometime, and choose instead to get the most out of every moment, which equates to living life to the full. I have been through so many ups and downs over the last few years that I no longer strive for extremes but simply take situations as they come.

I have become more intelligent and successful in my IT career, able to lead people and create ideas in ways never dreamed of; more confident speaking and communicating; I sleep less, etc., etc...

Centerpointe is frighteningly accurate in its portrayal of what you will get out of the program and the process, so far. All you have to do is be open to what they are trying to say and read Mind Chatter, [our former newsletter] which I regularly look forward to.

—David W., Mind Chatter No. 62
can be open and guarded. They have a paradoxical, two-sides-of-the-same-coin collection of traits, such as selfish-unselfish, pessimist-optimist, sensitive-tough, strong-gentle, and distant-friendly. They have emotional flexibility, and because of it they can flow with what’s happening much more easily than those who do not. They realize that each response has consequences and they behave accordingly. They do not need rules to decide what to do or to evaluate what they’ve done. They evaluate what is happening and what to do by the moment-to-moment consequences.

For example, being dishonest may be truly honest in certain situations. If you are a kidnap victim, it might make sense to obey some of the rules of the captor in order to stay alive. But in order for a resilient prisoner to stay alive, he or she will undoubtedly compromise many rules, including the internalized rules of “nice” behavior.

Unfortunately, as I said, a flexible, resilient personality cannot be taught, although it can be modeled. Resiliency is not a new act designed to replace the old one. It is, rather, the emergence of innate abilities made possible by learning from experience and responding flexibly to whatever is happening.

Like most people, I used to be a good child, and seeing myself as a good child in need of resiliency was a revelation to me. And though the intellectual understanding was important, it was using the Centerpointe program that finally created the shift that took me from my inflexible good-boy charade to the more real and more flexible place I’m in today. This shift has brought me happiness, inner peace, the ability to get along with people, and success in the world. I now have the ability to thrive in any situation. Ironically, I feel as if I’m genuinely good today, without trying to be.

**What You Can Do**

First, let me say that I’m not advocating anarchism, or saying that
not being rule-bound means you should just do whatever you want. Instead, I’m saying that in each situation, instead of checking the rules, the resilient person evaluates the consequences and then acts. Being resilient is the opposite of being an automatic response mechanism. When you run on automatic, the consequences are often not what you anticipated or wanted. And when you run on automatic, you often end up in resistance. Operating with resiliency, however, makes life easy.

Let’s get back, then, to the problem of resistance and how to deal with it. Since resistance is the cause of all discomfort, finding a way to eliminate it changes everything and ends any suffering you’ve been creating for yourself.

The problem, as most people see it, is that resistance just seems to happen. You don’t consciously decide to resist, you just do it automatically when something happens you don’t like. Ironically, trying to control everything is the root of the problem.

It’s when you stop trying to control resistance that it goes away. That is the secret. Let me repeat it: It’s when you stop trying to control it that it goes away.

First, you have to recognize that there is resistance. You do this by noticing when you’re experiencing discomfort. Discomfort = resistance, every time. No exceptions. All discomfort—in the Centerpointe program and in life in general—is a result of being over your threshold and then resisting that fact. When you feel discomfort, notice it: “There I am, feeling _______. I must be in resistance.” Then watch yourself. Notice how your body feels; notice your thoughts, notice your emotions. Just notice.

Approach whatever you’re experiencing, whether it’s pleasant or unpleasant, with curiosity. Let it be okay that whatever is happening is happening. Just watch. Pretend that you’re a scientist who’s been lurking in the Amazon jungle for the past 25 years, searching for a certain butterfly—when you finally spot one, you’re not going to miss a thing. When one finally appears, you’re keenly interested and curious.
to just watch and notice what happens.

I know this instruction may seem simplistic, even nonsensical. “Deal with all those times when I’m suffering by just noticing them?!” I promise, however, that if you can treat your upheaval in this manner, most of it will disappear immediately. This is especially true if you’re not trying to make it disappear (which, of course, is just more resistance).

If this observer role is new to you, you might not do it very well at first, but you’ll get better at it as you practice. As you master being the watcher of what happens, you’ll be amazed at how much more easily you’ll be able to handle what comes. Once you realize that all discomfort is created by resistance to “what is,” the obvious solution is to let what is be okay and to not fight against it. One powerful way to do this is to step back and just watch, and once you do that, the discomfort, the suffering, stops. I’ll go much more deeply into this idea of watching in the next chapter.

If you’re watching yourself in this way whenever you feel discomfort, and you’re still having trouble while using the Centerpointe program (which just means you haven’t yet mastered being the watcher), then it’s time to take a vacation from the CDs until your nervous system catches up. In that case, take a day off. Take two days off if need be. If your muscles were sore from too much running, you’d probably take a day off from your physical training. Discomfort and upheaval in this program are the sore muscles of spiritual growth.

Upheaval is part of life, and if you’re on a path of growth, you’ll experience more of it than if you hide from growth. When you resist upheaval as it occurs, you suffer. When you let it be okay, however, you may feel intensity, but you will not suffer over it. Though the intensity may remain, it will be neutral intensity rather than negative intensity.

Many experiences in life have intensity, and this intensity can be positive, negative, or neutral, depending on whether we welcome it,
Centerpointe Insight—Reducing Overwhelm

Here are some simple techniques to help you manage overwhelm.

First, do some moderate and regular physical exercise. Because some people tend toward obsessive behaviors when experiencing discomfort, be careful not to overdo it. You don't need to spend three hours on the treadmill. Just do enough to get your heart rate up a little and get your respiratory system going strong.

Many people store tension physically, and exercise can be a good way to minimize this physical tension. Tension can lead to physical illness unless released, and exercise is a natural and healthy way to do that. In addition, the brain creates endorphins during exercise, which can make you feel better emotionally, too.

We also highly recommend hatha yoga. Yoga is ideal for meditators, and was, in fact, developed to help meditators deal with the changes that accompany spiritual growth.

Second, do some deep breathing exercises. One of the simplest and most effective breathing techniques is the cleansing breath. Stand with feet flat on the floor. Take a deep breath in through the nose, filling the diaphragm first, then the lungs. Take a big breath, but don't strain to inhale. Hold the breath for just a moment, two or three seconds, then release the breath in one big rush, like a balloon deflating.

Do this three or four times, at least twice a day. An ideal time is right before your Holosync listening session. Never underestimate the power of breathing. With proper breathing we can regulate the metabolism, provide the brain with adequate oxygen, and flush toxins from the system. So when experiencing overwhelm, the old adage is good advice: take a nice, deep breath!

The third technique is to be creative. Even if you're not artistic, engaging in artwork, without attachment to the result, can be very therapeutic. And if you are artistic, try doing something you aren't already talented at doing. If you’re a poet, don’t write a poem, and if you paint, don’t draw a picture. Do something that you won’t need to critique, something that approaches play but which exercises some of your creative muscles.

Don’t try, necessarily, to create something of artistic value. In fact, your plan should be to throw away whatever you make. Be focused on the process, not the product.

These techniques—moving, breathing, creating—can help you cope with overwhelm and can sometimes expedite the process of mental and emotional healing and release. They also keep you from falling into dysfunctional strategies you’ve used before. Above all, keep one important truth in mind: overwhelm, too, will pass. It isn’t chronic. It will go away with time. When it does, you’ll feel as others who have gone through it before you have felt: more centered, calmer, and with more mental clarity, than before.
resist it, or are ambivalent toward it. Most people assume the quality of intensity they feel in a given situation is intrinsic to that experience, but it's actually a result of the meaning they place on the experience. For that reason, an intense experience, if it isn't resisted, may still be intense, but not in a negative way.

Learning how to not resist what happens will bring you freedom, happiness, inner peace. It allows you to choose your response in any given situation, based on what is best for you and the world around you.

It may take you a while to learn how to let whatever happens be okay. Since this is the case, I want you to be secure in the fact that no matter how much you may resist, the Centerpointe program will eventually push you through it. Resistance can make the program uncomfortable, but it won't keep it from working. Also, when it happens, let it be okay that you're experiencing discomfort. Don't expect to master resistance instantly (though it is possible). And I'm not saying you should like the fact that you're experiencing resistance and discomfort. Simply being okay with it means acknowledging it, being present with it, and making your peace with the fact that it is the experience you are having. Experiencing discomfort also doesn't mean that you are doing something wrong, or that you're a failure. The most advanced meditators experience overwhelm. It is a natural part of meditation and personal growth.

At the same time, don't go looking for it. Many people make the mistake of thinking that growth can't happen without discomfort. In personal growth, “no pain, no gain” is not the rule. If you can eliminate your resistance by noting it and letting it go, the discomfort will disappear. It's just that for most of us it's not so easy to eliminate all the resistance because a lot of it is unconscious. So don't spend a lot of energy preparing for overwhelm. It may or may not occur. If it does, don't worry. In the big picture, discomfort isn't really
that bad.

Also keep in mind what I said at the beginning of this chapter: we resist change when it doesn’t feel safe. This means that the part of you that doesn’t feel safe needs reassurance that things will be better once the change takes place. Though it may sound trite, you can have a talk with that part of yourself, and tell it that you will make sure that all changes you make will be safe.

**A Bigger Picture**

In every area of contemporary life—family, sexuality, race relations, religion, government, economics, technology, the environment, personal psychology, and spirituality—old systems are breaking down as they prepare to reorganize at higher levels. In every one of these areas we can either collapse into chaos or move forward in the hope that we will make the leap to the next evolutionary level. Most of us really don’t realize just how good we can feel, how good life can be. We can’t find satisfaction living out our lives as automatic response mechanisms, always unconsciously on guard to protect ourselves from dangers that remind us of, or in some ways reopen, our childhood wounds. We also can’t find satisfaction by continually and automatically scanning our environment to discover the applicable rules, or to notice who’s not following them. Acting as an automatic response mechanism when pushed past our threshold for what we can handle is more frightening and miserable, by far, than anything we might encounter during the adventure of discovery, healing, and unfolding made possible by Holosync technology.

Resistance has been such a constant companion for most of us that we can’t quite conceive of living without it. I can honestly tell you, however, that it’s not only possible to live without resistance, it’s much preferable. Resistance, as far as I can tell, serves no useful purpose, unless
you like suffering. In the next chapter I’ll discuss some other tools and some ways of looking at reality that can help you move forward to make the changes you want to make and become the magnificent person I know you’re capable of being.

---

**Personal Experience**

It has been one year ago today since I began listening to the Holosync program. About six weeks into Awakening Prologue, I started to experience some upheaval, which manifested itself mostly as anger and depression. Once it passed, I had more anger, but it gradually subsided until, last month, it practically disappeared. These past 6 weeks have been some of the best I have ever experienced in my entire life. I have a calmness and understanding of life that is totally new to me, and quite welcome, I must say. Something has changed about the way I feel about life that I just can’t explain, but I feel so comfortable that I’m sure that everything will just get progressively better.

Many of the experiences Bill Harris told me about in the beginning have happened. Even though the first 10 1/2 months were very trying at times, I wouldn’t trade them for anything I can think of. Sometimes the upheaval left me feeling like life was futile, but I hung in and let the program do its magic. I feel more happy and friendly than I have felt in a very long time. A lot of cynicism has left me and I’m feeling more positive about my future and the life I am living. At present, I am working toward making several changes in my professional and personal life. Centerpointe has changed my life to one of confidence and no fear. By the way, I am 48 years old.

It is a welcome relief to finally find a system that really works as profoundly as Holosync. I just want to thank Bill Harris and the entire Centerpointe Institute for the new life you have helped me acquire, and I am only about 12% through the program. I am presently at Awakening Level 2 and have already ordered Level 3. I intend to complete the entire course. With all the progress I have made, I just can’t imagine where I’ll be in the years to come, but it’s bound to be wonderful.

—Michael C., Mind Chatter No. 5
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There’s a Zen story of an enlightened disciple of a great enlightened master who, upon hearing of his master’s death, began to cry uncontrollably. His followers were shocked to see him cry. “Why are you crying? You’re enlightened. You’re supposed to be beyond suffering. What will people think?”

He composed himself as best he could, and turning to them said, “What can I do? My eyes are crying. They’re so sad that they will never again see this teacher I loved so much.”

Chapter 6

{ conscious living }

As the above story so poignantly points out, the sorrow of loss is a normal part of being human. This is true even if you are an enlightened master and supposedly not subject to desires and attachments and the suffering they can create. Humans are hard-wired to experience a whole range of feelings and emotions. These feelings and emotions are normal, but suffering over them is not necessary,
The Four Noble Truths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noble Truth No. 1</th>
<th>All life is suffering.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noble Truth No. 2</td>
<td>Suffering is caused by attachment to certain outcomes or results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble Truth No. 3</td>
<td>Suffering can be ended by giving up attachment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble Truth No. 4</td>
<td>The Buddhist method for learning how to give up attachment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nor is it desirable. Let me explain what I mean by this baffling, and apparently contradictory, statement.

The Four Noble Truths of Buddhism point out that all life involves suffering (Noble Truth No. 1), that suffering is caused by desire or attachment (Noble Truth No. 2), and that suffering can be ended by giving up attachment (Noble Truth No. 3). The 4th Noble Truth is the Buddhist method of giving up attachment.

The Four Noble Truths are based on an obvious, fundamental, but often overlooked reality of human existence: *all things exist “in time” and eventually pass away*. It’s pretty obvious that *not* getting what you want (or getting what you *don’t* want) involves suffering, but it is equally true that *getting what you want* also involves suffering. This is because the thing you want is, like everything else, transitory. This month you’re Employee of the Month, but next month you aren’t. You love playing with your baby daughter, but she’ll grow up. You’re alive now, but someday you’ll die. If you’re attached to these things not changing, you will suffer.

I vividly remember the first time I experienced this truth. I was four years old, and my mother had bought me an ice cream cone. As I began licking the ice cream, I was in heaven. But half way through,
the realization hit me that this wonderful experience was going to end. While I certainly enjoyed the rest, the experience was tainted by the fact that I knew the ice cream would soon be gone. Even at the tender age of four, in the midst of my pleasure, I suffered.

It’s never too early to learn that being attached to particular outcomes (even one as minor as an ice cream cone lasting forever) causes pain and suffering. And yet, we’re trained to believe that happiness is tied to specific events or, especially in our culture, to specific things. Messages all around us connect positive emotions to the things we do and own. The children playing with this year’s hot toys are happy. The man and woman standing beside their new car are in love. The family members sitting around the dinner table eating canned pasta sauce are united in their humor and affection. The woman just given the diamond is young and beautiful.

Because we live in a mass culture where meaning is centralized, we’re used to having others interpret our lives for us. We have, in many cases, become passive observers of our own experience, waiting for other people to tell us what it means. Outside influences so often direct our attention to what we should care about or strive for that the truth of our own power to choose escapes us.

**You Are the Author and the Artist**

I want to suggest another way. It did not originate with me—it is basic to the transformational spiritual teachings of most cultures. Instead of the idea that there is an absolute value and meaning to reality, a “reality code” we all must learn to decipher as young people, I want you to consider an alternative view: *you give your world—and each event that happens in it—any and all the meaning it has.* There is no intrinsic meaning to anything. However, while we give everything whatever meaning it has, in most cases we do not consciously choose
Centerpointe Insight—Being Awake

You cannot be otherwise than at one with everything. Everything in the universe is connected in a giant matrix of energy and matter. You don’t need to take my word for this, since physicists have been saying the same thing for decades. It is, therefore, a mistaken impression that you are separate. That’s why they call the discovery of who and what you really are self-realization. It’s not that you achieve something when you become awakened—you just come to realize what is already true.

In fact, one way to look at this whole subject would be to say that when your attachments become preferences, it happens because you begin to know, experientially, that you are one with everything. Knowing that you are one with everything, you don’t have to be attached to anything (it would be like being attached to your leg—it’s already you, and you don’t have to do anything to make it be more you than it already is). Instead, you realize that the unfolding of the universe is happening in its own way and is being guided by something much bigger than you. All you have to do is go along for the ride—kind of like white water rafting.

So here’s my description of being spiritually awake. The awake person is not at odds with the world. He is a part of it, but not attached to the outcome. Like Jesus, he is “in the world but not of it.” He watches as it all goes by, but he is also a participant. He knows most people are caught in the world but unaware of being caught, so he is compassionate, and does what he can to help others with their suffering.

To him, the world is a play, and life is like playing a part in that play. He knows it’s just a role, but he plays it to the hilt, and enjoys every moment. But he also realizes that the script is just a script, and from the highest perspective it doesn’t matter what part has been written for him. He exerts a certain amount of control over his part, but ultimately has only limited influence over what is, because his effort is just one of an infinite number of other efforts, all with their own ends in mind.

Instead of being an automatic response mechanism, responding to the world based on unconscious rules, beliefs, fears, and limitations, he is able to consciously evaluate each situation, in the moment, and instantly and instinctively know exactly what to do and how to respond in order to gain the most resourceful outcome, both for himself and for others.

Mainly, he watches as he plays his part and marvels at the complexity, the infinite permutations, the surprises, the certainties, and the uncertainties. He is calm most of the time, but sometimes his part requires him to be upset or to have some other emotion or reaction. That is being human. But whatever his mood, there is an underlying peace of mind, an underlying, effortless happiness.

You can be this way, too. It doesn’t happen overnight, but it can happen. Using the Centerpointe program isn’t the only way it can happen, but it’s a very good and very fast way.
these meanings. Rather, we learned them, probably unconsciously, according to the conventions of our culture and our family, when we were children. These prepackaged meanings can have a tremendous influence on how we experience the world, because how we feel about any given thing is directly related to the meaning it has for us. The great news is that we’re not stuck with any particular meaning. We can consciously choose the meaning and value of our experiences. This is exactly what people who are continually happy and peaceful have learned to do, and you can learn to do it, too.

This means, of course, that you are the creator of your own reality. In contrast to how you may have been conditioned to think, you assign meaning and significance to whatever happens to you, though the process may be unconscious. Then, based on that meaning, you choose (again, usually unconsciously) what your response will be. This principle has a corollary: you will make wise and resourceful choices to the extent that you live consciously rather than unconsciously. If, like most people, the part of you that assigns meaning runs on automatic, it will choose meanings and responses based on your cultural, societal, familial, and species background. In that case, you are not exercising your ability to create what you want, and you will have to accept the consequences of these culturally assigned meanings. Your individuality and creativity will remain stillborn. What is more, you will spend a lot of time suffering.

If, on the other hand, you are able to wake up and become more aware of what moves and motivates you, you will see that you have picked up the paintbrush; you are painting the shapes of your feelings on that blank canvas. Because you are the artist and the author, you can paint anything you like. What you are painting is as ephemeral as anything else in life, but the lines you draw, the shapes you form, and the colors you choose are what give your life meaning. While we are all influenced by the cultural and personal settings in which we live,
some people find independence, becoming artists who can express the dictates of their own heart; others become proponents of schools run by others.

The implications of finding independence and being the artist of your own life are staggering. Here is one of them: because you create the world you inhabit, *pain and suffering really can be optional*. Only when you acknowledge your role in your life—and understand your own power—is there the possibility of improving your situation or creating a different story. If you see yourself as a passive character acted upon by (and then reacting to) external forces you neither understand nor control, you then become a helpless victim.

Along with this idea of self-agency comes another important idea. What is, is. While you have considerable power to change what is—if you learn how to harness it—there are limits to what you can do. Your real power comes, once you reach these limits, from how you respond to what is, not from misguided attempts to control it. How things are for you is to a great extent the product of how you feel about what’s happening—and how you feel is the result of the meaning you’ve placed on what’s happening. If you are living with conscious awareness, you will be happy and peaceful because the meaning you have consciously given to what is happening is one that creates happiness and inner peace.

Here is an interesting exercise to help you become more aware of how you assign meaning. Whenever you feel unhappy or distressed, ask yourself what meaning you’ve placed on what seems to be causing your suffering. Consider what other meanings you could give this situation that would allow you to be happy. Notice how attached you are to interpretations that cause you suffering. If you find that you’re unwilling to let negative interpretations go in favor of those that create happiness and peace, then realize that this is your choice. The meanings you give to things have consequences, so choose wisely. And certainly don’t just be an automatic response mechanism, mechanically and
unconsciously assigning meanings you did not choose onto people, things, or situations and then experiencing consequences you do not want.

Your new meaning, the one leading to happiness, is no more real or intrinsic to the situation than the first meaning that led to suffering. This is because nothing has any intrinsic meaning. But if you are going to place a meaning on what is happening, which meaning would you place on it?
want, the *happiness* meaning, or the *unhappiness* meaning? It is your choice, though most people don’t realize it is a choice. This whole discussion, and the idea that you could really *choose* to be happy and peaceful, may sound utopian to you. Becoming conscious enough to notice when you’re suffering, to notice what meaning you’ve placed on a situation, and to consciously change that meaning, doesn’t come easily. Usually only those who have spent many years meditating or pursuing some other arduous spiritual practice gain this degree of conscious awareness. One of the central benefits of the Centerpointe program is that it creates this kind of awareness, and does so relatively quickly. Using Holosync creates the ability to view things from a higher spot on the mountain, one allowing you to consciously make new and more resourceful choices.

**Your Internal Map of Reality**

I want to make these ideas a little more concrete by expanding on my earlier metaphor of an internal map. We all create Maps of Reality as we grow up. These templates allow us to instantly process and categorize a steady stream of information that would be overwhelming if we didn’t have some way of understanding it quickly. Without our internal maps, we would have to figure out how to open a door each time we came to one, or relearn how to socialize every time we met a new person. These are simple examples. Your Map of Reality also contains and organizes countless beliefs, values, generalizations, decisions, and other concepts that pertain to how you see yourself in relation to the rest of the world.

Your Internal Map of Reality is a blueprint your mind uses to create your life. Just because your internal map is incredibly useful to you, however, doesn’t mean that it’s the best one you could have, or that you’re fated to live the rest of your life with the one you have now.
When the filters, and the results of the filtering process, are unconscious, our life “happens” to us and seems to be outside our control, and we often create results we do not want. When the filtering process is conscious, we have a choice and can create whatever behaviors, emotional states, and results we desire.

As I’ve said, some internal maps are built around pain and insecurity and desperate attempts to remain safe by avoiding change, following the rules, and other non-resourceful strategies. These maps keep their owners and operators stuck in patterns that create suffering. A person who learned early in life that the world is a scary place builds a map whose central purpose is to keep him safe. He believes he must do this in order to survive. This might be such a strong imperative that all of reality is seen through this lens, even though the actual danger was left behind years ago. Such a map would have big areas of darkness with black clouds and monsters and burning pits. You would think such
a map would be discarded as soon as possible, but, strangely, we can become most attached to the issues that frighten us the most.

What helps us redraw our maps is remembering that we cannot drive on those little lines on the road map, and you can’t go camping on those little triangles representing mountains. *The map is not the*

---

**Centerpointe Insight—Dealing With Worry**

How to deal with worries can be expressed in a simple three-step formula, adapted from How to Stop Worrying and Start Living by Dale Carnegie:

1. Analyze the situation and figure out what is the worst thing that can happen. Usually the worst that can happen, once we analyze it, though it may be bad, is not as bad as what we imagined before we really quantified it.

2. Next, reconcile yourself to accepting the worst. You’ll realize the world will not end if the worst happens. You’ll muddle through somehow, as you’ve always done. At this point, you might think of other bad things that have happened in your life and how they usually did not turn out to be anywhere near as bad as you had originally thought they would be. In fact, many (if not most) of them ultimately turned out to be blessings in disguise, often being important turning points leading to something much better.

3. Devote your time and energy to doing what can be done to improve on the worst-case scenario you envisioned in Step 2. With your mind now clearer, you’ll be more effective in changing the situation.

*Let’s imagine the worst of the worst: let’s say you learn you have a fatal disease. You imagine the worst: I may die. You reconcile yourself to the fact that this will happen. It eventually happens to us all, and there is no getting around it. The doctors are probably right. If I must die, then I must. Then get busy doing whatever you can, both to keep the doctors from being right and, also, to get the most out of whatever remaining life you have.*

*Have you ever known someone who was dying, knew they were dying, and had reconciled themselves to the fact? I have. Such a person radiates peace. Once you reconcile yourself to the worst that can happen, nothing can harm you. Then you can do whatever is possible to create a better outcome.*
territory; it just represents the territory. In just the same way, the internal map we create is not reality, but rather, a representation of reality. The map is not who you are; it’s just the tool you’re using at this time to conceptualize who you are.

This is good news. It means that you don’t have to be stuck in fear and anger, or any other kind of suffering. You can change your map. And if your internal map begins to fall apart (as it might, for instance, as a result of the powerful push it gets from the Centerpointe program), that doesn’t mean that you’re falling apart. It just means that your understanding of who you are and what your relationship is to the rest of the world is inadequate for dealing with your environment and is about to expand.

When you begin to do deep transformational work, your Internal Map of Reality will fall apart and re-form many times. Your map keeps changing as it becomes more resourceful and less dysfunctional. With some experience, you will be able to recognize these times of change, and at these times you have a choice. You can try to save the old map by resisting the process, or you can have faith that the process will yield a new map that will serve you better. If you let the change happen without resistance, the process is not only painless, it is joyful—even euphoric.

Because most people think their Map of Reality, their conceptual model of who they are and how they relate to the rest of the world, is who they are, they vigorously resist when that map begins to fall apart. To them, it feels as if they are falling apart; remember, however, the map is not the territory, and you are not your concept of who you are. You can learn to greet such transformations with this response: “Great! My old Map of Reality, which has a number of deficiencies that are causing me all kinds of suffering, is falling apart. That means I’ll soon have a new map that works much better and allows me to be happier and more peaceful inside and deal more easily with whatever happens.” Then you just stand aside and know that you’ll soon be able to find
your way to the “better neighborhood” that once seemed beyond your reach. Since you’re not the map, it’s no big deal if it falls apart; in fact, it’s a big improvement!

Once most of the old emotional baggage, rules, and non-resourceful ways of responding are handled, a new kind of expansion of the map begins. All kinds of connections begin to fill in blank parts of the map, linking everything in the universe to every other thing—connections you never thought existed and never saw before. Now you see the universe as one big organism, one that you are a part of and an expression of. Since nothing is really outside you, your fear, anxiety, and stress dissolve; because if it’s all you, there is nowhere to go, nothing to get, nothing to fear.

I can say with certainty that the further you go in the Centerpointe program, the more complex and realistic your map of reality will become and the more you’ll feel at one with your environment. My advice is to make your internal map one of peace, happiness, and contentment, because the reality expressed in your map is what you’ll experience as your life. But as I’ve said, it’s your choice. Right now, chances are that most of your Map of Reality was created for you by outside forces and now simply runs automatically, creating an experience of life that seems like it is happening to you as a result of outside forces beyond your control. If that is the life you want, super. If not, you might want to find a way to consciously create the map you do want—and, as a result, the life you want.

**The Reactor**

Conscious living means becoming intentional rather than reactive. In our culture we are conditioned to react quickly to an ever-changing environment. You have to think fast and act fast to survive and prosper. “He who hesitates is lost.” So you make decisions on the fly as you cruise
through your hectic day. Sometimes it is essential to do this, trusting your intuition and your reflexes. If you suddenly notice that a fire has broken out in your home, you must act quickly to get to safety. There won’t be time to sit and think things through. The ability to act quickly can save your life.

There is certainly a part of you that is absolutely present and automatic in any crisis. It is the part of you that reacts instantly. It’s there to help you in time of danger, and it also helps you to be in the moment, available for whatever is happening to you. Your beliefs, decisions, opinions, and emotional state are all shaped largely by the part of you that I call the Reactor.

But when it comes to your emotions, attitudes, and beliefs, living as the Reactor has its down side. As a reactor you can perpetually be in a state of fight or flight, or the captive of your passions. Reactors have triggers in their lives that activate their fear and anger. Something happens, and without thinking, they lash

---

**Personal Experience**

I started meditating with Holosync about 3 years ago. I was very stressed-out, a single parent raising three children, one of whom is handicapped. I started meditating because I was stressed-out and I wanted change in my life. I was in an abusive relationship with a man who I couldn’t muster up the emotional strength to leave. I hated that he controlled me and I hated myself for allowing it. Well, my life changed within a year. I met a wonderful man, fell in love and married him. My life is completely different now. I quit my casino job and am now a full time student. I had always wanted to go back to college but couldn’t afford to quit my job.

What I didn’t realize was that if I hadn’t used Holosync I wouldn’t have made these changes in my life. I have been meditating for all this time and waiting for something BIG to happen and I finally realized that my new life is what happened! These changes happened over a period of one year, but I didn’t SEE it as ME making this happen! I cannot believe this JUST hit me now!

—Anna Marie (from an email)
Centerpointe Insight—Accepting What Is

When something happens that I don’t like, first I generally do everything I can to change it. Sometimes I succeed, sometimes I don’t. But often, “what is” wins, and I spend some time (hopefully, just a short moment) feeling at least mildly lousy about it. Then I realize what I’m doing (creating suffering), and I just decide to stop it and let it be okay. Then I feel great again, instantly.

Very occasionally, I feel lousy about something for as long as several hours, though it’s usually much less. And I know I’m doing this because (for whatever weird reason), I choose to. Before I worked with Holosync, however, I could feel bad for months, years, or even decades about something over which I had no control. In fact, I was an expert in feeling bad. How I felt was not a choice because I didn’t even know I had a choice. Now, as soon as I sense that old, bad feeling coming on, I remind myself that I’m creating whatever is happening. Then, I just let it go, right in that moment. It’s actually easy for me to do now.

Suffering is voluntary for me now, and though I admit I occasionally still choose to suffer—sometimes it feels good to whine and complain for a little while—I can drop it anytime I want to. And as time goes on, I’ve become more and more bored with being upset about anything, and as that happens, those times become fewer and less frequent. This is the kind of conscious awareness and ability to choose that the Centerpointe program creates in those who use it.

out.

It is as if we have a big toggle switch inside of us that some unknown person sometimes flips to the “on” position. Afterward we are horrified to see that, without meaning to, we have said something awful to our children, or have overreacted to a minor frustration and compromised our reputation as a levelheaded, trustworthy adult. Sometimes we are privately shaken by our own emotional reaction to something very ordinary. After the storm is over, we think about it in a more calm and collected way and wish we’d reacted differently.

Perhaps that unknown person flipping the switch is our unconscious self. What we see in those moments of blind reaction is the power of the unconscious as it attempts to protect us from injuries that feel
Those living from the Reactor perspective have a very different experience of life than those living from the Witness perspective.

very much like ones we have suffered in the past. There are reasons we react the way we do, even if we don’t know what they are. But remember, these reactions result from the meaning we’ve placed on a given situation, a meaning we probably did not choose or even know we could choose.

When we live in an unconscious way, present circumstances activate old wounds if the stimuli at all resembles past insults and injuries. Events can take us over, and we are at effect rather than at cause. We can damage our relationships with others and sabotage our efforts to succeed and thrive. Without intending to, we perpetuate destructive, dysfunctional cycles of behavior and belief. Unfortunately, it takes very little reinforcement for reactive behavior
to become habitual.

**Finding the Witness**

At the other end of the spectrum from your Reactor is your Witness. I describe the Witness as the part of you that observes what is happening, even as it happens. When you observe in this way, you feel as if you are standing outside yourself and observing how you’re feeling, what you are doing, and how you’re interacting with your environment. The Reactor is the agent of knee-jerk responses, but the Witness just watches. From your Reactor’s unconscious perspective, things look either good or bad, depending on the meaning you place on them. From your Witness’ perspective, everything looks neutral and interesting, so the Witness just watches with curiosity, without evaluating.

The Witness part of you knows all along that life is just a game, and that you’re making it up as you go along. To be really conscious, you must learn to come at life from the Witness perspective. There really is no other way. One way to do this is to consider yourself an actor in a play who consciously chooses the meaning of the unfolding
story line. In this actor role, you’re both author and Witness to what is happening.

For the conscious person, being the Witness is like turning on a searchlight that sweeps its beam over everything—illuminating and clarifying the complexities and the dark corners. Having the wider and clearer view, you can stand back a little and observe the passing scene. Instead of being involved in all the drama, you merely watch, monitoring whatever happens, like an omniscient observer. As the Witness, while you’re letting whatever happens be okay, you’re also noting the things you want to do differently. Once you have the awareness to see the vicious cycles that were once hidden from you, you can learn new ways of functioning outside them. In fact, since it is impossible to continue to create suffering consciously, once you are conscious, these old ways of being are automatically replaced by new,

Games You Can Play—
Being Hamlet versus Playing Hamlet

In Hamlet everyone suffers, and Hamlet, along with most of the other characters in the play, dies in the end. But we, the audience, are outside the play and understand that what is happening is not real, despite our very real emotions as we react to the characters and action. In like manner, the actors themselves know at all times that what is happening is not real.

Once you know you’re dealing with a Map of Reality, you’re like the actor who’s playing Hamlet. Because he knows it’s just a play, he can enjoy himself, despite the fact that everyone dies in the end. If the actor thinks he is Hamlet, however, he’s going to be pretty miserable, considering what’s going to happen. Learn to act the role of Hamlet, not be Hamlet. As long as you understand that you’re an actor in a drama, life is fun and suffering falls away.

You can close the door to things from your past that may still upset you. You can say to yourself, “This has already happened; that scene is over, and it’s not happening now. I’ve suffered and worried enough already, and after all, it’s just a play, so I’m going to close the door on this and let it go.”
resourceful ways of being. Being the Witness is so incredibly simple, yet it has tremendous power. But how do you do it?

Step back the next time you’re feeling any kind of discomfort and say to yourself, “There I am, feeling angry (or whatever).” And then just notice yourself being in that emotion. Notice where you feel it in your body. Notice whether it stays in one place or moves around, and whether it stays the same or changes. Get out of wanting the feeling to go away, and get into being genuinely curious about whatever is

Centerpointe Insight—Meditation and the Inner Witness

Meditation is, in part, a process of locating the inner Witness, that aspect of our awareness which is capable of stepping into that moment between the arising of a powerful feeling and our identification with it. As our awareness becomes focused as the Witness, we begin to see elements of our emotional and mental functioning at work. We witness a series of processes and realize they’ve done more than just create an impact in the moment, they’ve also determined much of how we’ve lived our lives to that point.

All well-developed spiritual traditions teach about the Witness, though often in different words. Some traditions speak of detachment, others of being in the world but not “of it.” For centuries meditators and spiritual seekers have sought to tap into the Witness, to learn from it, to inhabit it as a means of gaining insight and deeper information about themselves and the world around them. Of course, when someone sets out to do this, the first thing they notice is just how reactive they really are. In fact, the real answer to the question of what to do when you’re resisting (whether the resistance is conscious or unconscious) is to just watch with that witnessing part of yourself. Stop fighting with yourself and just notice what’s happening. Become truly curious about it and just watch. Distress and discomfort fall away when you do this, almost as if by magic. If resistance is the poison that creates suffering, being the Witness is the antidote that creates peace and happiness.

Every day we communicate with dozens of people who are using the Centerpointe program, and some of them are having a hard time. Sometimes these people are angry, depressed, fearful, anxious, confused, or are creating any number of other responses to the events of their lives. One of the principal pieces of advice we give these people is to watch what’s happening.
In 1991, I was employed as a music teacher in an inner city Toronto school. Over time, I noticed that I became increasingly fatigued and had difficulty concentrating. I just chalked this up to the stress of the job. Eventually it became bad enough that I had to leave my position and go on long term disability and stay with my elderly parents.

My doctor referred me to psychiatrists, who told me I was depressed and promptly started me on a regimen of antidepressants and tranquilizers. I began to experience panic attacks and was prescribed Xanax. This stuff turned me into a basket case, and I was hospitalized. While in the hospital, I was prescribed amphetamines and was discharged. Well, I didn't feel depressed but I was euphoric and at the same time, tragically, a long-term relationship ended.

Now, during this time, I was diagnosed with having multiple sclerosis but was continued on a combination of amphetamines and Valium! By this time, I had been on so many different drugs that I suffered a drug-induced psychosis. I was paranoid, suspicious and hostile. My contract with the school board was also officially terminated. It gets worse! After 3 months in the hospital I was discharged because they could do nothing for me.

For two whole years I stayed in bed and at night just wandered around the house unable to sleep. I could not stand to take showers or go outdoors. I was unable to read or watch TV. I am a classical guitarist and did not even take my instrument out of its case. Twice I overdosed in an attempt to sleep or at least feel better and twice I almost died. Unbelievable, but I swear it’s the truth!

Eventually, my girlfriend, who miraculously always stood by me during these horrible years, took me to see an internist. He took one look at the long list of symptoms I had written and said, “I don’t believe there is anything wrong with you. This is the profile of someone on drugs. Your only problem is drugs.” At first, I didn’t want to believe him. I was so sure there must be a drug out there that could help me. But, somehow through my drug induced stupor I asked myself, “What if he’s right?”

I went home and quit everything cold turkey. Some of these drugs can stay in a person’s system for up to two years. One day at an intersection, on my way to school, I failed to stop at a red light, was hit broadside, and my car was a total write-off. I was lucky. A split second difference and I would have been killed. Everything was chaos! Nothing made sense. How much can a person take?

The one thing that helped me survive was a skill that you, Bill, often emphasize, and that is “Watching!” Now, I hope no one else has to go through this particular adventure. Watching works and it is one positive thing that I brought with me through that experience. It is definitely helping me in the Centerpointe program.

In conclusion, (finally!) let me say that since I have started your program, I have experienced relief from many MS symptoms including better concentration, better memory, increased energy, better sleep and better health overall. I once again have a loving relationship with my family, am playing the guitar again, and am now engaged. And I will be starting school again in May. Life is once again worth living.

—Frederik (via email)
A Story

A friend in the Centerpointe program sent this bit of verse to me. While I don’t know its source, I do know that it says perfectly what I want to convey about adopting the role of the actor, Witness, or author who is able to give his heart to the game of life, knowing all the while that it is a great diversion and will eventually end.

When the Macedonians deserted him,
the noble King Dimitrios didn’t behave
—so it is said—
at all like a King.
He took off his golden robes,
discarded his purple buskins,
and quickly dressing himself
in simple clothes, he slipped out—
just like an actor who,
the play over,
changes his costume and goes away.

Adopt the posture of being the Witness, curious but detached. Doing so gives you choice, and this allows you to choose happiness, instead of waiting for it to come to you.

happening. Notice how difficult it is to stay stuck in your suffering if a part of you is watching. If you’re curious and watching, it also becomes harder and harder to resist the flow of change. Curiosity is on the opposite side of the fence from resistance, and without resistance there is no suffering. So the antidote to resistance is simple: just watch. Whenever you notice discomfort, you know you’re resisting, and that becomes a signal to—just watch.

I know you’d be much more impressed if I could somehow make this more complex, more elegantly complicated, but what can I do? It’s that simple. When you feel discomfort, instead of resisting, just watch.

I don’t think most people could say what happens to their bodies when they are angry. They are too unconscious to notice. When you are curious, however, you stop being caught up in being angry, and the
anger seems to disappear. You can’t do this directly by saying, “Now I’m going to get rid of the anger.” You really have to become curious. When you watch what happens when you suffer, the suffering goes away.

One of the most important things I’ve noticed over my seventeen years of working with Holosync is how relentlessly the program moves you from being unconscious to being more aware. The Witness becomes more and more prominent, easier to summon when needed, and soon becomes a constant companion. You begin to understand why you’re having certain feelings, where these feelings come from, and what your options are for responding—or not responding—and how you can choose to create something better and happier. Because of this shift toward being more fully alive and awake, you can live a more purposeful and more intentional life. At a certain point it becomes very clear that you really can choose what to think and how to feel about what happens to you.

**Expanding Your Awareness**

I believe that living in this more conscious state is what people mean when they talk about expanded awareness. For some people this concept has the flavor of mysticism, and there’s no doubt that some people do have mystical experiences as a result of meditation. But what I want to emphasize here is something simpler: *in daily life it’s possible for us ordinary people to live consciously from moment to moment, and if we do so, we can’t help but be happy and peaceful.*

Here are the elements we’ve identified that can help you live a life that is inner directed, constantly evolving, resilient in the face of external difficulties, and at peace:

- Realize that you are the creator of your own reality. You can make choices, if you will only exercise your ability to do so.
- Your interpretation of reality is based upon an internal map,
Q & A—
How Can You Become More Conscious?

Part of what you can do to hasten the process of becoming more conscious is make a catalog of all the non-resourceful and painful things you believe about yourself, about other people, and about the world. Many of these beliefs may be outside of awareness and impossible to verbalize, but they'll tend to come out in your self-talk—especially when you're feeling bad about yourself. By watching that self-talk, you can uncover these beliefs. When something bad happens, you may, for instance, say to yourself, “No one cares what happens to me.” This represents a belief about yourself. As I've said, your beliefs tend to create your life and your circumstances. No wonder you're angry, anxious, fearful, or depressed! Change them and the circumstances of your life will change, too. The problem is that it's not easy, because a part of us wants to hang on to these old beliefs because they seem to be true, and what's more, we often associate them with our safety.

Once you've uncovered these beliefs (an on-going process), you must convince yourself that they're not worth having, even though, as a result of your upbringing and history, they seem to be true. In fact, whether they're true or false is not really the most useful distinction to make about them, especially since these beliefs are actually meanings that have been superimposed on a neutral reality. The most helpful distinction to make about these beliefs is whether or not they're resourceful, whether they contribute to happiness and peace, or to suffering and unhappiness. Then, from a more conscious perspective, knowing that you're placing a new meaning on what is, you can decide what a more resourceful belief would be in each case, and then begin inculcating your mind with that belief. This time, however, you know that you're consciously choosing this new belief not because it's true, but simply because it's more resourceful and will lead to greater peace and happiness.

Is this difficult to do? It can be, but as you move through the Centerpointe program and become increasingly conscious and aware, it becomes easier and easier. In fact, as you master the ability to be the Witness, it begins to happen automatically.

most elements of which you did not choose. You have the power to change your map if you want to.
• You can redraw your internal map to be more authentic, more resourceful, and less limiting.
• To the extent that you're creating your map consciously rather
than unconsciously, each new map will serve you better than the last.

- You can learn to live consciously by calling on that part of you that is the Witness.
- The more often you are the Witness, the less often you will be the Reactor.
- Involvement in the Centerpointe program will facilitate and accelerate this process of personal evolution into the conscious living that is the hallmark of happy, peaceful people.
- Now that you understand this process, you can welcome (and watch) change, rather than resisting it.

As you practice conscious awareness and continue using the Centerpointe program, expanded awareness grows even greater, until it begins to include an increased sense of connection with the rest of the universe. But it begins with the simple ability to reserve a small part of you to just watch yourself, and whatever is happening, with detachment and curiosity. As you master this ability, a whole new world will open up for you—one that is happy and peaceful, and in which you somehow intuitively know just what to do and how to be in every situation. From that perspective, life is truly wonderful.

Games You Can Play—Remind Yourself of the Witness

Though your daily use of Holosync will cause the development of a kind of super-awareness no matter what other growth activities you engage in, there are other things you can do to facilitate its development. First of all, you can remind yourself several times a day to watch what is happening. Just spend a few minutes every time it occurs to you to just sit back and notice what’s going on. How does your body feel? What is your mind doing? What is going on around you? Does any of this change as you watch?

Soon you’ll find yourself, even when caught up in the midst of activity, with a little part of you noticing everything that is going on. It’s a new perspective, one that isn’t caught up in whatever is going on. This is the beginning of expanded awareness.
I said to my soul, be still and wait without hope
For hope would be hope for the wrong thing; wait without love
For love would be love of the wrong thing; there is yet faith
But the faith and the love and the hope are all in the waiting.
Wait without thought, for you are not ready for thought:
So the darkness shall be the light, and the stillness the dancing.

—T. S. Eliot, Four Quartets

Chapter 7

{ your threshold to the future }

Those beautiful lines from T. S. Eliot contain a key to understanding the process of evolutionary growth we have been discussing: that the most amazing things happen when we are able to be still and wait. Even more, if we can wait in a spirit of openness and receptivity, without attachment to the demands of the ego, we can expect the transformation of darkness into light and stillness into dancing. Sometimes these transformations are life-changing and revolutionary, but more often
than not, they are incremental and evolutionary.

We call those moments of revelation or transformation felt shifts, a term first used, as far as I know, by Eugene Gendlin in his book *Focusing* (New York: Bantam Books, 1981). Felt shifts are quantum leaps, in which an old way of seeing or experiencing yourself, other people, or the world, changes in a fundamental way. From the ashes of the old, something new arises. Inside yourself, you can tell that something has fallen into place or taken shape in a new way.

History is filled with accounts of felt shifts that had momentous consequences beyond the life of the individual. Examples that changed history include the conversion of St. Paul on the road to Damascus, Emperor Constantine’s vision of the cross by which he was to conquer, Joan of Arc’s voices that led her to mount a campaign against the English, and the Buddha’s enlightenment beneath the Bodhi tree. To find examples that are no less momentous, but confined to the personal experience of the individual, we must move our gaze to private diaries and confessions.

A friend of mine, a history professor, recalls experiencing a felt shift while he was present as Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his “I Have a Dream” speech in 1963. “Dr. King was talking about a vision he had of what the future of America could be. And as he was talking I closed my eyes and saw it. The whole thing. Peace. The end of racial division. And I saw that the vision Dr. King was talking about could never come true unless I changed. So I released my fears about changing my life and let it all go. My life changed forever that day at the Lincoln Memorial.”

**Felt Shifts and Growth**

It may be human to yearn for the all-encompassing “on-the-road-to-Damascus” kind of shift that transforms us in an instant and sets us on fire with energy and passion. But we must also develop a sensitivity to lesser shifts. For most people, most of the time, change happens
as an accumulation of smaller shifts over time. These shifts may even happen out of our awareness and not be discovered for some time after they’ve occurred.

As many of us know, felt shifts rarely happen when we’re busy looking for them. Having such an experience is like having a butterfly land on your shoulder. You can’t force it to happen, but when it does, it brings with it a sense of magic. We awaken in some way, and have direct contact with something far deeper and greater than we previously imagined existed. At Centerpointe, we try to focus on the bigger picture of growth instead of on these heart-stopping moments of metamorphosis. If they happen, great! If not, don’t worry about it. The final result is the same. Like the watched pot that never boils, transformation doesn’t necessarily reward anxious watchfulness.

It does, however, reward daily practice. Whether the changes happen for you in big leaps or small ones, they will not happen at all if you are not using the program regularly. And they will not happen if you are unwilling to face the unresolved residue of your past, or if you block your own path on the inward journey by holding fast to what is familiar.

If there is one thing I have learned in my many years of administrating the Centerpointe program, it is that in order to change, we must be willing to give up the old way of being. If the way we see things does not change, if we hang on to the old, we will continue to get the same results. Those who experience big, life-changing shifts must be willing to try on a new way of seeing themselves, other people, and the world. The irony of personal growth is that people cling tightly to old ways of being, despite the fact that those ways of being are creating disastrous results in their lives. Luckily, daily meditation with Holosync lessens this fear of change and moves us toward that place where we can get out of the way and allow beneficial changes to happen.

But even if you do get out of your own way and allow growth and change to happen, you still come back to a world that hasn’t changed.
All the things you’ve always found disturbing are still there, and you are
still living in a world where people are busy acting out of dysfunction
and creating suffering for themselves and others.

So, then, why do things feel so different? Because you have developed
a different perspective. Your Map of Reality is new. You are looking at
life through a new lens. Things are as they were before, except that
you are experiencing them in a new way. Buddhists call this developing
compassion. Instead of reacting to the bad in the world, or in yourself,
with anger or sadness or despair, and experiencing suffering because
of it, you now accept what is and feel that everything is somehow
happening just as it should. You feel compassion for suffering but are no
longer caught up in it. But this does not mean you don’t care. This little
bit of positive distance allows you to become more effective in taking
action, because you are not as reactive or fearful as you used to be.

Your threshold for stress is much, much higher, so events around you
cannot push you into reaction. You are much more accepting of your
own human failings as well as those of others. You are seeing life from
a higher spot on the mountain, and it really does look much different.
You are no longer helplessly caught in it all. You are a player in a play
and you relish your part in the unfolding story.

Most of all, you are no longer in a hurry, because you are content
in each moment even if you aren’t “there” yet (wherever that is for
you). The inner journey is full of interest, full of rewards. You can
enjoy yourself as you are right now, confident that your evolution is
progressing in exactly the right way. You are doing what you need to
do, and you have faith in the rest.

When I started Centerpointe back in 1989, my belief was that all a
person needed to do was meditate daily with Holosync, and everything
would happen on its own. And, in a sense, this is true. Listening to
Holosync every day does plow through the resistance and push you to
change, even if there are occasional moments of discomfort.

But there is an even easier way, and I stumbled onto it as a result of
the Centerpointe retreats we used to hold twice a year. In these retreats, about fifty Centerpointe participants gathered from all over the world at a spa, hot springs, or retreat center for a week of intensive inner work. During this time, we meditated for several hours a day with some very powerful Holosync soundtracks, and I spoke extensively about the program and how it works. In addition, my incredible retreat staff took everyone through a number of experiential processes designed to help people understand the process of change on a very deep level and learn how to get out of the way and just let it happen.

Somehow, something magical happened at these retreats. People left them changed in a fundamental way. Within a day or two, the participants felt closer to each other than they have ever felt to anyone, and though no one is forced to do so, people felt safe enough to share some of their deepest longings, fears, aspirations, and concerns with the group. All of this happened in an environment of total acceptance and love—in most cases the first time many of the participants have experienced such a feeling.

After several retreats, as I contemplated the amazing changes experienced by these people, I realized that at the retreats people learned some basic principles about how to live a life that is happy, peaceful, resourceful, and resilient. And though this information is found throughout the support material we sent to all program participants, I realized we were not doing as good a job as we could of teaching these principles to those who could not attend a retreat. This led to my formulating what I call my Nine Principles for Conscious Living.

Because I think these principles are so important, and because I’ve seen such powerful positive change in people who master them, I want to end the book by describing them for you. Some of these principles I had heard about or read about in one form or another before my experience with Holosync, but then they were just bits of intellectual information. I did not understand them on an experiential level. As
you use the program, you will probably have the same experience I had: intellectual recognition, followed later by a much more powerful inner knowing and an ability to really live the *Nine Principles*. This deeper understanding has made all the difference to me. Because the process of personal change resembles a spiral rather than a straight line, you may find yourself returning to the *Nine Principles* again and again as you revisit your own personal issues at deeper and deeper levels.

Finally, because I have mentioned several of these principles earlier in this book, presenting them serves as a summary of many of the important points you have been reading about.

**The Nine Principles for Conscious Living**

Understanding and practicing these principles is one of those easy-hard things in life—easy once you master them but seemingly impossible before you get them. If you can live your life by these principles, everything flows, suffering is minimal, and apparent problems melt away. As you set out to follow them, cut yourself some slack. Although they can be read and understood instantly, learning to live them will take some time. You’ll probably find yourself stumbling over and over. Let that be okay. You’ll go through several stages as you integrate each principle.

**Stage One** is Unconscious Incompetence when you do not follow the principles and don’t know you are not following them.

**Stage Two** is Conscious Incompetence. This is where you will be after reading this chapter. You are aware of the principles, but are not yet following them—but at least you know you aren’t.

**Stage Three** is Conscious Competence, when you can follow the principles, but only when you’re consciously making an effort.
Stage Four, Unconscious Competence, is when you have consciously followed the principles so consistently that it is second nature and no longer requires conscious attention. You are living them without thinking about it.

1. The Principle of Letting Whatever Happens be Okay

*The amount you suffer in life is directly related to how much you are resisting the fact that things are the way they are.*

As I have said, whenever there is suffering or discomfort, there is resistance. There are no exceptions to this rule. *All* suffering, all discomfort, regardless of the appearance, is the result of resistance to something. Being addicted or attached to things being other than they are is a losing strategy. You will find that when your needs and attachments are changed to *preferences*, you can let go of your need for control over the uncontrollable. Then, when *what is* is not what you want it to be, you do not suffer over it. External events and other people do not control your happiness and peace. You will escape suffering *only* to the degree you are willing and able to let whatever happens be okay. People who live by rules, shoulds, or have-to’s tend to suffer quite often because no matter how hard these people work to protect their rules and see that others follow them, the rules will sometimes be violated. The more rules you have, and the more inflexible these rules are, the more often they will be violated, and the more often you will create suffering for yourself.

What exactly is resistance? In other words, what precisely are we doing inside when we resist something? We are making what cognitive psychologists call internal representations (internal pictures, internal dialog, internal sounds, and other representations of sensory experiences). Internal representations can be of two general types: what we want,
or what we do not want. When we resist something, we are making internal representations of what we do not want. These negative internal representations automatically generate negative emotional responses (in other words, suffering), which is why resistance does not feel good. Learning to let whatever happens be okay means, in part, becoming aware of those times we are making internal representations of what we do not want, and then changing our focus to what we do want.

Letting whatever happens be okay, then, does not mean you cannot be goal-directed or that you can’t work toward making your preferences into reality. It just means that when things are not the way you want, you do not have to suffer. You work toward the outcome you want, but are unattached to the results.

Neither does it mean you do not care about the suffering of others or the presence of oppression or evil in the world. It just means you do not suffer emotionally as a result. Your suffering is replaced by a deep compassion for all beings (including yourself). Because you are not caught up in suffering, but instead are moved by compassion, you somehow know exactly what to do and have the conscious awareness and presence of mind to act effectively and appropriately. You become more effective, and your attempts to bring about change are also much more effective because they are better focused and more appropriate.

The key, then, to handling challenging situations, thoughts, and feelings is not in resisting them, but in accepting their existence as completely as you can. Once you have done this, you can say to yourself, “Given that this is the situation, now what? Going forward, how can I create what I want?” Through acceptance you also empower yourself to heal, transform, or release any unresolved mental or emotional material. Accept what happens to you; accept what you think and feel, even when it is uncomfortable to do so.

Alcoholics Anonymous beautifully expresses this principle in their “Serenity Prayer”:
GOD, grant me the serenity to accept
the things I cannot change,
Courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.

—Reinhold Neibuhr, 1926

As I said earlier in this book, even though it looks as if the thing you resist creates the discomfort you feel, the fact is that all discomfort comes from your resistance to that thing. When you stop resisting, the discomfort stops. There may still be a sensation, and the sensation may be intense, but this intensity will not be negative unless you are resisting it. And perhaps more important, once you stop resisting, you will find that you are much more effective in creating any external change you may have a preference for (not an attachment to). During those times when you do sense your own resistance, however, learn to meet even this resistance with the same spirit of acceptance.

Remember the Witness from the previous chapter? One of the beauties of the Centerpointe program is that, as you progress, it becomes easier and easier to let whatever happens be okay. Why? Because the program develops in you a natural ability to be the Witness, and being the Witness is the antidote to the poison of resistance and the suffering it creates.

2. The Principle of Threshold

You have a personal threshold for what you can handle from your environment, the level of which depends on how your personal Map of Reality is constructed. All dysfunctional feelings and behaviors are really attempts to cope with being over that threshold.

When your internal map isn’t adequate to negotiate the challenges of your environment, when you receive more input than you can handle, you feel stressed. At such times, you begin to use various coping
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The Nine Principles are all facets of the same basic truth: That we each create our experience of life and can create the experience we want. We do this by first bringing into conscious awareness what was previously unconsciously running on automatic, and then making new decisions and new choices that better serve us and lead to the experience of life we wish to have.

mechanisms you learned during childhood. These could include anger, depression, anxiety, fear, substance abuse, overeating, sexual acting out, and possibly even more serious emotional problems such as personality disorders, and even psychosis. These coping mechanisms can also take the form of behaviors generally considered to be healthy, such
as exercising, talking with friends or counselors, isolating yourself, or burying yourself in work.

All dysfunctional feelings and behaviors are really mechanisms for dealing with the stress of being pushed past your personal threshold. Most approaches treat the individual emotions (and their associated behaviors), as if these were the source of the problem. If dysfunctional feelings and behaviors are caused by being over one’s threshold, however, the cure for them would more properly be to raise that threshold, which is what Holosync use does. Dysfunctional feelings and behaviors are not caused by your environment or by other people, regardless of how it seems, and treating the symptoms (though sometimes necessary in the short term) is an overall dead-end. People with a high threshold for what they can handle remain happy, peaceful, and centered even when around difficult people or in difficult situations. Because raising your personal threshold for what happens treats the root cause, it offers the possibility for ending all dysfunction—and doing so permanently.

What exactly do people do when over their personal threshold? They begin to focus on what they don’t want! Your threshold, then, is the point at which you shift from letting whatever is happening be okay, to resisting what is. You don’t have to focus on what you don’t want when over your threshold, however. You can decide, despite the feeling of intensity created by being over your threshold, to focus on what you want. When you do this, your threshold moves higher, and you evolve emotionally and spiritually.

People who have been traumatized in some way or who have otherwise had significant negative emotional experiences have lower thresholds than those who have not experienced trauma or whose trauma was less severe. In other words, it takes much less for such people to begin focusing on what they don’t want. And, when you focus on what you don’t want, you automatically feel bad. Such people, then, are more often caught in dysfunctional feelings and behaviors and the
resultant suffering. The Holosync Solution program is designed to raise your threshold until it is so high nothing can push you over it. As this happens, the urge to focus on what you don’t want dissolves, and dysfunctional feelings and behaviors disappear.

3. The Principle of Chaos and Reorganization

Chaos is an essential part of the growth process, and should be welcomed rather than resisted. It represents the death of the old and the birth of the new.

Recall that the open systems theory of physicist Ilya Prigogine gives us a model for how complex systems, including human beings, grow and change. Simply put:

- Each person has an upper limit to the amount of input they can handle (their personal threshold), and this limit is based on how much entropy, or chaos, the system can dissipate.

- If the system experiences too much input, the system cannot dissipate this chaos and it builds up inside the system (this pulls a person’s attention to what they don’t want, though it doesn’t have to).

- If this chaos continues to build, the system will eventually reach a point where the chaos becomes so great that the system can no longer hold itself together. The system breaks down, ceasing to exist in the old way—but, at the same moment, it instantaneously reorganizes at a higher, more complex level. This transformation is a true death and rebirth, a quantum leap to a whole new way of being.
• The main characteristic of this new system is that it can easily handle the input, complexity, and intensity that the old system could not handle. Because the new system has a greater resiliency, a greater plasticity, and a greater ability to handle what overwhelmed the old system, what was once overwhelming is now easily dealt with.

We can be partners in this process by not reacting to the temporary chaos of change as though it were a problem. Our resistance to this interim period of chaos is the source of all our suffering; stepping aside and watching the system reorganize at a higher level makes growth easy. Remember too, when we find ourselves in the chaos that precedes change, we should not conclude that we’ve regressed, or that what we’re doing isn’t working. Even in advanced stages of the growth process, each new change will be preceded by chaos. When you’re in the initial chaos state, remind yourself that this is the prelude to positive change. Feeling this chaos should be a signal to step back and watch the process with curiosity, which allows everything to happen more easily and with little or no suffering.

4. The Principle that The Map is Not the Territory

There is a tendency to protect our old Map of Reality when we go into the initial chaos stage of growth, because we mistakenly think we are the map.

We are not our ideas and concepts of who we are. These ideas and concepts are representations of who we are, but they aren’t the real thing. As I have said, we create an internal map of who we are while we are growing up. This map is useful as we travel through life because, just like a real map, it scales things down to a level of complexity we
can more easily handle. It is important, however, that we not mistake the map for the territory it represents. In addition, as circumstances change, our map also needs to change. Otherwise, its usefulness diminishes. Often, however, we try to hold onto the old map because we mistakenly think we are the map, and that when it goes into chaos (and eventually breaks down), we are going into chaos and breaking down. But the map is not the territory, and what is breaking down is a tool we created. It is a symbolic picture, a convenient schematic, an approximate representation. We protect it because when it starts to fall apart we mistakenly think we are falling apart.

Trying to hold onto the old map creates suffering. Because suffering comes from trying to control the uncontrollable, it is better to open your clenched fist and let the old map go. To do this, you must remember that the map is not the territory, that what is breaking down is not who you are, but rather your map of who you are. As your map reorganizes at a higher level, you’re relieved of the problems and limitations of the old blueprint and gain new abilities to deal with what was previously stressful or overwhelming.

5. The Principle of Responsibility as Empowerment

You are responsible for every feeling or behavior you have, every situation or person you attract into your life, and every situation or person to whom you are attracted—in the sense that all these things are generated by your internal processes, your Internal Map of Reality.

Everyone who has been on a personal growth path for any length of time has been told that “you are the creator of your world,” or “you are not a victim,” or some variation thereof. Most would agree with these statements. However, in a real-life situation where something happens
we don’t like, many people—even those who have “been meditating 75 years,” or “knew Werner Erhardt personally and helped design all his trainings,” or who claim to have taken every personal growth training and read every self-help book on Earth (twice)—begin blaming something outside of themselves for what’s happening.

Giving lip service to these principles is not going to help you. Relying on intelligent and sophisticated sophistries to convince yourself and others that you are not responsible for what is happening in your life is not going to help, either. Why? Because until you realize that you create your experience of your world, including all happiness and all suffering, you will be at the effect end of the cause-and-effect process. You, and your experience of life, will be controlled by, and at the whim of, whatever is happening around you. In such a case, your only chance for happiness is to find perfect circumstances and somehow keep them that way. And you know how likely that is.

This is not to say that you are to blame for every feeling or behavior you have. Taking personal responsibility is not about blame, but rather about personal power. If someone or something outside of you is the cause of how you feel or behave, you are powerless—a victim. If you, or at least your unconscious processes, are at cause, you have power to do something to change the situation to one that is happier and more peaceful. Things outside of you may be stimuli for you, but how you respond comes from you, either consciously or unconsciously. Learn to say, “I have no idea how I am creating what I’m feeling, how I’m behaving, what I’m attracting, or what I am attracted to, but somehow it is coming from something I am doing inside.”

You can live in a world where other people or events cause you to feel the way you feel, but there is a price: you will have little or no personal power, and you will feel bad a great deal of the time. There is, however, another choice. You can choose to take responsibility for every feeling and every behavior. Doing so puts you at the cause end
of the cause-and-effect process, where you can choose how you feel and how you behave.

Over the past several decades, our culture has gravitated toward the popularization of victimhood. The view is that no one is responsible for what happens to them. Smokers are not responsible for their lung cancer; those who shoot guns are not responsible for firing them. These days, burglars sue homeowners for injuries they received while breaking into a house. Criminals are not responsible for crimes they commit because they had unhappy childhoods, or were under the influence of drugs. Battering husbands (or wives) are not responsible for beating their spouses because the other made them angry, or did such and such to them. These are the more extreme cases, but you can, I’m sure, fill in the details from your own life, if you’re honest.

At the same time, it’s so easy to say “I can’t do ____. I have ____ (traumatic stress disorder, a cold, Attention Deficit Disorder, alcoholism, no money, don’t read well, my father was distant, my mother was smothering, I grew up in the inner city, I grew up in the country, I’m black, I’m white, I’m tall, I’m short, and on and on).” These circumstances may have contributed to a person’s Internal Map of Reality creating his or her life in a certain way, but still, that creation is coming from inside. And, that process can be made conscious, and different choices can be made.

In this cultural popularization of victimhood, there is an underlying presupposition that it is somehow easier to be a victim, and that taking responsibility would be onerous, difficult, a struggle, too much work. I would like to put forward the idea that it is being a victim that is onerous, difficult, a struggle, and too much work. Being responsible for everything that happens, and for every feeling and behavior, is the easy way to live. It is the way to happiness, inner peace, great personal power, and a productive life. It is a way to end all the dramas in your life.
6. The Principle of Conscious Change

*It is not possible to continue a feeling, behavior, or way of being that does not serve you, or in some way is not resourceful for you, and also do so consciously. Become conscious of how you are creating your results in your life. As you observe that creative process, with awareness, what does not serve you falls away.*

Meditating with Holosync dramatically expands awareness. This awareness will allow you to clearly see how you create your feelings, your behaviors, the people and situations you attract into your life, and the people and situations you are attracted to—in a way most human beings cannot. As you begin to see what you do inside to create your feelings, your behaviors, and the other outcomes in your life, non-resourceful feelings and behaviors will automatically fall away and will be replaced by healthier approaches that bring happiness and peace to your life. It is impossible to create something that does not serve you, and do it with conscious awareness. Conscious awareness, however, is not the same as knowing that you are doing something. Most personal growth seekers could write a book about the dysfunctional feelings, behaviors, and situations they continue to create. Understanding that you are creating outcomes that do not serve you does not stop you from continuing to create them. Conscious awareness is much more than cognitive knowing. It means being able to watch the entire creative process, as it is happening, with full knowledge of what is happening and where it is going.

“Being conscious” is almost a cliché in personal growth, but few people understand what it really means, and even fewer are able to actually do it.

Being conscious means not operating as an automatic response mechanism. It means being able to observe what is happening, on all
levels simultaneously, at every moment, and to choose an emotional, mental, or behavioral response based on what is the most resourceful choice in that moment. Ultimately, it means doing all of this automatically, without conscious linear thought. This involves engaging another part of us that can handle the multidimensionality of life, easily handling an infinite number of variables and choices. Everyone has this ability, but to engage it we need to watch with awareness, and disengage our linear mind. When this happens, you are consciously aware, and a part of you learns to process all the possibilities in a split second and respond in just the right way—not with a preset rule or response (which is what I mean by being an automatic response mechanism), but with a choice that is optimum for the situation.

Most people are running on automatic. They have rules, set procedures, or automatic responses for what to think, what to feel, and what to do in various situations—rules, procedures, and responses they learned when they were too young to know any better. These responses happen automatically, as Pavlov’s dog salivated when it heard the dinner bell. Often these responses were learned through physical or emotional pain and are deeply imbedded. Others are just things we accepted because our parents or teachers told us they were true when we were very young and these people seemed infallible to us.

Many of these rules and procedures are attempts to deal with our anxiety, or what I sometimes refer to as overwhelm. We feel anxious so we withdraw, get angry, have a cigarette, eat, exercise, act silly, have a drink, talk too much, space out, have sex, tense up, buy something, watch TV, cry—or one of thousands of other behaviors or feelings. We don’t choose them because they seemed to be the most resourceful action at the time. We just do them, automatically. Usually they’re anything but resourceful. Often, they lead to drama, suffering, problems, and sadness. Luckily, awareness is the antidote to all of this. And though it isn’t the only way, Holosync is a fast and powerful way to develop awareness.
People who have lived much of their lives without conscious awareness don’t know they are unaware, and you may not believe me when I tell you that you, too, may very probably be acting without awareness most, if not all, of the time. It takes becoming more conscious to look back and see just how unconscious your life was before your awakening. When Centerpointe support materials describe the idea of being the Witness, when we say “just watch with curiosity, with no agenda for what happens” we are trying to get you to begin to develop expanded conscious awareness.

Here, though, is the big benefit of being more conscious: It is impossible to do something that does not serve you, or is in some way not resourceful (i.e., destructive) to you, and do it consciously. You can do something destructive to yourself (expressed through feelings, beliefs, values, behaviors, etc.) over and over, as long as you do so unconsciously (in other words, without continuous conscious awareness). But begin to do the non-resourceful feeling, behavior, belief, value, etc. consciously and it will begin to fall away. You just can’t consciously do something that isn’t good for you.

The trick, of course, is to remain conscious, which is one of those things, like riding a bicycle or tying your shoes, that seems difficult until you get it—and then seems so easy you wonder why you ever thought it was hard. For this reason, as you unravel the mystery of what it means to be conscious in your own life, don’t let yourself be discouraged. Keep going, keep trying, and above all keep watching, because at some point you’ll be doing it, and it will all make sense.

I have already enumerated the many ways of going unconscious so as not to deal with what we’re feeling or how we’re behaving: overeating, drugs and alcohol, anger, and so on. To become conscious, you must (a) identify your favorite ways of going unconscious, (b) be vigilant in noticing them, and (c) be committed to gradually learning to watch with awareness instead of allowing yourself to operate on
automatic. This means developing the ability to be the Witness to what is happening, developing that part of you that can stand aside and notice what you are doing, feeling, or thinking—as you do it. It means watching without judgement or comment or agenda, just watching with curiosity, like a scientist.

7. **The Principle of Witnessing**

The ability to step aside and watch yourself as you feel and act is an acquired skill that takes time and practice to develop. But doing so will profoundly change your life. This skill is the antidote to resistance, which means it is your primary tool to end suffering in your life.

When the occasional person experiences difficulty when listening to Holosync (or, for that matter, in life in general), we suggest that they adopt the observer perspective—what many call the witness—and carefully watch whatever is happening. This is a deceptively simple instruction that nonetheless has tremendous power.

The next time you feel uncomfortable, mentally step back and say to yourself, “There I am, feeling angry” (or whatever). Then, watch yourself being angry. All feelings are sensations in your body, so notice where in your body you feel it. Notice if the sensation stays in one place or moves around. Notice if it stays the same or changes. Be curious. Decide not to care what that feeling does. Just watch. Remember the scientist I mentioned, the one who had been searching the Amazon jungle for 20 years for a certain butterfly. Be that scientist. Bring that level of curiosity to bear on whatever is happening to you in that moment.

Notice that you cannot be stuck in your suffering if a part of you is watching. If you are curious and watching, you cannot resist, and if you don’t resist (i.e., make internal representations of what you don’t want), you don’t suffer. Curiosity is on the opposite side of the fence
from resistance. Once you are successfully watching, it becomes obvious that you could choose another response, if you wanted to—even when a moment before there seemed to be no choice.

As people progress through the various levels of the Holosync Solution program, the Witness becomes more and more prominent. It becomes easier to summon when needed, and soon becomes a constant companion. This is the beginning of what spiritual teachers call expanded awareness. This awareness eventually includes a sense of connection with the entire universe. It begins, however, with the simple ability to reserve a small part of you that watches whatever is happening with detachment and curiosity.

If resistance is your middle name, as it was for me, please take very seriously this simple instruction to watch with curiosity. It takes some practice and a conscious decision to do it because the habit of resisting is deeply ingrained and very much an automatic response. But with practice watching in this way becomes effortless, and soon you find yourself moving easily through any situation you encounter.

I have written here mostly about resistance as it occurs from time to time in people using Holosync, but this principle applies to life outside the program as well. In any situation where you are uncomfortable, mentally step aside and watch yourself. All people who are happy and internally peaceful have mastered this principle of witnessing. You can do it, too.

8. The Principle of Good and Bad Generalizations

Since whatever you believe and focus on comes true in reality, you can create whatever life and whatever reality you want once you learn to consciously choose what you focus on.

By now, you know I believe that it is not necessary to live a life
containing suffering, and that it is entirely possible to live a life of happiness and inner peace. You also know that, in my opinion, the way to do this is to cultivate the ability to let whatever happens be okay and to not resist what is.

Not resisting what is does not mean you cannot want to change what is, and the difference is one of attachment to the outcome. A person who is attached to the outcome suffers if he does not get the outcome he wants, whereas the happy, peaceful person prefers the outcome he wants but is not attached to it. If he gets a different outcome, he remains just as happy and peaceful as he was to begin with. His happiness comes from within, and does not depend on what goes on around him.

Most people assume that they are unhappy as a result of what goes on around them. The truth is that unhappiness is caused by what goes on inside, by your response to external circumstances, rather than the circumstances themselves. At the same time, this inner unhappiness (which is really nothing more than focusing on what is not wanted) creates and attracts outside conditions that give us something we are tempted to resist in our outer life—a true vicious circle. This is one example of how people unconsciously create their own personal universe. Life becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy. Unfortunately, the world such people create isn’t a happy one. On the other hand, once you take the reins of your mind you are in charge of this process, and are free to create any kind of world you want.

Based on our early-life interactions with our primary caretakers, we all develop beliefs and generalizations about who we are and what our relationship is to the rest of the world. Being children, we don’t choose these beliefs, but rather soak them up from our primary caregivers, our teachers, and from others when we’re too small to know any better. These beliefs become core components of the way we see ourselves, other people, and the world.

Your beliefs are critically important to your happiness for two reasons.
First, the brain is a goal-seeking mechanism, and a very powerful one. Your brain can (and does) make whatever you put into it come true in your life. Second, human beings have a powerful need for consistency between what they believe to be true and what really is true.

A wise man once said that people would rather be right than happy. Regardless of how much your beliefs misrepresent reality, or how much misery they create for you, you will arrange to be right about them by attracting the people and creating the circumstances that seem to confirm that what you believe is true.

Most people evaluate beliefs by whether they’re true or false. If it’s true, it’s worth believing, if it’s false it isn’t. We’re used to thinking of beliefs in this way, and this true-false distinction seems like common sense, but it is not useful nor is it resourceful. Why? Because anything you deeply believe comes true in reality; or at least appears to be true. Your brain is hard-wired to make this happen. For this reason, evaluating a belief by whether it is true or false is not useful. The useful way to evaluate a belief is by whether it creates a resourceful or non-resourceful outcome. A belief that you will fail will create failure. Though you may have plenty of evidence that you have failed in the past, this is not a resourceful belief. A belief in failure will generate more failure. The resourceful, aware person knows that since whatever you deeply believe comes true, the only resourceful beliefs are those that contain an outcome you want.

The big secret is that you can choose what you want to believe—you don’t have to believe what seems true based on past experience. The first step is to find out what these non-resourceful beliefs are. One way to begin to do this is to complete the following sentences:

I am ________.
People are ________.
The world is ________.
In doing this exercise, we’re looking for what you say to yourself when you’re really down about things, when you’re feeling the worst. We are not looking for what you learned in self-help books—what you think you should believe, but don’t. We are not looking for “I am one with everything,” “The world is filled with abundance,” “People are basically good,” “Everything happens for the best,” and other platitudes you may agree with intellectually but really don’t believe when the chips are down.

Instead, we’re looking for what you really do believe about yourself, and say to yourself, about yourself, when things look darkest—things such as, “I’m never going to be a success,” “No one will ever love me,” “There’s something wrong with me,” “I can’t seem to do anything right,” “People will take advantage of me if I don’t watch them very carefully,” “Men always leave me in the end,” “No one cares about me,” or “The world is dangerous and chaotic.” These statements are important clues to what your negative core beliefs are, and the kinds of internal representations you make when you think about them.

The second way to determine what these beliefs are is even simpler: look at what is happening in your life. Because what you believe manifests in reality, you can determine a person’s beliefs just by looking at the results they’re getting. If you are having trouble sustaining a close relationship with the opposite sex, you must have a non-resourceful belief about relationships, the opposite sex, or intimacy. If you are having trouble with prosperity, or health, or any other issue, you must have a belief about that subject that is generating what is actually happening for you. When you look at people who are getting better results, you can be sure that they have different, and more empowering, core beliefs on that subject. If they did not, they would not be getting different, and better, results.

Once you become aware of your core beliefs (and we’re concerned with the negative beliefs here—beliefs that give you results you want don’t need attention), the next step is to choose a more empowering,
resourceful belief. Then you can begin to adopt this new way of thinking about yourself. To do so, you have to start telling yourself this new belief over and over, and wiping the old one out of your mind whenever it pops up. The only reason the old belief seems true is that you’ve focused on it and experienced it so often, which of course makes it play out in reality, which then makes you focus on it more, which makes it play out in reality more. You see what I mean.

Focus on the new belief. Do it while meditating, driving, showering, anytime. Doing so may bring up old and uncomfortable feelings, so be prepared for that—the old belief will fight for its life (remember that it originated as part of your strategy for keeping yourself safe while growing up). Do not let the uncomfortable feelings bother you. Just keep focusing on what you want. Create an internal Technicolor® movie of you getting just what you want and feeling happy and satisfied by it. The more vivid you can make this movie, the better. And, in addition to playing the movie during meditation, play it right before you go to sleep and right after waking up. Do plenty of “as-if” thinking. Think of the new belief as if it were true. Act as if it were true.

Most people who have had a significant negative emotional experience focus on what they do not want (i.e., a repetition of the significant emotional experience). They have a rule: “Avoid ‘x’ at all costs!” and they spend a lot of energy scanning their environment to make sure “x” isn’t lurking somewhere nearby. To avoid potential danger, they must focus on it. Unfortunately, when you focus on something your mind takes this as an instruction to create or attract more of it. Focusing on avoiding something is a sure way to experience more of it.

When you notice yourself focusing on what you do not want, change your focus to what you do want. Changing your focus to what you do want, when you’ve unconsciously and automatically focused on what you do not want for such a long time, takes effort and persistence. Allow for a learning curve. Learning to focus on what
you want may take some time.

Earlier, I cited a second reason why beliefs come true: It is because we need consistency between what we believe and reality, and we will do anything to create this consistency. We create this consistency in three ways:

1. We attract, and are attracted to, people and situations that confirm that what we believe is true. If you believe no one will ever really love you, you will somehow find and attract men or women who will leave, even though consciously you have no way of knowing this about them in advance.

2. We find a way to distort the evidence so as to see the belief as true even if it is not. In other words, we interpret behaviors of potential partners as meaning they will leave, are leaving, have left, etc., even if that isn’t what their behavior really means. We put a meaning on whatever happens that confirms, in our mind, that our belief is true.

3. We act in such a way that people finally comply and really do act in the way we feared they would act. You fear he will leave and that fear causes you to act in such a way that he finally does leave.

With all three of these methods, you get to be right about what you believe. But isn’t it better to be happy than right? Proving to yourself that beliefs that create suffering are true is a losing proposition.

The process of changing core beliefs can take time to complete. Though the change could take place in the twinkling of an eye, most people cling to non-resourceful beliefs because they mistakenly think these beliefs somehow keep them safe. However long this process takes, it is worth doing because it defines the difference between being a suffering, unconscious, automatic response mechanism, and a happy, conscious being who chooses what to believe based on the kind of
world they want to live in.

You are already masterfully proficient at creating what you believe and what you focus on. You have been unconsciously doing it all your life. The ability to create isn’t the problem. You create or attract whatever you focus on. You just aren’t doing that focusing consciously. Now, knowing that you can consciously direct your focus, and that you can consciously decide what beliefs will serve you best, all you have to do is consciously direct your focus to what you want and you’ll get it.

9. The Principle of the Neutral Universe

Everything in the universe is neutral. The words of Hamlet are true: “There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.”

You give everything in your world meaning. You interpret everything according to your Map of Reality. Unless you know better, your good-bad interpretations feel like the Truth. It is easy to forget that nothing has any intrinsic meaning and that you have assigned qualities and meanings that seem to be inherent to the people and things in your life.

Different people and different cultures assign value to different things. The same object, idea, or occurrence can be welcomed in one culture and feared in another. Realizing this, you can create the world you want just by assigning meaning in whatever way you like. Make everything good, and the world is good; make everything bad, and the world is bad.

As you already know: It’s okay to play Hamlet, but don’t fall into the trap of thinking you are Hamlet. If you know you are just playing, you can have fun with it. You can approach your life in a spirit of curiosity and discovery, of humor and experimentation. After all, you are the creator of your reality. And, you can change it.
This is not a way of saying that you have no obligation to act responsibly or honestly or that whatever you do is okay because there is no right or wrong. This is not an argument for situational ethics. Behaving toward others as you would want them to behave toward you is still and always will be the best policy. Conscious people realize that all thoughts, all actions, have consequences.

The universe is neutral, which when you think about it, is a great thing for you. It is a blank canvas on which you can write your own story. Because you have a human mind, you have enormous power, and with this power you can create whatever life you want, as long as you are willing to do the work to become consciously aware of how your mind creates your reality, and then use your mind in such a way that creates happiness and inner peace and success. Since nothing has any intrinsic meaning, and you give everything any and all the meaning it has, your only choice becomes whether to accept the unconscious meanings assigned to you before you knew any better, along with their consequences, or to choose the meanings—and therefore the life—you want. Once you begin to exercise this power, I promise you will never go back!

**The Anti-Quiet Culture**

One last thought. We live in a culture prejudiced against stillness, opposed to motionlessness. We live in an anti-quiet culture. We worship movement, activity, noise. Activity and noise grab our attention and make us feel alive. We do not usually equate stillness with progress and growth, and do not generally think there is much to be gained by being still. There does not seem to be much to learn from quietness or from waiting. Without stimuli—for our eyes, ears, mouths—what is there?

When was the last time you heard someone say, “I’m really proud of my son. Yesterday, he sat in his room all day, alone, and deeply contemplated life”? Most parents would be worried. “When is he going
to quit sitting around and get a job?” We worship activity. Do something! Move! Say something! Are we afraid that if we remain still for more than a moment that we somehow court the Grim Reaper? We think, “We’ve got a lot to do before we die, and maybe if we look busy enough—alive enough—death will leave us alone and not interrupt us.”

Don’t get me wrong—I’m one of the most action-oriented people you will ever meet. But before Holosync, my actions and goals were unconscious and a result of my generally futile attempts to deal with my suffering, even though I did not realize what I was doing. Now my actions and goals are conscious and the result of a deep stillness inside that allows me to see more clearly what needs doing, to remain unattached to the outcome, and do whatever needs doing in a way that (I certainly hope) benefits me and benefits those around me. To me, this is being alive.

Gandhi once said of Western culture, “Here are people with everything, except stillness.” Stillness is not death. Stillness allows room for feeling, sensing, experiencing, knowing—and awareness. Stillness creates space—a sacred space, if you will—in which we connect with the very life we are. Stillness allows the development of the Witness, which as we have seen, is the doorway to happiness and inner peace.

This stillness is not a sensory experience in the way most of us know it. It is deeper. It is an awareness, a centeredness. One participant in the Holosync Solution program described it this way: “When meditating with my Holosync soundtracks I feel as though I’m in touch with my own humanity in the most metaphysical and profound sense. The world, as I’ve built it in my head, settles and disappears. And I know what peace feels like.”

Meditation is oil upon the rushing waters of our high-velocity lifestyles. As T.S. Eliot writes in the poem that began this chapter, “I said to my soul, be still and wait...” and “the darkness shall be the light, and the stillness the dancing.” What we most desire is already within us. Our job is to be quiet and wait.
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APPENDIX I

The Science Behind Holosync and Other Neurotechnologies

A Revolution in Neuroscience: Tuning the Brain

Science ushered in a new era in our ability to learn, be creative, remember, control our moods, reduce stress, resolve unwanted behavior patterns, and a host of other desirable ends, with the appearance of a remarkable paper by Dr. Gerald Oster, of Mt. Sinai Medical Center, in the October 1973 issue of Scientific American.

Oster’s paper, entitled “Auditory Beats in the Brain,” described how pulsations called binaural beats occurred in the brain when tones of different frequencies were presented separately to each ear. As a result,
the entire brain became entrained to a frequency equal to the difference between the two tones and began to resonate to that frequency. In other words, Oster discovered a method for what is called *entrainment* of brain wave patterns. (1)

Simultaneously, Robert Monroe, of the Monroe Institute of Applied Sciences, was also investigating binaural beats. In thousands of experiments, using an EEG machine to monitor subjects’ electrical brain wave patterns, Monroe also concluded that he could entrain brain wave patterns using binaural beats. In addition, he noted that the response did not happen only in the area of the brain responsible for hearing, or only in one hemisphere or the other, but rather, the entire brain resonated. The waveforms of both hemispheres exhibited identical frequencies, amplitude, phase, and coherence.

Since then, many researchers have verified this phenomenon. Language and speech pathologist Dr. Suzanne Evans Morris, Ph.D., reports:

Research supports the theory that different frequencies presented to each ear through stereo headphones . . . create a difference tone (or binaural beat) as the brain puts together the two tones it actually hears. Through EEG monitoring the difference tone is identified by a change in the electrical pattern produced by the brain. For example, frequencies of 200 Hz and 210 Hz produce a binaural beat frequency of 10 Hz. Monitoring of the brain’s electricity (EEG) shows that the brain produces increased 10 Hz activity with equal frequency and amplitude of the wave form in both hemispheres. (2)

Research by Dr. Lester Fehmi, director of the Princeton Behavioral Medicine and Biofeedback Clinic, and perhaps the foremost authority on hemispheric synchronization in the brain, also confirms that hemispheric synchronization and brain entrainment can be induced
SINE WAVES COMBINE TO PRODUCE BEATS in this illustration based on oscilloscope traces. The two waves at the top are of slightly different frequency; when they are combined, the resulting wave at the bottom varies slowly in amplitude. The variations are beats and would be perceived acoustically as modulations in loudness. If the two signals were presented separately to each ear, binaural beats would be heard. These differ in character from monaural, or ordinary, beats and are generated within the brain.


by binaural beats. (3)

Dr. Arthur Hastings, Ph.D., in a paper entitled “Tests of the Sleep Induction Technique” describes the effects of subjects listening to a cassette tape specially engineered to create binaural beats in the brain. In this case, the sounds on the tape were designed to slow the brain
wave patterns from a normal waking \textit{beta} brain wave pattern to a slower \textit{alpha} pattern, then to a still slower \textit{theta} pattern (the brain wave pattern of dreaming sleep), and finally to a \textit{delta} pattern, the slowest of all, the brainwave pattern of dreamless sleep. Hastings says:

We were able to test the effects of the sleep tape on brain waves with an EEG machine through the courtesy of the researchers at the Langely-Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute, part of the University of California Medical School in San Francisco. Dr. Joe Kamiya, Director of the Psychophysiology of Consciousness Laboratory, monitored the brain-wave frequencies of one subject as he listened to the sleep tape.

The chart recording showed a typical sleep onset pattern: initial alpha waves, then a slowing of the brain waves with sleep spindles, and finally a pattern of stage 2 and 3 sleep brain waves in the low theta range . . . the patterns in the various stages suggested that the tape was influencing the subject’s state. (4)

Dr. Bill D. Schul also refers to the phenomenon of brain entrainment:

\[ \text{[P]hased sine waves at discernible sound frequencies, when blended to create ‘beat’ frequencies within the ranges of electrical brain waves found at the various stages of human sleep, will create a frequency following response (FFR) within the EEG pattern of the individual listening to such audio waveforms. The FFR in turn evokes physiological and mental states in direct relationship to the original stimulus. With the availability of this tool, it becomes possible to develop and hold the subject into any of the various stages of sleep, from} \]
light Alpha relaxation through Theta into Delta and in REM (dreaming). (5)

Schul concluded that “Binaural beat-frequency stimulation creates a sustaining FFR that is synchronous in both amplitude and frequency between the brain hemispheres.” (5)

F. Holmes Atwater of the Monroe Institute describes the neurophysics of the binaural beat brain entrainment process:

Within the sound processing centers of the brain, pulse stimulation provides relevant information to the higher centers of the brain. In the case of a wave form phase difference the electron pulse rate in one part of a sound-processing center is greater than in another. The differences in electron pulse stimulation within the sound processing centers of the brain are an anomaly. This anomaly (the difference in electron pulse stimulation) comes and goes as the two different frequency wave forms mesh in and out of phase. As a result of these constantly increasing and decreasing differences in electron pulse stimulation, an amplitude modulated standing wave (the binaural beat) is generated within the sound processing centers of the brain itself. It is this standing wave which acts to entrain brain waves. (6)

Atwater further states, “A conventional binaural beat generates two amplitude modulated standing waves, one in each hemisphere’s olivary nucleus. Such binaural beats will entrain both hemispheres to the same frequency, establishing equivalent electromagnetic environments and maximizing interhemispheric neural communication.” (6)
LOWER AUDITORY CENTERS of the brain are in the medulla oblongata, viewed here schematically from the back of the neck. Nerve impulses from the right and left ears first meet in the left or right superior olivary nucleus. These structures are part of the olive, an organ that in this view lies behind the brain stem. It is probable that binaural beats are detected here.


NOT JUST A PRETTY PICTURE

The ability to entrain brain wave patterns opens up an exciting world of mind-boggling possibilities. Researchers in neuroscience could not contain their excitement.

“It’s difficult to try to responsibly convey some sense of excitement about what’s going on,” said UCLA neurophysiologist John Kiebeskind.
“You find yourself sounding like people you don’t respect. You try to be more conservative and not say such wild and intriguing things, but damn! The field is wild and intriguing. It’s hard to avoid talking that way... We are at a frontier, and it’s a terribly exciting time to be in this line of work.” (7)

Neurochemist Candace Pert, of the National Institute of Mental Health, had this to say:

There’s a revolution going on. There used to be two systems of knowledge: hard science—chemistry, physics, biophysics—on the one hand, and, on the other, a system of knowledge that included ethology, psychology, and psychiatry. And now it’s as if a lightning bolt had connected the two. It’s all one system neuroscience . . . The present era in neuroscience is comparable to the time when Louis Pasteur first found out that germs cause disease. (8)

David Krech, Ph.D., a University of California at Berkeley psychologist, predicted almost twenty-five years ago: “I foresee the day when we shall have the means, and therefore, inevitably, the temptation, to manipulate the behavior and intellectual functioning of all people through environmental and biochemical manipulation of the brain.” (9)

That day may very well be here now, and the gentle altering of brain wave patterns using sound may be the easiest, most potent, and safest way to do it. Centerpointe Research Institute currently uses a sound technology called Holosync to entrain brain wave patterns, giving us the ability to influence or create tranquility, pain control, creativity, euphoria, excitement, focused attention, relief from stress, enhanced learning ability, enhanced problem-solving ability, increased memory,
accelerated healing, behavior modification, and improvements in mental and emotional health.

Michael Hutchison, in his book *Megabrain Power*, sums up this revolution in neuroscience: “...[N]ew breakthroughs in neuroscience and microelectronics have permitted scientists to ‘map’ the electrical and chemical activity of the brain in action. Scientists have used the new technology to monitor the brains of those meditators, artists, and other rare individuals who are able to enter peak domains at will and to map their brain activity during those peak states.” (10)

According to Hutchison, these scientists’ first findings were that those peak states are not mysterious and unpredictable phenomena, but are clearly linked to specific patterns of brain activity. These patterns include dramatic changes in brain wave activity, hemispheric symmetry, and rapid alterations in the levels of various neurochemicals. If we could learn to produce these patterns of brain activity, they reasoned, we should be able to produce the peak states they are associated with. “...They found that by using types of mechanical stimulation, such as... precise combinations of pulsating sound waves...they could actually produce those same ‘peak state’ brain patterns in ordinary people...” (10)

**The Well-Balanced Brain**

Just as we exercise our bodies to feel better and improve our physical health, stimulating the brain in this manner “exercises” the brain, bringing better mental and emotional health and increased intellectual functioning. Researcher Robert Cosgrove, Jr., Ph.D., M.D., and an authority in pharmaceutics and biomedical engineering, noted that technologies that alter brainwave patterns:

... with appropriately selected stimulation protocols [have] been observed by us to be an excellent neuro-pathway exerciser. As such we believe it has great potential for use in promoting
optimal cerebral performance . . . Furthermore, the long-term effects of regular use . . . on maintaining and improving cerebral performance throughout life and possibly delaying for decades the deterioration of the brain traditionally associated with aging is very exciting. (11)

There are four categories of brain wave patterns. The most rapid brain wave pattern is that of beta, from about 14 Hz to more than 100 Hz. This is the pattern of normal waking consciousness, and it is associated with concentration, arousal, alertness, and cognition, while at higher levels, beta is associated with anxiety. As we become more relaxed, the brain wave activity slows into the alpha range, from 8 to 13.9 Hz. These are the brain wave patterns of deep relaxation, and of what has been called the twilight state between sleep and waking, while the higher end of alpha represents a more relaxed yet focused state.

Slower still are theta waves, between 4 and 7.9 Hz. This is the state of dreaming sleep and also of increased creativity, super-learning, integrative experiences, and increased memory. The slowest brain wave pattern is delta, that of dreamless sleep, below 4 Hz. Generally people are asleep in delta, but there is evidence that it is possible to remain alert in this state—a very deep trance-like, non-physical state. It is in delta that our brains are triggered to release large quantities of healing growth hormone. (12)

As we slow the brain wave patterns from beta to alpha to theta to delta, there is a corresponding increase in balance between the two hemispheres of the brain. This more balanced brain state is called brain synchrony, or brain synchronization. This balancing phenomenon was noted in early EEG studies of experienced meditators in the 1970s. In deep meditative states, their brain waves shifted from the usual asymmetrical patterns, with one hemisphere dominant over the other, to a balanced state of whole-brain integration, with the same brain
### Four Categories of Brain Wave Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Beta (14-100 Hz)** | Concentration, arousal, alertness, cognition  
Higher levels associated with anxiety, dis-ease, feelings of separation, fight or flight |
| **Alpha (8-13.9 Hz)** | Relaxation, superlearning, relaxed focus, light trance  
Increased serotonin production  
Pre-sleep or pre-waking drowsiness  
Meditation, beginning of access to unconscious mind |
| **Theta (4-7.9 Hz)** | Dreaming sleep (REM sleep)  
Increased production of catecholamines (vital for learning and memory), increased creativity  
Integrative, emotional experiences, potential change in behavior, increased retention of learned material  
Hypnagogic imagery, trance, deep meditation, access to unconscious mind |
| **Delta (0.1-3.9 Hz)** | Dreamless sleep & Human growth hormone released  
Deep, trance-like, non-physical state, loss of body awareness  
Access to unconscious and “collective unconscious” mind, greatest “push” to brain when induced with Holosync® |

Wave frequency throughout. As we will see, various mental abilities and experiences are induced naturally in these different brain wave patterns, and many of these abilities and experiences are quite remarkable.

Robert Monroe of the Monroe Institute reported that inducing brain wave patterns through the creation of binaural beats in the brain caused a wide range of effects, including “focusing of attention, suggestibility, problem solving, creativity, memory, and learning . . . sleep induction, pain control . . . and enhanced learning . . .” (13)

Other scientists have noted that these slower brain wave patterns are
accompanied by deep tranquility, flashes of creative insight, euphoria, intensely focused attention, and enhanced learning abilities. Dr. Lester Fehmi, director of the Princeton Biofeedback Research Institute, has said that hemispheric synchronization represents, “the maximum efficiency of information transport through the whole brain”, and, “[it] is correlated experientially with a union with experience, and ‘into-it-ness.’ Instead of feeling separate and narrow-focused, you tend to feel more into it—that is, unified with the experience, you are the experience—and the scope of your awareness is widened a great deal, so that you’re including many more experiences at the same time. There’s a whole-brain sensory integration going on, and it’s as if you become less self-conscious and you function more intuitively.” (14)

**Super-Learning**

One of the observed effects of this type of sound-induced brain synchronization is increased learning ability. What is now known as *superlearning* began in the late 1960s and early 1970s with the work of Bulgarian psychiatrist Georgi Lozanov. Lozanov used deep relaxation combined with synchronized rhythms in the brain to cause students to produce alpha waves. He found that students when in this state learned over five times as much information with less study time per day, with greater long-term retention. In some cases, as much as thirty times as much was learned.

Speech-Language pathologist Suzanne Evans Morris, Ph.D., describes the relationship between different brainwave patterns and learning, as well as other related states such as concentration, problem solving, receptivity, and creativity:

Receptivity for learning is related to specific states of consciousness. Predominant brainwave patterns are associated
with different states of consciousness or awareness. For example, beta frequencies ranging from 13–26 Hz are associated with concentration, and alert problem solving; alpha frequencies (8–13 Hz) occur when the eyes are closed and a state of alert relaxation is present; theta (4–7 Hz) is associated with deep relaxation with a high receptivity for new experiences and learning . . . (15)

Morris also describes how recordings containing binaural beat signals can be used to “create the ability to sustain this theta period of openness for learning.” (15)

Morris goes on to say that “[t]he introduction of theta signals . . . into the learning environment theoretically allows for a broader and deeper processing of the information provided by the teacher . . . [and] increases . . . focus of attention and creates a mental set of open receptivity.” She notes that in the use of such binaural beat signals in a classroom setting, children exhibited “improved focus of attention” and “a greater openness and enthusiasm for learning.” (15)

Morris further describes what happens in the brain that makes this type of accelerated learning so effective:

The presence of theta patterns (4–7 Hz) in the brain has been associated with states of increased receptivity for learning and reduced filtering of information by the left hemisphere. This state of awareness is available for relatively brief periods as the individual enters a state of reverie or passes in and out of the deep sleep phase of the 90 minute sleep cycle. [Binaural beat] signals, however, can facilitate a prolonged state of theta to produce a relaxed receptivity for learning . . . [These signals] create a state of coherence in the brain. Right and
left hemispheres as well as subcortical areas become activated in harmony, reflected by equal frequency and amplitude of EEG patterns from both hemispheres. This creates an internal physiological environment for learning which involves the whole brain. The linear, sequential style of problem solving preferred by the left hemisphere is brought into balance with the global, intuitive style of the right hemisphere and limbic system (subcortex). This allows the learner to have greater access to internal and external knowledge and provides a milieu for expanding intuition in problem solving. One of the by-products of hemispheric synchronization appears to be a highly focused state of attending. The ability to reduce ‘mind chatter’ and focus the attention is critical for efficient learning. (16)

Binaural beat signals have been used in the classroom to enhance learning ability. Teachers in the Tacoma, Washington, public schools, under the direction of psychologist Devon Edrington, used audio tapes containing a binaural beat sound technology to influence the learning ability of students. They found that students who were taught, studied, and took tests while these tapes were playing did significantly better than a control group not using the tapes. (17)

The theta state also seems to be one where behavior and belief system changes can more easily be made. Suzanne Evans Morris discusses the work of neurotechnology and biofeedback researcher Thomas Budzynski, (1981) in which he described the theta state as:

... a transition zone between wakefulness and sleep in which one can absorb new information in an uncritical, non-analytical fashion. [Budzynski] speculated that this allows new information
to be considered by the right hemisphere through bypassing the critical filters of the left hemisphere. Thus, information leading to a change in self-concept would become more available; modification of habitual behaviors or consideration of one’s belief system could occur more easily if alternatives were presented during a period of theta activity. (18)

Medical researcher Dr. Gene W. Brockopp also believes behavior modification is enhanced when the subject can be placed in slower, more receptive brain wave patterns. He speculates that using technology to induce brain wave changes can:

. . . actively induce a state of deactivation in which the brain is passive, but not asleep; awake, but not involved with the ‘clutter’ of an ongoing existence. If this is true, then it may be a state in which new cognitive strategies could be designed and developed . . .[i]f we can help a person to experience different brain-wave states consciously through driving them with external stimulation, we may facilitate the individual’s ability to allow more variations in their functioning through breaking up patterns at the neural level. This may help them develop the ability to shift gears or ‘shuttle’ and move them away from habit patterns of behavior to become more flexible and creative, and to develop elegant strategies of functioning. (19)

Many other researchers have described the benefits of alpha and theta brain wave states. Budzynski has done extensive research on learning and suggestion when the brain is in a theta state. Theta, Budzynski suggested, is the state in which superlearning takes place—when in theta, people are able to learn new languages, accept suggestions for changes in behavior and attitudes, or memorize large amounts of information. He says, “We
take advantage of the fact that the hypnagogic [theta] state, the twilight state . . . has these properties of uncritical acceptance of verbal material, or almost any material it can process.” In this state, Budzynski says, “a lot of work gets done very quickly.” (20, 21)

Budzynski and psychobiologist Dr. James McGaugh of the University of California at Irvine have both found that information is also more easily processed and recalled in a theta state. Noted researchers Elmer and Alyce Green, of the Menninger Foundation, have also studied this phenomenon, finding that memories experienced in a theta state “were not like going through a memory in one’s mind but rather like an experience, a reliving.” Individuals producing theta waves also had “new and valid ideas or synthesis of ideas, not primarily by deduction but springing by intuition from unconscious sources.”

In their seminal book, Beyond Biofeedback, the Greens further discussed many remarkable effects of the theta brain wave state. They found that those producing theta waves became highly creative. They had life-altering insights, what the Greens called “integrative experiences leading to feelings of psychological well-being.” On psychological tests, subjects scored as being “psychologically healthier, had more social poise, were less rigid and conforming, and were more self-accepting and creative.” Another remarkable effect was that these subjects became very healthy. Emotionally, these people had “improved relationships with other people as well as greater tolerance, understanding, and love of oneself and of one’s world.” (22)

Alpha and theta states have also been shown to facilitate addiction recovery. Dr. Eugene Peniston and Dr. Paul Kulkosky, of the University of Southern Colorado, trained a group of alcoholics to enter the alpha and theta states. These alcoholics showed a recovery rate many orders of magnitude greater than a control group. Thirteen months later, this alpha-theta group showed “sustained prevention of relapse,” and these findings were confirmed in follow-up study three years later. In
addition, this group showed a marked personality transformation, including significant increases in qualities such as warmth, stability, conscientiousness, boldness, imaginativeness, and self-control, along with decreases in depression and anxiety. (23)

At the brain wave pattern at the juncture between the alpha and theta rhythms, often called the crossover point by neuroscientists, subjects have experienced some remarkable changes. Houston therapist William Beckwith has reported that in his clients the experience of this crossover point is often accompanied by “the seemingly miraculous resolutions of complex psychological problems.” (24)

Other studies have suggested that states of brain synchronization increase memory. McGaugh’s research on memory and theta waves showed that “the more theta waves appeared in an animal’s EEG after a training session, the more it remembered. This was true in all cases. . . Apparently, the best predictor of memory was the amount of theta waves recorded in the animal’s brain. [Theta waves] show that the brain is in the right state to process and store information.” (25)

Scientists have discovered that for memories to form, the brain must undergo a process called long-term potentiation (LTP), involving electrical and chemical changes in the neurons associated with memory. Without LTP, incoming information is not stored, but rather quickly and totally forgotten. Neurophysiologist Dr. Gary Lynch and associates at the University of California at Irvine discovered that the key to LTP is the theta brain wave pattern. “We have found the magic rhythm that makes LTP. There’s a magic rhythm, the theta rhythm.” According to Lynch, this is the natural rhythm of the hippocampus, the part of the brain essential for the formation and storage of new memories and the recall of old memories. (26)

Other studies have confirmed the incredible benefits of the theta state. In experiments conducted at the Monroe Institute of Applied Science, subjects who produced theta waves (as measured on an EEG)
in response to binaural beats “invariably emerged from the experience reporting all the mental phenomena associated with the theta state, such as vivid hypnagogic imagery, creative thoughts, integrative experiences, and spontaneous memories.” (27)

How do these amazing mental and emotional changes take place? Many researchers believe that different brain wave patterns are linked to the production in the brain of various neurochemicals associated with relaxation and stress release, increased learning and creativity, memory, and other desirable benefits. These neurochemicals include beta-endorphins, acetylcholine, vasopressin, and serotonin.

Dr. Margaret Patterson, in collaboration with biochemist Dr. Ifor Capel, at the Marie Curie Cancer Memorial Foundation Research Department, in Surrey, England, has shown that certain frequencies in the brain dramatically speed up production of a variety of neurotransmitters, different frequencies triggering different brain chemicals. For instance, a 10 Hz (alpha) brain wave pattern boosts the production and turnover rate of serotonin, a chemical messenger that increases relaxation and eases pain, while catecholamines, vital for memory and learning, respond at around 4 Hz (theta).

According to Capel, “. . . as far as we can tell, each brain center generates impulses at a specific frequency based on the predominant neurotransmitter it secretes. In other words, the brain's internal communication system—its language, if you like—is based on frequency . . . Presumably, when we send in waves of electrical energy at, say, 10 Hz, certain cells in the lower brain stem will respond because they normally fire within that frequency range.” (28)

Dr. William Bauer, one of the foremost experts in the field of electromedicine, elaborates:

What I think is happening . . . is that by sending out the proper frequency, proper waveform and proper current . . . we tend to
change the configuration of the cell membrane. Cells that are at sub-optimal levels are stimulated to ‘turn on’ and produce what they’re supposed to produce, probably through DNA, which is stimulated through the cell membrane . . . You’re charging the cells through a biochemical process that can possibly balance the acetylcholine or whatever neurotransmitter needs to be turned on . . . (29)

The increased production of these different neurochemicals can greatly enhance memory and learning. A research team at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Palo Alto found that a group of normal human subjects, when given substances that increased acetylcholine production in the brain, showed great improvement in long-term memory, while at MIT, students taking acetylcholine enhancers experienced improved memory and increased ability to learn lists of words. (30) Researcher Lester A. Henry noted that acetylcholine “is essential to such higher mental processes as learning and memory.” (31)

Recent studies show that insufficient acetylcholine causes memory loss and reduces learning and intelligence. Lack of acetylcholine has been linked in part to confusion and memory loss in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. (32, 33) Other studies have shown that when individuals are given substances that increase the amount of acetylcholine, they show significant increases in scores on memory and intelligence tests. (34, 35)

Acetylcholine has also been associated with a greater number of neurons in the cortex and also with greater brain size, with humans having the highest density of acetylcholine in the brain. UC Berkeley researcher Mark Rosenzweig has shown a direct connection between acetylcholine and intelligence. (36)

Other neurochemicals that are produced in the brain in response to binaural beats have been associated with increased memory, learning, and other benefits. Men in their fifties taking vasopressin, a
neurochemical closely related to the endorphins, showed significant improvement in memory, learning, and reaction time. In another study, sixteen normal, healthy subjects of average intelligence were given vasopressin several times, after which they showed dramatic improvement in their ability to learn and remember. (37) Dutch scientists further found that vasopressin had a long-term “cementing effect on consolidation of information.” (38)

At the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), research has indicated that vasopressin boosts memory, enabling subjects to “chunk” and encode information better. (Chunking refers to the ability to group large amounts of information together into more easily remembered bits.) NIMH found that decreasing vasopressin is associated with memory deficits. Vasopressin is also associated with and enhances production of theta waves that are associated with increased access to memories and increased creativity. Vasopressin also stimulates the release of endorphins and has restored memory in amnesia victims. (39, 40)

**The Endorphin Connection**

Scientists have also found that the endorphins released when the brain is exposed to alpha and theta binaural beat patterns enhance many mental functions. Endorphins have a powerful strengthening effect on learning and memory, for instance, and have been known to reverse amnesia. Researcher David de Weid found that rats injected with endorphins remembered things longer. Dr. Andrew Schally, 1977 winner of the Nobel Prize for medicine, found that rats receiving injections of endorphins showed improved maze-running abilities. (41)

Why do endorphins increase learning and memory? Neuroscientists believe that in humans the places in the brain that produce the most endorphins, and contain the greatest concentration of endorphin receptors, are the same areas of the brain involved most intimately
with learning and memory. Dr. Aryeh Routtenberg, of Northwestern University, located these pleasure centers in the brain and noted:

[T]he evidence clearly shows that the brain reward pathways play an important role in learning and memory . . . I have speculated that the pathways of brain reward may function as the pathways of memory consolidation. By this I mean that when something is learned, activity in the brain reward pathways facilitates formation of memory . . . Evidence for the reward effects of localized electrical stimulation . . . and for the association of reward paths with memory formation indicates that the neural substrates of self-stimulation play a vital role in the guidance of behavior. (42)

Scientists now know of at least seven chemicals in the endorphin family that have effects on memory and learning. Endorphins, according to neuroscientists, “serve as the body’s ‘natural reward system,’ providing us with a rush of pleasure whenever we learn something or act in some way that is conducive to our survival as a species.” (43) This means that new belief systems designed to effect desirable behavior changes, if presented to the mind when it is flooded with endorphins, may be perceived as beneficial and adopted as such—a powerful boost to any behavior modification protocol.

Dr. Candice Pert of NIMH, the discoverer of the opiate receptor, has also described this process, noting that “the endorphins, our natural opiates, are a filtering mechanism in the brain. The opiate system selectively filters incoming information from every sense—sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch—and blocks some of it from percolating up to higher levels of consciousness.” (44)

Scientists now believe that the moment when learning takes place—the “aha” moment—is that moment when a particular reality has been selected and filtered by our endorphins and is suddenly apprehended
by our brain in such a way that we learn something new. This learning is being rewarded by a flood of endorphins along our pleasure-learning pathways. (45)

The production in the brain of alpha and theta patterns is also correlated with the relaxation response—the mirror image of the more well known fight or flight response. The fight or flight response takes blood flow away from the brain and toward the periphery of the body, floods the bloodstream with sugar, and increases heart rate, blood pressure, and respiration rate in order to prepare one for defense or flight. In this state, learning ability, as well as other mental functions including problem solving and reasoning ability, are inhibited.

The relaxation response, on the other hand, mobilizes us for inward activity by reducing heart rate and blood pressure, relaxing muscles, and increasing the percentage of oxygen flowing to the brain. As one might expect, the fight or flight response is accompanied by low-amplitude, high-frequency beta brain wave patterns, while the relaxation response, so beneficial to learning and problem solving, is accompanied by high amplitude, low frequency alpha and theta rhythms. (46, 47) When we use sound technologies to induce these slower brain wave patterns, we also induce the relaxation response, another possible reason for the increases in learning ability noted by so many researchers.

### The Effect on Hormones

A recent study performed by Dr. Vincent Giampapa, M.D., former president of the American Board of Anti-Aging Medicine, revealed that placing a listener in the alpha, theta, and delta brain wave patterns using Holosync audio technology dramatically affects production of three important hormones related to both increased longevity and well-being: cortisol, DHEA, and melatonin.

Cortisol is a hormone produced by the adrenal glands. According to
Dr. Giampapa, cortisol is the major age-accelerating hormone within the brain. It also interferes with learning and memory and has, in general, negative effects on health and well being.

DHEA is also produced by the adrenal glands. It is a precursor, or source ingredient, to virtually every hormone the body needs. DHEA levels are a key determinant of physiological age and resistance to disease. When DHEA levels are low, we are more susceptible to aging and disease; when they are high, the body is at its peak—vibrant, healthy, and able to effectively combat disease. DHEA acts as a buffer against stress-related hormones (such as cortisol), which is why as you get older and make less DHEA you are more susceptible to stress and disease.

A study published in the *New England Journal of Medicine* (December 11, 1986) found that a 100 microgram per deciliter increase in DHEA blood levels corresponded with a 48% reduction in mortality due to cardiovascular disease—and a 36% reduction in mortality for any reason.

Melatonin is a hormone associated with the creation of restful sleep. We make less of it as we age, and since during sleep many important rejuvenating substances are created in the brain, the inability to sleep soundly can dramatically decrease the quality of your life and greatly accelerate aging.

Dr. Giampapa found the following changes in levels of melatonin, DHEA, and cortisol in 19 users of Holosync audio technology listening four hours a day over a three-day period:

- Over 68% had increases in DHEA levels, with an average increase of 43.77%. Several participants had increases of 50, 60, even 90%.
- Cortisol was down an average of 46.47%, with positive changes in 68% of the people, and with several participants having decreases of 70 or 80%.
• Melatonin levels increased an average of 97.77%, with positive changes happening in over 73% of the participants. Many had improvements of 100, 200, even 300%.

**Pushing the Brain to Change**

In addition to the effects described above, there is an even more remarkable generalized effect when brainwave patterns are slowed into the alpha, theta, and delta ranges. Slowing of brain wave patterns increases electrical fluctuations in the brain, changing the neural structure and pushing the brain to reorganize itself at higher, more complex levels of functioning. This reorganization process is predicted by the work of scientist Ilya Prigogine, 1977 Nobel Prize-winner in chemistry.

Prigogine’s work has been applied to all changes in all kinds of open systems—everything from a seed germinating, to a corporation expanding, a highway system growing, a cell dividing, or a human being experiencing behavioral or emotional changes.

The human brain is the ultimate open system, constantly exchanging energy with its environment. Up to a point, the system can handle all kinds of fluctuations. But if the input becomes too much, the system is pushed past its limits and the system reorganizes itself at a higher order. A runner, for instance, gives more physical input to his body than it can handle, and it responds by reorganizing itself at a higher level that can handle this increased input—which we call “getting in shape.”

Using binaural beat technology to change brain wave patterns causes a similar effect in the brain. The alpha, theta, and delta brain wave patterns are states of great fluctuation in the brain. A graphic representation of these brain wave patterns shows that the amplitude (the height of the waveform) increases as we move from alpha to theta to delta. In other words, the amount of fluctuation increases. These increased fluctuations are more than the nervous system can handle with its current structure,
and the brain responds by reorganizing itself at a higher, more complex level of functioning. It does this by creating new neural pathways within itself, creating increased communication between parts of the brain that previously were not communicating. This is the balance, or synchrony, between the two hemispheres of the brain discussed at the beginning of this appendix. This synchrony brings with it many remarkable changes. As noted earlier, Lester Fehmi, of the Princeton Biofeedback Research Institute, has stated that “synchrony represents the maximum efficiency of information transport through the whole brain.” (49)

As demonstrated earlier in this paper, there are two main effects of reorganization and increased synchrony in the brain. One is an increase in various mental capabilities: increased learning ability, creativity, mental clarity, intelligence, intuition, and so on. Second, each time the neural structure changes, positive changes in mental and emotional health occur. As the brain reorganizes at the next level of functioning, the subject’s model of the world changes with it. With the creation of new neural pathways, connections are perceived between bits of information that previously seemed unrelated, and more choices are available. Herein lies the theoretical explanation for the amazing personality changes that researchers have reported in subjects using sound technology similar to Holosync to change brain wave patterns.

Clearly we are on the frontier of a marvelous new field with untold possibilities. The ability to map and entrain brain waves, and the states they represent, gives us a powerful new tool to effect human change and growth. It has been shown that induced brain wave states can cause superlearning, increase creativity, induce sleep, control pain, modify behavior, focus attention, relieve stress, increase memory, and dramatically improve mental and emotional health. Centerpointe Research Institute is proud to be at the forefront of this new and exciting field. We invite you to join us as we leap into the 21st century.
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On October 15, 2001, I sent an email to everyone in the Centerpointe program for whom we had an email address, asking for questions, comments, and criticisms. I particularly wanted to know how everyone was doing in light of the September 11 tragedy and to find out how Centerpointe might help. Here is what I sent:

Dear —,

So much has been happening in the world this last month I wanted to check in with you and see how you’re doing—both in general, and with the Centerpointe program. I know you started the Centerpointe program with something in mind you wanted to change, heal, or improve. I’m just checking in to see what progress you’ve been making and to offer to help in any way I can.

Because we may be in for some very stressful times over the next few years, it’s very important that you be able to increase
your personal resiliency, inner serenity, and your threshold for what you can handle coming at you from the world. It's going to be very important that the world have as many people as possible with these qualities in the coming years, and I want you to be one of them.

Since nothing I've ever seen creates personal resiliency and inner peace faster or more completely than the Centerpointe program, I just want to make sure you're getting everything possible from the program.

Sometimes people misunderstand the program directions or what is “supposed to” happen . . . or start out using the program and don’t see results as fast as they think they should . . . or life gets hectic and “unscheduled” things happen that get them off track...or for some other reason they just aren’t regular in their use of the program.

Sometimes people have tried so many things that didn’t work that they become skeptical that anything could really deliver on the promises made. If the Centerpointe program doesn’t deliver instant change, they assume it’s just another one of those things that doesn’t work, and they quit.

I know the Centerpointe program can and will deliver, and I want to do what I can to help you stay on track, get back on track, or improve your results. Seeing over 100,000 people use Holosync to improve their lives over the last 16 years, I know anyone who sticks with the program will have phenomenal results, and I feel bad whenever I hear of anyone not getting the results I know are possible.

So, if you’d like to send me a reply to this email, I will read it and reply to it personally. Send your questions, complaints, problems, challenges, triumphs, or any other comments you want me to see. I’ll do what I can to make sure you get what you need
to improve your results with the program and will otherwise do what I can to help you deal with whatever is happening.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Be well.

Bill Harris, Director

Have you ever been hit by an avalanche? For forty-six days I answered emails from the moment I got to work until I went home at 5 PM. Then, most evenings, I would return to my office and answer more until about 10 PM. I also spent a good deal of my time on the weekends answering those letters—including Thanksgiving and the entire Thanksgiving weekend! Although it was a tremendous grind, I’m very grateful to everyone who wrote, and I hope my replies were helpful. I know I learned a lot from those letters, and I want to share some of them with you so you can better understand what it’s like to be a part of the Centerpointe program.

One of the first things that struck me as I read the letters is how many who wrote are living lives filled with personal trials, disasters, health problems, family dramas, accidents, breakups, financial losses, and much emotional pain. In my responses, I tried to give people practical advice on how to make life better, rather than just giving a lot of sympathy. It’s not that I don’t feel compassion for these people’s suffering. My life, too, used to be one drama, one personal trial, after another, so I do know what that’s like. But rather than just sympathizing, I think it’s best to just get on with the job of eliminating what created the problems in the first place, and that’s what I tried to do.

The second thing I noticed is that a huge percentage of the people who wrote are tremendously pleased with the results they are achieving with the program, and for that I am very gratified.

Third, I noticed how many misconceptions people had about the
program, how it works, and what is supposed to happen as you use it. That this happened at all is probably my fault, for somehow not communicating this information more clearly. My learning about these misconceptions prompted a complete re-thinking and revision of all our support materials. Before I get to samples of the many letters I received, I’d like to discuss these misconceptions.

**Common Misconceptions About the Program**

I received quite a few emails from people who said things such as, “I listened for three weeks and I’m still having a problem with anger and depression, so your program obviously doesn’t work,” or “I listened for nine days, but I kept falling asleep, so I knew it wasn’t working and I stopped,” or “My mind was really busy when I listened, so I obviously wasn’t meditating and so I stopped.” My favorite was, “You’re obviously a quack and just trying to make money, so I stopped, even though I was actually beginning to feel better than I’ve felt for over twenty years.” Thankfully, a great number of the people who confessed that they’d gotten off-track in using the program also professed a desire to give it another go and used my original letter as a motivation to resume the program.

**Here are the major misconceptions I found:**

1. **Misconception:** If you’re falling asleep while listening, the meditation is probably not working.
   **Fact:** Almost everyone falls asleep while using Holosync, especially in the beginning, and everything that happens when listening is just what needed to happen, including falling asleep. Holosync
works even if you nod out while listening.

2. **Misconception:** If your mind is busy, you’re not meditating properly, and the program isn’t working.
   **Fact:** A busy mind is actually a sign that a lot of stresses are being brought to the surface and released. The times when you feel uncomfortable in some way or are having lots of thoughts while meditating are often your most productive meditations in terms of releasing stresses in the nervous system and pushing against your personal threshold for what you can handle. Though these meditations don’t feel as good as those where you enter a deep, trance-like state, you really are meditating just as deeply when it feels uncomfortable as you are in those times when it *feels* deep.

3. **Misconception:** If you cannot focus while listening, you’re not meditating and it isn’t working.
   **Fact:** In traditional meditation you must focus to create the brain wave patterns of meditation, and if you don’t continually pull yourself back to your point of focus when you’re distracted by such things as thoughts, noises, or physical sensations, you aren’t meditating. With Holosync, however, the technology creates the brain wave patterns of meditation, so you do not have to focus. For this reason, it’s okay for your mind to do whatever it wants to do.

4. **Misconception:** If you don’t see results in a few weeks, a few months, sometimes even within a few days, it’s not working.
   **Fact:** There’s no magic wand. The program *will work* over time, but it does take time. We live in an instant-gratification society, but there is no “30-day miracle” that will solve all your problems in a few weeks or months. The Centerpointe program greatly accelerates change, but it still takes time to work. We do understand that many people who have come to us have been disappointed by other approaches to personal growth. We just ask that they be
patient and give the program time to work.

5. **Misconception:** If you stop using the program for a while, for whatever reason, you have to start over again at the beginning.
   **Fact:** This is not true. If you stop (and I hope you don’t), just pick up where you left off. The effects are permanent, and do not fade if you stop.

6. **Misconception:** If life gets stressful, that’s a good reason to stop listening (“I’m waiting for my life to calm down.”).
   **Fact:** Your life is not calm because your threshold for what you can handle is too low, and it’s counter-productive to forgo using the very tool that raises that threshold. Those who wait for life to be just right before taking action, generally end up never taking action.

7. **Misconception:** If a certain unpleasant experience happened when you meditated sitting up, or in the morning, or after having a beer, or when you had a cold, or when your meditation was interrupted, or whatever, this circumstance was responsible for the experience you had. Then you don’t want to risk meditating while sitting up, or in the morning, or after having a beer, or when you have a cold, or when your meditation is interrupted, ever again.
   **Fact:** That a certain experience during a session happened under certain circumstances is almost always a coincidence. It isn’t the circumstances, or even Holosync, that creates the experience you have. Whatever experience you have comes from who you are, from something inside you.

8. **Misconception:** If you change the way you use the program, and, in effect, make up your own program, you will somehow get better results than by following the instructions we’ve created—even though these instructions are based on what we’ve learned from over 3,000,000 combined listened hours, over 20 years, by over 750,000 people.
**Fact:** I’ve created the instructions not to thwart you, but to make the program as effective as possible. You will get the most from the program by following the instructions. Creating your own is a good way to sabotage your chances of getting the best results.

9. **Misconception:** Speed is of the essence. The faster you work through each level of the program, the sooner you can obtain the benefits.

**Fact:** Doing each level for a few weeks and then saying, “I’m ready for the next level,” then using that level for a few weeks and then again saying “I’m ready for the next level,” is a waste of time and money. This method will not give you the benefits of the program. The program is not a race, and hurrying will not make it work better. In fact, you will very likely not get the results you want.

10. **Misconception:** Whatever happens when you listen is caused by Holosync.

**Fact:** What you experience when you listen to Holosync soundtracks is caused by who you are, the contents of your unconscious mind, and your own personal predisposition to resist or not resist whatever is trying to happen. The soundtracks are stimuli, but the response comes from you and says something about your inner world at that moment, not about Holosync.

11. **Misconception:** If you are not having the experiences you read about in our literature, it must not be working.

**Fact:** What happens is different for each person. For some people the program is relatively uneventful, but they still gain all the benefits. Whatever happens for each person is just what is supposed to happen for them.

12. **Misconception:** Whatever experiences you have while listening are the main reason for using the program.

**Fact:** Though some experiences can be quite amazing or very pleasurable, the experiences you have while listening are not
important *at all* in terms of overall long-term results. They are just the mental odds and ends of meditation. It also doesn’t matter if you have *no* special or unusual experiences.

13. **Misconception:** The circumstances around you are the cause of your pain or discomfort.
   
   **Fact:** It is not what is happening to you that causes pain or discomfort, but rather your resistance to it. *Any* discomfort, anywhere in life, and certainly in meditation, is a sign of some kind of resistance, somewhere. End the resistance and the pain ends—even if the stimulus remains.

14. **Misconception:** Discomfort must be the result of conscious resistance.
   
   **Fact:** Even if you desperately want change on the conscious level, there can be a lot of resistance on the unconscious level.

15. **Misconception:** You are likely to have the same kind of experiences at every level of the program. When you go to a new level of the program, if you do not have the same kind of experiences you had in the previous level, or it does not feel as good as it did in the previous level, it isn’t working, or something is wrong.
   
   **Fact:** If you are listening to the soundtracks, regardless of what experience you’re having, it’s working. It cannot fail to work, any more than exercise could fail to get you in better shape and burn calories.

16. **Misconception:** You can tell subjectively what is happening, how deeply you are meditating, whether it’s working, and what brain wave pattern you are in while you are listening.
   
   **Fact:** Trying to evaluate what is happening by your subjective experience does not work. Constantly evaluating what is or isn’t happening is a waste of time.
Excerpts From the Letters

I wish I had the space to give you the full experience of the letters I received. What appears below is a small taste, but, hopefully, a useful one. I suppose you could see these as a long list of testimonials. They are. But they’re also much more. They show the range of experiences encountered by the people who use this program. They also show how much we have in common as human beings as we struggle to improve our lives.

Because they come from all over the world, and in some cases from people for whom English is not their first language, some spellings or turns of phrase may seem unfamiliar to Americans. I’ve done some editing where necessary, but I’ve attempted to retain the sense and personality of each letter.

When I got Holosync, I realized right away the first benefit was the one hour session! Now every morning, no matter what, I put my headphones on and I meditate. Actually there are two mornings that I am really pressed for time, so I just do The Dive [the first half-hour]. The other 5 mornings I do both soundtracks.

So, do I feel blissful everyday? No. I went through a period where I was very, very antsy, and I wanted to stop the Immersion soundtrack [the second half-hour], but I just let it all be and I hung in there. Then I had some wonderful weeks. I just felt great and didn’t want the soundtracks to stop! Now I am back in that antsy feeling with a gazillion thoughts swirling in my head. My committee members are extremely active!!

Do I see changes? YES! I am calmer then I ever was. I am more willing to let things go. Things happen that I don’t get crazy about, and only a short time ago I would have been pissed. I don’t need to be right—even if I know I am right. You know what I mean, so and so says this, you say...no this is the way it is....they insist, and I say to myself “Ellie, how important is this?”....and I drop the issue, and I smile!

—blessings, ellie

I am now on level four and I just love Holosync. It has done everything it has promised it would and I am so looking forward to the next 9 levels. You know
it's funny, I have 2 little girls, and there was a time when all that is going on in the world would have really upset me. Although I have the utmost sympathy for everyone who is suffering, I am still enjoying, my days are happy, and I feel, just as you say, that whatever happens is O.K. I am not frightened in the least. In fact, I have come to appreciate the joy of living and our everyday little ways even more, and it makes each day brighter. No words can describe what it has done for me and my family.

—MY Utmost Gratitude, Donna

I am . . . feeling VERY stable, which is a state I have wanted to achieve for a very long time! I really hated the feeling of being on a seesaw and I no longer feel like that. I have been through some pretty tough stuff lately, and I was able to handle it all and still run our business . . . without falling in a heap. The pressure is not over yet from all that is happening around me, and I am, in the middle of it all, holding my space and functioning in the manner I desire. I am thinking clearly and getting the things done in order of priority that need to be done.

—Regards, Sue

Sorry if I make any mistakes in the English language. It’s not my mother tongue. What the Centerpointe program has done for me:

So far it has helped me build up some discipline, it has helped me to relax a little, and it helps me to cope better with stress and life in general. It has cost me some difficulty to develop the discipline to follow the program every day.

There’s still one important change I haven’t mentioned: I feel my heart has opened. It seems to open more and more. I become more human. More sharing of my thoughts and feelings. At least I am willing to. This is important for me because I am a shy person and I want to become more human.

—with Kind Regards, Frits-Jan

I noticed right away since I started meditating that I am calmer, more relaxed, more focused and many other positive benefits. This alone has inspired me to stick with the program.

My new girlfriend is getting positive results too. She notices that she is getting more in touch with her intuitive side, which is awesome! Both of us are letting whatever happens be O.K.

—Sincerely, Joe
I feel an inner peace now that I haven’t felt in many years. I’ve become so much more aware of my surroundings and my own space in those surroundings. I don’t know exactly how to explain it—I just seem to feel more a part of everything and yet I’m not IN IT. I’ll work on this one—maybe next time I’ll be able to express it better in words.

Something silly to share on the side: my cat has even grown fond of my nightly meditation ritual. She now runs to my bed at 10 PM every night and waits for me to come in. I turn off the lights, light a candle and incense, and then listen to my CDs. The cat just stretches out and lies there like she’s meditating, too.

—MISELLE

The most crucial benefit is that for many years, if tired, I would be likely to doze off—fortunately, never while driving, but in meetings or classes, at work, etc. I would try different techniques to try to stay awake, such as sucking hard candy or ice, or fidgeting, but nothing worked for more than a short while. Since I started using the program, I noticed almost immediately that this has almost completely ceased to be a problem, even when I’m pretty tired. It’s almost like some trigger in my brain has been reset, and it’s a great relief. Second, I’ve also noticed that although I have been under a great deal of stress at work and home the past few months, I am holding up under it much better. Finally, I’ve tended to be very nervous about highway driving, but recently it has not bothered me nearly so much.

—THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST AND FOLLOW-UP, JEANETTE

I have spent much of my life searching for peace, understanding, and God, I guess. These soundtracks are amazing. I have been religiously listening for a month. I perceive an increase in clarity as well as less anxiety in performing most activities.

—THANK YOU, DABNEY

Every time I meditate, the time seems to fly, to the point that I am sitting there, thinking, “oh no, this can’t be finished!” I thoroughly enjoy the progress that I am making. I have managed to complete tasks and little goals I set myself each day, and if at times something doesn’t work out, I always remind myself that it is meant to happen that way. Just to observe it, acknowledge it, and then move on. Everything is meant to be how it is supposed to be. Let everything be okay.
Bill, I can’t possibly thank you enough. Trust me when I say that from the bottom of my heart, you have changed my life and my way of thinking around all for the better.

—THANK YOU! NICOLE

The Centerpointe program is just what I needed in my life. Every time I meditate I finish the meditation saying “thank you” to you and your staff for this gift. I have been going through so many changes: healing, improvement in my relationships, developing strongly the observer, realizing so many things about my habitual behaviors, dealing with a lot of emotions that were hidden within, healing a lot of wounds from my childhood, trusting the process of life, feeling that my life is unfolding with much more serenity, understanding, open heart, trust. My creativity is in total flowering.

I send you a lot of love, gratitude, and blessings. Your contribution to the world is very sacred.

—PIA

I no longer lose my “cool” when speaking with people that make me angry and I have found much inner peace. The first times I did The Dive I always came out of it in tears. I was never sure why. I haven’t had any traumatic revelations, but I can certainly tell the difference. I no longer cry but I do get the chills as I am listening.

—THANKS AGAIN FOR CHECKING ON US, BONNIE

There’s a song by Stephanie Mills in which she says, “I feel good all over.” That’s the only way that I can describe the way that I feel. I truly feel good all over. My life seems to be in the flow. I feel just like I had been asleep for a long period of my life. And now that I’m awake I need to play catch-up because there are certain things that I should have been doing but didn’t do them because I was asleep. I could write a book on just the changes that have taken place in my life. You made a believer out of me.

—PEACE, JAMES

With the nursing of my ill husband for seven years and his subsequent death eight years ago, I have been on a roller coaster ride for some 15 years.
[After his death] I noticed, and at times still notice, a feeling of panic and physical pain arising in my sternum. That was the strongest physical symptom I had during some six years of my grief. So now I am dealing with that again and going through the gradual process of healing my grief and acknowledging that I did everything I could for him. Just writing this has brought that tightness and soreness back into my sternum. But now I don't panic about it, as I understand it. I look forward to being able to overcome it completely.

I have a desire to heal myself and find an inner peace that no one can take away from me. I love knowing that I can achieve that now, and I am very grateful to your program for that.

—KATHY

For 7 years I just kept going round in circles. I would think I understood what had happened and that I had my life back on track only to find that I would get pulled back under, into the whirlpool of emotions that always seemed just beneath the surface. And all the time, I cried. Initially, I felt quite centred when I started using the CDs. Then, I think I cried for about 8 months. That's not to say that I didn't have periods of great clarity, but at times I felt like I would be crying for the rest of my life. Recently, I seem to have let go of the need to try to solve anything. It's all past. And I can't live in the past. Today I seem to be very centred. I don't cry so much, and when I do, it's a release rather than a regret. Centerpointe has played a big part in that, and I am grateful that I found you and have been able to take part in your program.

—ROBERTA

To say that Centerpointe has been life changing is an understatement. I intend to complete the program because it is now not just part of my life but the very bedrock of my whole expanded spiritual life. I feel I am on the path to enlightenment with this program. With every day that passes, I realize how little I know, but how much more in tune with the universe I am.

When I think back over my experience of the program so far, I can see that I have been through the pain of letting go of old ways and habits and the establishing a whole new way of being. If I had foreseen getting where I am now, say 5 years ago, it would have been an ideal that I would never have thought possible. But now, I never look back over my time on the program and think, "If only I had started this 20 years ago." That in itself is one of the most remarkable things about the program. I simply look forward along the path, and enjoy the
here and now. It seems like all of life and the universe is opening up to me. I was always there but I didn’t take the time to see it. My mantra these days is “It is the Resistance to what is that causes all my suffering.”

—BEST REGARDS, JOHN

I can’t say I had an agenda for what I wanted to achieve. I only knew I wanted to be less afraid, to be more in the world and more connected to my purpose. Overall I feel more capable of handling the difficulties that have been coming my way. I was diagnosed with breast cancer two years ago. Financially things are extremely difficult, my mother has been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and I have moved her to be closer to me. Friends and family have been diagnosed with incurable diseases and my adult children are angry with each other. But I feel centered. It’s quite unbelievable, but it’s true. I feel much more in the moment. I have been viewing the recent [9/11] events as an opportunity for me to get clear—on what I value, why I need not fear anything and my love for human kind.

—WITH MUCH GRATITUDE, JOAN

I find I am able now to detach and observe myself doing and be the witness. I am also able to remain peaceful and centred long after I would have crumbled. I can be objective about my suffering and consciously choose not to continue but to choose joy and peace instead. This is a real change for me.

I especially value the regular notes you send and knowing the Hotline is there. Sort of like a crash helmet. I hope I never need it, but knowing I have it gives me a sense of security in this anything-but-secure world. I have found I am more philosophical about recent world events knowing there are no victims and there is much I can do, just by becoming the Peace I want to see the world enjoy. Thank you and Blessings.

—KIM

I realize that I’m only at the start of the program but I’ve noticed a lot of changes even in that time. For example:

• increased intuition
• lucid dreaming
• bursts of creativity
• increased awareness
• more choice in my responses
• better management of my attention
• a clearer sense of purpose

One of my favourite outcomes are those unpredictable moments when I find myself looking at the world through new eyes, where old scenes have new life, colours become brighter, and everything seems clearer. This is typically accompanied with an overwhelming sense of awe and appreciation.

—WITH LOVE, TONY

I believe I am doing well with the program. It is healing to me. I have handled some stressful situations without using some of my mind numbing techniques that I have used in the past. I have seen a big change in my eating habits, and this is a good thing. I have been diagnosed with adult-onset diabetes, and I have tried hard for a while to treat it with diet and exercise. I feel now that I really want to do these things for myself and before I did them because I felt I had to. There was some kind of mental block there that seems to have been lifted or at least diminished.

—THANKS SO MUCH, VICKI

Focusing, centering, less reactive behaviour. These are the miracles, those everyday miracles, that come, slowly and steadily, since I have been using your program. I’ve always been a bit skeptical about those who profess instant cures or solutions (which by the way you did not), and the slow, steady and consistent change has been noticeable, not only to me, but to those around me as well.

Here’s an example: dealing with lawyers, with a father who I have had a very rocky relationship over the years, with a very suspicious step-sister, and with an aversion of my own to confrontational situations. Last Friday, all these elements came together, and when all was said and done, I was calm, consistent, and focused through a meeting that could have ended in a very different flavour (i.e. me being kicked out of my father’s house). Instead we hugged and cried and decided to work together, even if we disagreed on any number of points.

When I walked from my Dad’s house, I was calm! Now for me, that’s nothing short of a miracle. You’ve made a skeptical, untrusting doubter into a believer.

—TOM
I have been diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and since starting the program have had some wonderful, symptom free days—feeling happy, hopeful, rested, and hungry. Issues are surfacing rapidly, and I have been taking breaks from listening when they come too fast. Since the September 11th bombing, a lot of feelings of dread, anxiety over the unpredictability of retaliation, muscle tenseness, problems sleeping, etc. have resurfaced (all very old and familiar feelings), but this time I feel more detached from it and seem to be taking it less personally, being kinder to myself in allowing more sleep and relaxing activities.

—THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR DEDICATION TO THIS PROGRAM, JANET

I started using the program when my husband had heart bypass surgery. It helped keep me be calm (or at least as much as I could be) during that time. Since then, I use the program regularly and find it helpful. I had meditated before but knew that I would have difficulty even focusing on my breath during stressful times. So I thought the program would help create the meditative experience even if I couldn’t focus on the breath. Anyway, it helps me be more calm and right now, that’s OK. I have some health problems myself—chronic pain. When I use the program I have less pain for a while.

—MY BEST TO YOU AT CENTERPOINTE, PAT

I've found over the past 6 months, my relationship with people is much, much better. I'm not as nervous as I used to be and I don't have as many negative feelings. I find that I can stand up for myself much more and am more enthusiastic in general with life.

—THANKS, LILLIAN

Since the start of the program there have been some startling developments in my life, particularly in the relationship area. My partner of 19 years, Sue, also began listening to the CDs each day. We have resolved problems that have dogged our relationship for the last 12 years, and this has been done without anger or rancour of any kind. We had simply accepted that there were certain aspects of the relationship that would never change and that would continue to cause both of us pain and anguish. We found that we were not locked into stereotypical situations normally offered as a solution. Our current relationship is very different to anything we may have considered earlier.
Just the act of observation has changed my habitual response on many such occasions. There is one consequence of the program that I regard as of paramount importance to me: I have discovered what really makes me happy. The real significance of the discovery was the fact that what really gave me pleasure and what I really regard as important—and is in fact my life’s purpose—is not of earth-changing consequence and did not require a choir of angels to announce the fact. It is actually very simple and very personal. I am freed of the need to feel that I have to have an important function to fulfill before I can achieve any meaningful pleasure in life. Wow!

—REGARDS, ALAN

When I first saw the ad for your program I was at a stage in my life when I wasn’t sure how I would get through each day. My husband has Parkinson’s disease, and my mother, 84, who lives with us, has dementia and associated depression, and I was so stressed out that I was at the stage of getting into the car and just taking off. Your program has been a lifesaver for me. I am coping with the stress so much better. I’m not as angry or quick to snap as before. Now I tend to let the little things, that used to seem major, slide past and not react to them. I am learning, slowly, to look after myself and not to try to be everything for everybody. I am becoming my own person, slowly.

— REGARDS, CAROL

Two days ago my mother died in her sleep, not unexpectedly, after years of illness. My dad is in a hospice house, a place where they care for terminal cancer patients and is expected to die at any moment. I know that the Centerpointe CDs have been instrumental in keeping me calm, at peace, and centered during these times, and upon reflection occasioned by the receipt of your letter, I would also like to add that recently I have noticed significant improvement in what I call my running commentary memory recall ability. Do you know what I mean? I don’t need to grope for the right words or search so hard for immediately necessary information.

—THANK YOU, D.

I’ve been clawing my way through an extremely difficult transition period for several years now—every identity I had either slipped away or was stripped away (horrific divorce, some friends died, others moved away, children went
off to college, I lost my job, I lost my home, my mother died, etc, etc). All pretty normal life “stuff,” but the cumulative effect left me quaking.

I’d already spent years and thousand of dollars doing all levels of another program, and they are very powerful—I’d also read all the self-help stuff. I’d done journals and workshops and counseling and I’d made progress, but there were just some very destructive patterns that I wasn’t able to unchain.

Then something shifted. I ordered the Centerpointe Program with a surprising inner assurance, and I have been listening to the Dive and Immersion CD a minimum of 2x per day—morning and evening—ever since (often a few more times during the day while I do some yoga poses. The CD calms my mind while the yoga calms my body)! I am making quantum leaps forward in the dislodgement of my “old pattern” thinking. Chaos precedes Creation.

—LOVE AND LAUGHTER AND DEEP PEACEFUL JOY, BRIE

For about two years I have endured chronic pain from osteoarthritis in one knee, the emotional trauma that followed from not being able to continue being an athlete, and the weight gain that followed. In listening to Level I, I have found my pain tolerance has risen. I just sustained an injury to my other knee and have found my ability to emotionally deal with it to be much higher than I anticipated. I am not as angry or upset as I thought I would be.

—ALL MY BEST TO YOU, ANNA

I look forward to my meditations, find them quite relaxing, and have begun getting up at 5 am, get a cup of coffee, watch some news, and then meditate for an hour at the beginning of the day. This seems to be the schedule that suits me best. I’ve also begun to learn the art of witnessing, and many times have found myself starting to react the old way and stopped myself, quickly analyzed where I was going, and changed direction with a new, more resilient, better reaction to a difficult situation. I’m taking an active part in making myself become a better person, and it is a very empowering feeling.

I’ve also become a more compassionate person and have become able to accept that which others have to offer without being judgmental or looking down on those with less self-awareness. I have transformed myself from a “glass is half empty” person to a “glass is half full” person. I still have limited patience with my mother, but I hope with more time that, too will improve (Please tell me you can guarantee it!)

—STAY SAFE AND WELL, SID
Before I found Holosync, I was just beginning to be involved in a project (long-term, big). Two months into the project I was distressed that it was not taking off. I dreaded project meetings. I was jittery, inarticulate, unimpressive. Sometimes, I tried too hard and the strain showed.

Suddenly, two months into Holosync, things began to happen. My pieces were cleared...got published and got “notable” public response. I got unsolicited calls from the client: “Your promotional activities were so successful we could hardly cope with the queries.” Today, meeting with the client is almost a pleasure.

In my personal life, a problematic son is suddenly exhibiting progress. For years, he was unable to hold down a job for more than two months at a time. Immediately after I began Holosync almost four months ago, he found one, and he’s still at it. He’s happier and more self-confident now than he has ever been.

—ALL BEST, ANNAHO

I look forward to my hour in the morning—the time passes so quickly, and since I am on this program I require much less sleep, and go to bed at night still feeling energized. That is what has amazed me. This program has given me longer days to accomplish the things I love doing. It’s like getting a 30-hour day.

Incidentally, for your record, I am fast approaching my 77th birthday, and life has never looked so good!

—LOVE AND LIGHT, DARLENE

If I look back at just the period I passed recently, [I notice] how many things in my complicated life I am really starting to resolve—problems that have TORMENTED me for about 20 years!! I’ve gotten my very best friend involved. We are talking up a storm resolving our problems and GROWING and getting our lives together. It hasn’t been an easy ride, though. This old stuff is hard to “digest,” but to tell you the truth, I’m coming out much more easily and painlessly than I would have imagined, so this is another plus. I’m sure that my future, even though hard times will still come about, will be bright and happy in ways I cannot imagine now!

—WARMEST REGARDS, ANNAMARIA

I had a bike accident during the summer and had casts on two hands, but I was amazed at how well I took the disaster and felt really “up” and accepted
what had happened as just one of those every day incidents. I do believe without having those CDs I would have been upset and depressed.

—MARGARET

In my younger days I ran and ran for Kenya. Now that I am much older I need to lose weight. After listening to your CDs I made a conscious decision that I had to do something about this weight because my body is, after all, the temple of my soul. I also notice, when I do meditate, the strength that comes out of it is immeasurable. There is so much extra energy and so much is accomplished during the day—more than what would have been otherwise. How is it possible when on a normal day I am worn out by 3 PM? However, on a day of meditation I can actually go straight to 11 o’clock. Amazing.

—PARIN

Recently I have awakened to another level and life seems exciting again. I seem more aware of what is happening around me. I feel happier and more focused. I’m able to handle stress much better lately. I am experiencing a calm and inner strength, which I find so helpful in the workplace as well as in my personal life. Previously, I felt like a cloud was hanging over me. This went on for so long, I was beginning to wonder whether I would ever snap out of it. However, I continued to listen to Holosync and just like you said, the old model will eventually begin to break down and a new one will emerge. My awareness is becoming more heightened as I progress through the program and I look forward to the future when I will be even more awake and aware.

—GOD BLESS YOU BILL, CLAYTON

In the months I have been faithfully listening to the CDs, that which is truly me has not changed, but many things that were part of my “ego”—social mechanisms, automatic responses, detrimental behavior, confusions, listlessness, ad infinitum (hopefully not)—have begun to disappear at an alarming rate. I went from drinking alcohol for years as my favorite hobby, to not drinking at all. I am attending AA meetings and have finally realized I am not my own higher power, only a part of it. I had tried to quit drinking numerous times. After a month and a half of Centerpointe, I finally simply quit, and have no desire to drink at all even though I’ve recently gone through some very stressful times, which I easily handled. Things are serendipitous and life has become
beautiful for me, my wife, and my daughter. Thank you from the bottom of my spirit.

—RYAN

I wanted to mention that in having used this meditation, I have found that it is much easier to LOVE everyone around me. I haven’t really heard this coming through the newsletters but I believe the gist is there. It is much easier just being me. I am laughing and finding things more humorous. My serious self is loosening up. I like the calming affect that this meditation has over me. While using Holosync you are naturally bumping up your vibration to becoming a better person and, in effect, will make the world a better place to live in.

—BETTYANN

I think your program is awesome for me. After 12 years of panic attacks, I would go to work (I am a Hairstylist for 27 years) and come home. Going into a grocery store would be too much. I am now going to the store without dragging one of my family members with me, just in case I freak out in the store. I can now go into a shopping mall as long as it has good ventilation. I still have trouble with stuffy overcrowded rooms. And every day is easier. I just spent Friday night and Saturday with a group of strangers in a church I have not attended, to do a workshop I really wanted to do. And did it! I went there to learn paper cutting, and did. The teacher of the class is gifted and I received her gift. There were some people there I would have just left instead of dealing with. But I went there to learn the craft of paper cutting, not to worry if I would fit in. Thanks to Holosync and you, Bill. I am building a new life, not such a reactive one.

—SINCERELY, TERI

I’m in the military and am stationed overseas now. When you say that the future is stressful, you’re right! I have found with the program that I’m more focused and calmer during stressful times (which is just about every day, multiple times a day). Because I am a professional warrior, the program is invaluable in helping me maintain a sense of balance.

I guess what I’m really getting at is that the program is compatible with military life and has increased my performance in and out of the field.

—VAN
I was one of those people who did not feel much of anything for the first few months of meditating [with Holosync]. I have been faithful in my daily practice (more so than with anything that I have ever done), having missed only occasional days due to a change in routine. After about four months, I noticed that I felt clearer, more focused, more competent in my job and, generally, more centered. All of the things that you said might happen, I finally began to feel. I still feel a fair amount of anxiety during meditation, which I am curious about because it is not about anything in particular. My thoughts during meditation are random and mundane. I gave up thinking that I should be having deep, spiritual insights. I just don’t, and I’m letting that be ok.

I have been as faithful as possible with listening to my discs and have felt much better since I started. There have undoubtedly been changes, but feeling very natural and gradual. When talking to a friend of long acquaintance, (after not being in contact for a couple of months), after we had talked for a while, she asked what had changed. To her, I sounded different and she’s “relating to me on a whole different level.” That’s what I call progress.

It’s as if life for me has turned into one heck-of-a ride and I’m holding on fast so I don’t miss a thing! For sure, not all days are terrific, but the ones that aren’t are much easier to cope with. More often than not, the good is gleaned from even the most dire-appearing circumstance.

—THANKS AGAIN, PAUL

I have been going through massive change in my life, such as a second marriage breakup, which is nevertheless very empowering. I am coping very well with the pain and anger that I need in order to let go of this addictive relationship, and your Holosync CDs help a great deal. I have read all your literature, and although I am really quite skeptical by nature, I have come to trust you very deeply.

—WITH MY VERY BEST WISHES AND MY SINCEREST THANKS, MARGARET

Traumas and incidents in my daily life would come through during my meditation as tears or anger. Family incidents would send me into an emotional sobbing, crying state when I meditated. After the meditation I would feel drained but elated at the same time. I felt energy releasing on and around my head, first on one side and then on the other during the meditation on several occasions. I have been floating and lost body awareness. This can happen for a short time at most of my sessions. I am now at the stage where I can sit through a session without moving, calmly, no fidgeting, scratching, or emotional
outbursts. I am aware of emotional thoughts and incidents but just let them go. I can observe and move on. I feel good about myself for the first time for a long time. I don’t seem to have a lot of energy, but I do feel a little lift in my spirits. I even think more kindly of people.

I am a 58-year-old grandmother and I seem to see most things in a different perspective (except my sons-in-law, of course; they’re still not good enough for my daughters—just joking). I like the different feeling, when it happens, more and more.

—IN FAITH AND TRUTH, ANNE

A few days ago, I had a beautiful experience. I was at a restaurant eating with my brothers and sisters (we are 6) and suddenly a tree from across the street fell toward the restaurant and ended very close to our table, making terrible noises as it went down, and catching the electric wires causing an explosion and a lot of “lights” jumping out of it. I remember being aware of everything, each second of the experience—aware of my feelings, of my brothers, and my surroundings. And, I remained calm and centered all the time. This experience told me I am really changing for the best.

—THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING, MARICARMEN

For the last 3 years, I have been going through the process of divorce, and emotionally I felt that it put me in a loop I simply couldn’t get out of. I wasn’t myself. In fact I could say I wasn’t in touch with my Self. I wanted my Self back, and I got it:
• Ability to feel things again (in an intuitive, almost psychic sense)
• Ability to see the big picture again (holistic view, versus event by event)
• Being happy just because I realize I am blessed (as we all are)
• Knowing that what I am seeing outside is a result of my beliefs inside
• Etc, and more!

Since using the Centerpointe program, everything has taken on new, positive meaning. Not that it was ever so bad before, just that, well, it’s almost like I can see the Light now. It’s positive, and it’s beautiful.

—KIND REGARDS, STEVE

I am more powerful in the area of making and sticking to good decisions for myself: eating less junk food, exercising more regularly, and choosing activities
which give me a sense of connection to the joy in life. I have a very good relationship with myself. My social life is improving. I am more able to take on an observer role and notice that others are often as uncertain as I am, or as likely to feel they said or did the wrong thing. Before, I would cut others more slack than I would myself. I am increasingly able to be more compassionate with myself and others, and conversely, also be more discerning about my own boundaries.

—REGARDS, CYNTHIA

I’ve been in the program for 7 to 8 years now, the past two years with Purification level 3 [the eighth level of the program]. This is the longest I’ve stayed on a level but I’ve learned over the years to recognize when I’m done with a level and I haven’t yet felt that feeling. It still works each day, one day at a time. I find that as I get closer to the final levels, I don’t want the program to end, whereas in the first levels, I couldn’t wait to move on (thinking it was how I measured my progress), I now feel free to take as long as possible on each level.

I have also been hit by the economic downturn (I had an internet business which tanked in the past year) yet I find myself unusually calm about my financial future. I sense that things will turn out how they are supposed to go if I just keep putting forth my best effort and trusting the universe to make up the difference.

I wouldn’t trade my life with anyone because I feel completely free of stifling belief systems and limiting mind programs. Thanks for discovering and creating such an incredible tool that has helped me reach this state of acceptance, peace, fun, joy, pain, sorrow, and serenity. What more could one ask for in life?

—BEST WISHES, RANDY

God Bless you for your program. You are literally saving my life. I seldom have self-destructive thoughts anymore. My heartburn problem is gone! I can eat onions again! I seldom if ever binge on cookies anymore. I recognize that no one makes me feel psychological pain and no one makes me suffer. Those are my choices. I live for the day that I can feel like I did when I was 8 years old, had just finished playing whiffle ball with a friend, and was lying on my back on the school’s lawn looking up at a deep blue sky with a few puffy white clouds in it. The drone of a small plane sounded in the distance and was almost hypnotic. I’ve never felt as peaceful as I did that moment on that day. I am confident that when I reach the end of the Centerpointe journey, I’ll feel that way again.

—THANKS FOR CARING, MARK
I've been on a pretty even keel over a stressful year of being laid off and scrambling for freelance work anywhere I can find it. I attribute the program to keeping that calm. I do think the program is the best self-help program I've participated in, and I've done a lot of them. I think your theory of raising the 'trigger' level for dysfunctional thoughts and behavior is right on target. Thanks for making a great program!

—BLACK

I normally scoff at most of the ads I see for personal growth tools but in the ad I saw for the Awakening Prologue the rationales were logical and plausible. I knew this just may be something. The reports were excellent. I started the program and my life has changed.

—THANK YOU SO MUCH, DAWN

I have just ordered the second level, and I am truly more than pleased with the results. Situations and people who used to have the ability to ruin my day, I can now just blow off. At night, when trying to go to sleep, my mind would go on “engine run on.” Now I am simply able to fall asleep.

I am definitely an “energy pusher” variety. But that is not at all bad. I have tried to direct the energy into things I really should have done some time ago. This summer, I managed to get three rooms painted, and get the woodwork put up. I also lost 10 pounds that needed to be lost, without making any efforts. The foods that I now crave are of a healthier variety. I am about to pass the five year mark of cancer recovery, and believe a great deal is due to the fact that Holosync has enabled me to change my entire attitude and method of dealing with life and its problems.

I do not expect the problems to disappear, simply that I will be able to handle them better.

I am hearing very little these days from the inner critic. In fact, I do believe that she is so “wowed” by the results from the Holosync program, that she is taking up a new role as “the observer.”

Thank you so much for your dedication to this, your life’s work. I believe that you saved one right here.

—ROSEMARIE
Thank you so much for your letter. I’ve appreciated the support letters and the personal care integrated into your program. Your letters have emphasized that we should accept whatever is happening during the program and not to resist and I think that has been the most helpful advice for me. I feel that my threshold for stress has increased markedly and I am sleeping better than I have in over ten years. I am a 55 year old, six year graduate student at the University of California, Riverside, and have been under considerable stress for some time as I move through my Ph.D. program. I have tried many other programs and your program has had a continuous effect on many aspects of my life, however, the main purpose of purchasing your program was to break through a stalemate between myself and moving forward in my academic program. I am becoming more accepting of the stress of my program and am able to work towards my goal in spite of various deadlines. I continue to balk at times but am able to accept the detour and continue to work towards progress. I am in the final phase of my specialty exam and then will prepare for my orals. Your program has permitted my continued emotional growth in dealing with issues of success.

—THANK YOU AGAIN FOR A WONDERFUL ADDITION TO MY LIFE, PAM

A few things I have noticed:
1. Death doesn’t worry me.
2. I’m a lot more aware. Of everything inside and out I mean. A guy cuts me off when I’m driving. When I was younger I would have had steam coming out of my ears. But now it’s odd—I see it coming! I am aware of the surge in blood pressure, guts tightening, demonic thoughts, etc, as if I were a detached observer. And here’s something even more odd. I CAN CHOOSE to react or not react, i.e., if I wish, I can be angry or calm. It’s a strange feeling. I am more aware in and out.

—BEST WISHES, DAVE

Please rest assured, Mr. Harris, that I’m getting no less than amazing results from the meditation CD’s. I always look forward to meditating with them every evening. I’m more calm and self-confident than I’ve ever been, and am much more aware of myself than I used to be.

The most incredible turning point in my life took place this year when I was diagnosed with cancer. Since I’ve always had perfect health, I really had to look carefully at how I was really feeling inside, and step out of what was not working for me. Your organization came to my attention at the exact time that
I was ready for it. I am very thankful for the work that you have done—you obviously care a lot about people and the world at large.

I thank God for you and this great movement. Hope to meet you at a retreat sometime!

—PAULETTE

It’s nice to hear from you. We haven’t talked since the retreat I was on a number of years ago. Occasionally I talk with the people who work with you, ordering a product or a new level.

The answer to your question is that I’m doing well. I started with the Centerpointe program because my life was in serious trouble. I had every expectation that things would change if I let them, and that eventually I would notice how they were changing. The support letters you sent out the first few months of the program were helpful, and I never fell into the trap of having specific expectations of milestones or markers or particular outcomes. I just continued to listen, working through the levels as they came. Some took longer than others (or rather, I took longer with some levels than with others). I took seriously the advice that if I started feeling seriously overwhelmed, I might benefit from backing off a little. I read some Ilya Prigogine, and that kept me distracted for a while. Mostly I just kept on.

And life is pretty good for me. I was able to cope with several years that were difficult on both a personal and professional level. Having made it through the wilderness years, I now find myself in a good space, working with lots of really good people.

I have begun to be able to remember that every difficult situation I find myself in and every difficult person I encounter are there to teach me to deal effectively with another aspect of the universe and myself. And when I witness those encounters with curiosity, I remain in a good space and begin to learn.

Is all that due to the Centerpointe program? I think it mostly is.

So thanks. You’ve given me the tools and opportunity to do wonderful things with my life.

I like to recommend the program to other people when they’re curious. My latest tool is to forward a copy of your 9 Principles and give them the web address. The 9 Principles are very well done. I like to review it now and again.

Thanks to you and to the Centerpointe staff for your continuing contributions to the possibility of serenity for so many people.

—BRIAN
Actually, I am delighted with my progress. I have to say that the technology certainly delivers what you say it will. I have noticed incredible, objectively verifiable growth over the time I have been using it. Thanks also for the article on the nine principles. It is very enlightened, and profoundly helpful.

I am so grateful for your products and your wisdom. Keep up the fantastic work!

— ANNA

Thank you for your E-mail. I love the programme and am getting so much out of it that I have recommended it to friends. In any case, I’d like to add my voice to those that say how wonderful this programme has been for them. People at work are commenting on how much younger I’m looking and want to know what diet I’m following, because I seem to have such a zest for life now! I find I am much calmer and am able to step back a little and observe what’s happening rather than simply react to a situation. As I teach 16-17 year olds who have special educational needs my job is very stressful—or at least it used to be. I now find I’m much more able to deal with situations effectively without becoming stressed.

—I HOPE THIS FINDS YOU IN THE BEST OF HEALTH, CHRIS

For me, the program works in subtle, unexpected ways. There is no question in my mind that using the program on a regular basis has affected the way that I react to such things as the Trade Towers incident. I am certainly not going to claim that I have been immune from having an emotional reaction to the recent events. I will say though that, unlike my former self, I am much more easily able to detach from the reaction and become the watcher. I find that I can step aside from my stuff, dissect what is going on and dig for the root of the reaction in a way that previously I could not imagine. I anticipate that with more soundtrack time I will increasingly remain balanced when confronted with events and situations that formerly would have automatically upset my apple cart. From the balanced state you can always chose how you WANT to react, if at all!

—RALPH

What a treat to get an email from you. I have just started Awakening Level 2. I have missed only about 4 days in the 9 months I have been involved in your program. I certainly plan to complete the program, and only worry that after I
finish Flowering 4, I will be wanting more. I cannot imagine my life without these daily meditations.

I have been meditating for 12 years (Vipassana meditation) and practice mindfulness constantly throughout my day and night. Centerpointe has enhanced my “ordinary” meditations. I see daily changes in myself—insights, weight loss, improved sense of belonging in the world, more tolerance of overwhelm. I am still very much a beginner and much of my process includes pain and vulnerability—yet it all seems in a good cause—my own increased wholeness and increased capacity to take in the wholeness of the world.

Thank you so much for discovering this tool and for sharing it with us. You have truly offered a great service.

—TAKE CARE. THESE ARE HARD TIMES, KATHY

I am working alone so I have read your materials carefully more than once and found them to be quite helpful. They are consistent with spiritual truths I have explored in other ways though written in your own style which is clear and direct. From the very beginning I have been able to trust you. Many of the things you write about are true for me.

I’ve had a steady stream of insights about my unconscious thought patterns since beginning the program. I am less attached to outcomes and more inclined to accept things (including myself) as they are. The increase in my self-acceptance is a huge gift.

Finally, I want most to tell you how deeply grateful I am for what you are doing. Just as you say, I’ve tried lots of different approaches with mixed or temporary success. I can’t thank you enough for something that really works, that I can do on my own in my complicated life. Self-empowerment brings its own rewards. Thank you, thank you, thank you.

—SINCERELY, DIANA
THE Life Principles Integration Process®

{ CREATE the exact life you want }

Like you, I’ve tried a lot of personal growth and self-improvement programs in my life. In fact, it was my own almost fanatical search for personal growth which led me to create The Holosync Solution™ program.

If you’re already participating in The Holosync Solution (and I certainly hope you are), you know how powerful and effective it is. You already know how it creates deep positive changes in virtually everyone who uses it. And you’ve, no doubt, already experienced some of the powerful benefits it provides. (If you’re not yet experiencing the powerful benefits of The Holosync Solution, I urge you to at least give it a try.)

Anyway, although The Holosync Solution is truly amazing in its
effectiveness, I have, after several years of hard work, finally created a
new companion program, which I’m convinced will make Holosync
more effective, and dramatically accelerate your progress.

And it won’t cost you a dime for me to prove it to you!

Let me explain...

The Holosync Solution creates huge changes in the way you see
yourself and your place in the world. It does this by, quite literally,
waking you up.

Most people, sadly, are little more than automatic response
mechanisms, dealing with most, if not all, of what comes their way
unconsciously. Such a person’s Internal Map of Reality operates to
create their experience and results in life, and does so largely outside
their conscious awareness.

Running your life unconsciously works great—if your Internal
Map of Reality happens to be set up in such a way that it delivers
the kinds of results you want.

Unfortunately, to one degree or another, most people create a fair
amount of unhappiness, anxiety, failure, self-sabotage, and lack of
personal fulfillment. Some create a lot of it.

The Holosync Solution solves this problem in two major ways.

The first way: You have a certain threshold for how much you
can handle coming at you from the world. When that threshold
is exceeded, you feel stressed, and you cope with that stress with
a variety of largely ineffective methods, including anger, anxiety,
depression, fear, substance abuse, overeating — and a long list of
other dysfunctional feelings and behaviors...almost all of which
involve suffering and discomfort.

Holosync solves this problem in a most elegant way by raising your
threshold for what you can handle. It raises this threshold, pushing it
higher and higher, until very little, if anything, can push you over
it. As this happens, all those uncomfortable feelings and behaviors
fall away and disappear!

It’s kind of like running. If you began running every day, you’d begin with a certain threshold for what you can handle physically. But as you run each day, this physical threshold goes higher and higher as your muscles and cardiovascular system change, until you can easily handle what would have overwhelmed you in the beginning.

The Holosync Solution does the same thing for your mental and emotional threshold. Each time you listen, Holosync pushes that threshold higher. And each time you move to a deeper level of The Holosync Solution program, we increase the power of the Holosync stimulus, pushing your threshold higher still.

This brings me to the second way Holosync solves the problem of unconsciously creating what you do not want:

In making these changes in the brain, Holosync causes the creation of new neural pathways between different parts of the brain, particularly between the left and right hemispheres. These increased neural connections cause you to see relationships and connections you did not see before, allowing you to increasingly see and experience the infinite ways that you are connected to everything else.

This new way of seeing things is sometimes referred to as expanded awareness. One benefit of this expanded awareness is that you become increasingly conscious of how your Internal Map of Reality creates your experience and results in life.

As you become more aware of who you are and how you create whatever happens, you finally see (often for the first time), how the choices you make, and the results you get (even if it’s all generated unconsciously and automatically), come from something in you—not from external circumstances.

This means you can change these results, if you want to!

The more conscious you become of exactly how your Internal Map of Reality creates your life, the easier it is to see how easy it is to create
different results, if you want to. You begin to see, on an experiential level, how an unresourceful Map of Reality creates unresourceful results, and a resourceful Map of Reality creates resourceful results!

But that’s only the beginning.

As you become more aware of how you are creating your life, past emotional traumas begin to lose whatever power they may have had over you. Even though these traumas may have previously been central to your life, creating drama after drama (as was certainly the case for me), becoming more conscious causes them to dissolve and disappear, leaving your life forever.

And, although these changes certainly don’t happen overnight, they happen much faster and much more consistently than with any other personal growth technique or discipline I’ve ever come across, in over thirty years of searching.

(Please forgive me for being so long-winded in explaining this, but I really want you to understand the full context of what I’m offering you, so you’ll really appreciate it.)

Okay, then. Onward.

I started Centerpointe Research Institute quite a long time ago, in 1989. At this point, the number of people in 172 countries who have used Holosync to improve their lives is climbing toward the 750,000 number. For many years, I thought all a person needed to do was

---

**Personal Experience**

“THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!!!!!!! The first lesson was worth the price of this course, and more. I have heard and read similar material before, but somehow you manage to present it so that it gets through in a powerful way. I simply can’t tell you how grateful I am to you, and you’re plenty funny!”

—Jean M.
listen to Holosync each day, read the Follow-Up Support letters I’ve written (so as to understand the changes created by Holosync), and work their way through the different levels of the program.

And, actually, I still believe that if you do that, everything I’ve described above will happen for you.

However, as I’ve led dozens of Centerpointe retreats and seminars over the years, I’ve noticed something very interesting...

Those who came to the retreats experienced even more dramatic and faster progress than those who just listened to Holosync at home.

Why is this?

After a lot of thought, I finally realized that I was teaching some very powerful principles at the retreats that, once mastered, cause people to make giant strides in their personal growth and in their ability to create the inner and outer results they want!

For this reason, I now give every person who joins The Holosync Solution program free CD copies of my talks at the retreats. If you’re in the program, you’ve probably heard these CDs. And, we give you a ton of other support material designed to help you understand how

---

**Personal Experience**

“Last night I had a hugely significant breakthrough—my whole life changed in one day. This seemingly small shred of information/inspiration has provided me with full satisfaction that this course was and will be totally worth every investment I have made. This is so powerful for me I am happy to say. I sure feel like a new person today. I want to express my thanks and gratitude for the space of knowledge and inspiration you have been in my life in the last 5 Months since I joined the Inner Circle—I once was lost and now I’m found. I would and have recommended this work to anyone who will listen. Thanks again...”

—Kevin C.
Holosync works and how you can create your reality, if you know how, in any way you want!

But I also realized that when people hear me speak live, and are able to interact with me, ask me questions, challenge me, and tell me what they don’t understand, the learning is much greater—and much faster.

And, in these “in-person” sessions, no one is left wondering about the actual nitty-gritty “how-to” of what I’m talking about. Why? Because if they don’t get it, they can ask, and I can explain, until they do get it. But here’s the problem:

Because of my limited time, only about 100-120 people a year were able to attend a Centerpointe Retreat. With the huge and growing number of program participants, this meant that less than 1/1000th of those in the program could interact with me at a retreat each year!

At that rate everyone would have their turn by the year 3000 (if we never added any new program participants).

Not good.

The CDs of my talks and the other support materials are great, but they aren’t the same as hearing me in real-time. And, with the CDs, there’s no provision for asking me questions, which I’ve found is often where the real learning takes place and the “ah-ha’s” really happen.

To solve this problem, and to make sure I really get across to you the precise information you need in order to create the exact inner and outer results you want (and accelerate the benefits of The Holosync Solution), here’s what I’ve done:

I’ve created a comprehensive new program called The Life Principles Integration Process®. The LPIP is a series of knowledge tools that teach you (and show you how to put into actual practice) certain key life principles and strategies.

These are the principles and strategies that will allow you to create the exact inner and outer results you want.

The Life Principles Integration Process (LPIP) includes three online
courses, each consisting of twelve 60 to 90 minute lessons. When these courses were first launched, over 900 participants signed up immediately (some of their personal experiences are noted in this chapter).

As you can see, these people are blown away by what they’ve received in these lessons! And, these represent only about 15% of the similar letters I’ve received...so far.

In these online lessons, I teach each principle, in detail, and explain exactly how to master it. Several lessons include very interesting and informative diagnostic tests designed to help you assess how your Internal Map of Reality is creating your life in a certain area.

In addition, each lesson contains homework that ensures mastery, to make sure that you really do master the ability to be in charge of your internal states and feelings, and your external results—no matter what your past or present circumstances!

Once you can do this, you’ve got it made.

Look, I know this works, because I used to have no control whatsoever over my internal state. For most of my life I was either angry or depressed (or high). Most people thought I was a giant pain in the ass (I was). And, though I was a pretty smart guy, as I neared the age of forty I had no career, no money, and no prospects for succeeding at anything!

I had no idea how to take charge of my emotions, my motivation—or any other internal state — and I had no idea how to create any kind of success in the world. I was lost, and very unhappy.

Despite all of this, over the next several years (with a lot of help from Holosync and the material I’ll teach you) I learned how to be in total control of my internal state. I also learned how to create anything I want to create in the world.

I now have worldly and financial success beyond my wildest dreams, and hang out with people like Jack Canfield, co-author of the *Chicken Soup for the Soul* books, author and philosopher Ken
Wilber, and many other incredible people. And where I once was a total relationship loser, I now have a beautiful and intelligent woman in my life.

My life is 180 degrees from what it once was.

I was even invited to speak at the United Nations in November of 2004, and receive requests almost every day to share what I know with groups all over the world. I discovered that it is very possible, no matter what your past, to take charge of your life and I want to show you how to do the same!

Not only that—if you read the comments of those who have taken these classes, you’ll see that I’ve been able to successfully teach many others how to do the very same thing. And I can teach it to you, too.

Please don’t think I’m saying any of this to brag. *I’m a quite ordinary person* who just happened to be fortunate enough, and persistent enough, to find the secrets that allow any person to take his or her life from wherever it is to a point where anything is possible.

Though the information in these classes is incredible, and will give you ah-ha after ah-ha — and will clarify many things you’ve probably wondered about for your entire life—*here is the “special something” I’ve added that will allow you to be totally sure you’ll master this material*

---

**Personal Experience**

“I absolutely love your impeccable program. You’ve summed up just about everything that I’ve heard from many other tapes and books, but they did not hand you the formula for the answers the way in which you did. I feel that there are many thousands of beings who are truly grateful for all that you have gone through to bring about such change for so many. May we all find the joy and blessings that you have come to live. Bright Blessings,”

—Janet G.
and be able to actually use it in your life:

Between lessons, participants can email any questions, comments, and concerns they have to me, at a private mailbox address I give only to students of these courses. Everyone who asks a question gets an almost immediate answer directly from me.

As a student in these classes, you have unlimited email access to me to ask anything you want about the course material!

Though it is a lot of extra work for me, I’m doing this because I want to make absolutely sure every single participant understands everything I’m teaching and really can implement all of it into their own life.

Often my answers are several pages long—whatever it takes to make sure your question is answered and you really understand.

There are three versions of the LPIP Courses. the **Platinum Level** includes unlimited email access to me personally. The **Gold Level** (much less expensive) includes unlimited email access to Kate my coaching protege who I personally and extensively trained. And the **Silver Level** which doesn’t have email access, but includes full access to the archives of thousands of questions and answers. It’s outrageously affordable.

That you understand this information on a theoretical level isn’t enough for me. *That wouldn’t give you the lifelong changes I’m determined to help you make.*

For most people, mastering this material also meant discovering what unconscious blocks they may have had that made it difficult for them to really change their thinking and their actions so it matches the thinking of those who are already getting the results they want.

Once you adopt these more resourceful ways of thinking and acting, the results you want will begin to flow to you almost effortlessly.

So, in addition to teaching the general principles you need to know,
I am able to successfully help you uncover these blocks, move past them, and apply these theoretical principles to the ongoing parade of seemingly small situations that collectively make up your life.

Look. If you’re even remotely interested in making some pretty incredible changes in your own life, I urge you in the strongest way possible to consider participating in these online courses.

Let me tell you a little more about them.

There are three different courses in this series (which I’ll describe in detail in a moment). They are taught sequentially, one course at a time.

Each course consists of (at least) 12 lessons (in a few cases I created extra lessons when there was additional material I wanted to cover, or if some participants were having trouble and needed extra help), each of which is 60 to 90 minutes in length.

You listen to a new lesson every two weeks, either through online audio streaming, or by downloading the lesson sound file to your computer to listen whenever you want.

You also have access to my complete notes for the lesson, the exact notes I spoke from when creating the lesson, which makes reviewing any lesson easy.

And, in each lesson, you also have access to all the written questions asked by all the participants who’ve gone before you, along with my answers—a huge reservoir of information which makes understanding and mastering the material even easier. (Identities of questioners are protected, of course.)

Between lessons, you work on any homework I may assign, designed to give you further insights into how the material applies to you and how you create your life.

And, at any time, you can correspond with me (or Kate) by email if you need extra help (If you’re on the Platinum or Gold Level).

You can take as long as you need to complete each lesson, and you
can go back and review any lesson at any time. This information is available to you forever, as long as you want to continue to review it.

Now, because I want you to fully understand this opportunity, and to show you (rather than just tell you here) just how valuable this material will be to you, I did a special introductory teleconference call. It’s posted online, and I want you to listen to it now.

Then, if you decide you want to participate, you can enroll after listening. I’ll explain the costs and all the other information during the free call, but I’ll tell you right now, it will be very reasonable!

Based on the response I’ve had as I’ve taught this information to thousands of people, I’m betting you’re going to be very excited and want to participate in the whole series.

And, by the way, there’s even a money-back guarantee, so if you don’t think this is the best thing you’ve ever done for yourself, I’ll refund your entire tuition. (I’ll explain the terms of the guarantee in the free lesson).

If you for some reason don’t want to participate—if you’re already so happy, and easily creating everything you want in your life—you’ll have invested a pleasant and very informative hour and learned some valuable information, for free.

First, let me tell you a little bit about the three courses.

**Online Course Number One: The Map of Reality Expander™**

This course is designed to help you become conscious of what I call your *Internal Map of Reality*, the internal processing system you use to create every result and every internal or external experience in your life—and how you can make the necessary changes that will allow you to very consciously and very deliberately create happiness, inner peace, and personal success.
We will go through every important aspect of how you’ve created your Map of Reality. We’ll take apart each aspect, discover what works and what doesn’t, and then put it back together again in a way that allows you to create the results you want. You’ll go from having your Map of Reality *automatically and unconsciously* create your life, to consciously and intentionally *choosing* each result and knowing how to make that result a reality.

You learn exactly how you currently create your internal states and your external results...and how you can be in complete control of that creative process...

How to focus your mind...and why the way you do it is THE key to everything in your life...

Sixteen unconscious filters you use all the time—how they determine what is possible, and what happens in your life, and how you can use them consciously to create anything you want...

A fascinating process that allows you to get to the root cause of why some areas of life don’t work for you, why you sometimes feel so bad... and how you can feel good, and make those areas work perfectly!

...Why you don’t have to believe anything that doesn’t serve you.

...The fastest way to become excellent at anything.

...The internal process that creates every feeling and every behavior...and how to master this process so you can create the exact life you want.

...What self-sabotage is, and how to instantly stop it.

...And a lot more practical and easy to understand information that will rock your world in the very best of ways.

...We’ll deal with beliefs and just how crucial they are in determining what results you experience. To get what you
want, your beliefs must support your outcome, inner or outer. You’ll discover exactly how to make that happen.

...We’ll deal with values, the main engine providing motivation to anything you do. We’ll also uncover any conflicts in your value structure (most people have lots of them). Value structure conflicts are one of the main ways people unknowingly sabotage themselves. If your values do not support the results you want, you’re set up for failure, no matter what you do or how hard you try.

...You’ll learn about the unconscious filing system you use to store and keep track of your beliefs, values, strategies, decisions, likes and dislikes, and other parts of your Internal Map of Reality—and the powerful effect this filing system has on what you create.

...You’ll learn how to rearrange and manage this system in a way that eliminates self-sabotage and dysfunction, and creates the maximum amount of happiness, inner peace, and success.

...You’ll learn about your unconscious strategies, how they lead to the mental and emotional states you experience, the decisions you make, and the actions you take. You’ll learn how to stop using those that lead to unhappiness and failure, and how to create new and more resourceful strategies that create happiness, inner peace, and effectiveness in the world.

...You’ll learn the powerful creative effect of the meanings you unconsciously give to people, things, and situations. You’ll learn how to consciously create and assign new, more resourceful meanings that lead to greater levels of connection and contentment in all areas of your life.
...You’ll learn your own complex system of information filters which delete, distort, and generalize the sensory input that comes your way. You’ll learn which filters are not serving you and how to create new filters that help create the results you want.

...You’ll also learn a tool designed to help you motivate and inspire yourself and allow you to recognize and experience the satisfaction of your achievements by measuring progress based on how far you have come, rather than by looking at how far you still have to go. This tool alone can dramatically affect your level of happiness and inner peace.

**Online Course Number Two: The Accelerated Change Maximizer™**

This course is designed to show you how to effectively deal with accelerated change and help you successfully create happiness and inner peace in your life. Most people, though they want change—often desperately—unconsciously resist it.

In this course I’m going to teach you:

...How to stop resisting change and do what it takes to make it happen, effortlessly and quickly.

...What is reality?

...How to find out who you really are, why we’re here, and “what it’s all about.”

...What “enlightenment” really is (it isn’t what you think it is).

...The real scoop about meditation, Buddhism and other Eastern philosophies, and spiritual growth in general.
...My Nine Principles for Conscious Living (at a much deeper level than anything I’ve ever said about them).

...How spiritual practice really works and how to get the most from yours.

...What “witnessing” is—and how it can completely change your life.

...We’ll deal with the whole subject of resistance — how it creates all suffering and discomfort, and the secret way to eliminate it from your life.

...You’ll learn about your personal threshold. You’ll discover exactly why you become angry, depressed, anxious, fearful, sad, or exhibit various other dysfunctional feelings and behaviors such as overeating, drug-taking, alcohol use, and many others. Then, you’ll learn how to eliminate all of these things from your life, regardless of your past or present circumstances.

...You’ll learn the secret (and very positive) power of chaos, the part it plays in the process of change, and why you may resist change even when it is something you want. You’ll learn how to turn the chaos of change to your advantage, and how to get out of the way and allow positive changes to happen without resistance and discomfort.

...You’ll learn how to take responsibility for every experience and result in your life. You’ll learn how the most effective human beings on the planet have moved from being at the effect end of the cause and effect process, to being at the cause end of the process. In mastering this, you’ll tap into a source of personal power so huge that it will allow you to create anything you want in life.
...You’ll also learn about the Conscious Change Optimizer. Without understanding this principle, you’ll continue to create the same negative results over and over, even though you may be fully aware you are doing so. Once you understand this principle, you can easily eliminate every result from your life that does not serve you.

...You’ll also learn how to use The Conscious Awareness Expander, a simple technique that ends resistance to whatever is happening, solves all problems, and cuts through all difficulties.

...You’ll also revisit the tool I mentioned above, designed to help you motivate and inspire yourself and allow you to recognize and experience the satisfaction of your achievements by measuring progress based on how far you have come, rather than by looking at how far you still have to go.

This second course is my explanation of metaphysics and spiritual growth, and I guarantee that it will open your eyes—and probably shake you up.

Unfortunately, most of what most people have heard and read about these subjects is pure baloney (I wish I had a softer way to break this to you, but it’s the truth, and I don’t know any other way to say it).

Those who have taken this course absolutely rave about what it has done for their awareness of the BIG PICTURE of what life is all about, and how you are connected to this giant and infinite universe.

I can’t wait for you to have this information, because I know that it will clear up all those questions you’ve always had about who you are, why you’re here, what it’s all about, what spiritual growth is about, what enlightenment is...and a lot more.
Online Course Number Three: The Success Solution™

This course will show you how to take everything in the first two courses and use it to effectively achieve any result you want in the world. There is a certain way that people who create the results they want in the world think and act—and in this course, I’m going to tell you exactly what it is and how to adopt it.

We’ll cover:

...How to figure out what you really want (yes, you really can do what you want).

...A simple six-step process that will get you anything you want in life (this is so simple you’ll wonder why you didn’t think of it...but it’s SO powerful it will immediately transform your life).

...How to end fear of failure, or of success, and all your other worries, forever (this is the main secret of the super-successful).

...How to turn any defeat, failure, setback, or adversity into an equivalent or greater benefit (yes, every failure really can be turned into a monumental success, if you know how).

...How to find out what steps you need to take to get what you want...and how to make it fun and easy to do so.

...How to motivate yourself to take the action you want to take, but may not be taking.

...How to make all the money you want, while helping the world, and without violating any of your values or principles.
(learn how you can get anything you want by helping others get what they want).

...How to know what to do first...and what to do next (this little secret solves a huge problem, and makes everything so easy).

...The magic question that solves all problems (this one is so powerful I urge you to be very careful with it).

...How to always get even more coming back to you than what you put out (learn how to tap into a secret of the universe so powerful it can cause what you want to flow to you in more abundance than you ever imagined was possible).

...The incredible power of the questions you ask yourself (this one will really surprise you).

...How to tap into all the creative vision and imagination you’ll ever need (you’ll never lack for ideas and you’ll never again face a problem you can’t solve).

...How to end self-sabotage (if you’re doing it, you can end it, and I’ll show you how).

...How to make setting and achieving goals easy (for some people, everything they touch turns to gold—and you can be one of them).

...How to easily get all the help and all the resources you need. (What if everyone wanted to help and support you in achieving what you want?)

...The Twelve Great Riches of Life—what they are, and how to have them (you’ll be drooling when you see this list of
life’s riches—only one of which involves money...and then I’ll show you how to have them all).

...How your Life Script has (so far) determined what is possible—and impossible—and how you can “close the show and put a new one on the road.”

Believe it or not, the most successful people are those who have failed the most!
That’s why it’s so important that I teach you how the most successful people in the world are able to turn any failure or adversity into an equivalent or greater benefit—and how you can do the same.

Since you will very likely need help to achieve your goals, I will also teach you how to find the people you need to help you achieve what you want and secure their cooperation and help.

Since everything begins with a thought, you’ll need to harness the power of your own mind and learn how to keep it focused like a laser beam on what you want. In this lesson, I’ll show you how the most successful, make-it-happen people in the world do it—and how you can create incredible creative power and solve any problem by doing so.

And all of this is just the tip of the iceberg.

At the conclusion of my LPIP program, you’ll have all the information and how-to knowledge you’ll need to be, do, and create anything you want in your life!

I struggled for years to learn this information, all of which I have tested in real-life practice for over two decades. I went from being absolutely miserable inside, and discouragingly ineffective outside, to being happy, centered, and peaceful, and able to create any result I wanted.

You can learn to do the same. I promise. All you need is to know
what to do, and be committed to doing it.

So, if any of this sounds even remotely interesting to you...if you want step-by-step instruction in exactly how to create whatever internal or external results you want...please listen to my free online preview lesson.

Go to http://www.centerpointe.com/life/preview/ and click on the link to the free lesson.

Look. If you’re really serious about your personal growth...if you want to learn the real, practical steps that will take everything in your life to a higher level...if you want to begin consciously creating exactly what you want—rather than settling for whatever your Internal Map of Reality creates unconsciously—you simply must listen to this FREE lesson.

The 45 minutes you’ll spend with me will surely result in some big “ah-has” that will make a huge impact on your life. I absolutely guarantee it! Then, if you want, you can enroll in one, two, or all three of the online courses I’ve described at a special—and very reasonable—price I’ll announce during the call.

Unless your life is already everything you want it to be, there’s really no valid excuse to not listen to this FREE lesson.

I look forward to speaking with you.

Remember, just go online to:

http://www.centerpointe.com/life/preview/ to listen!
GLOSSARY

ALPHA BRAIN WAVE PATTERN: Electrical patterns in the brain resonating between 8 and 12.9 Hz (cycles per second) associated with relaxation, learning, meditation, pre-sleep or pre-waking drowsiness, introspection.

BEAT PATTERN: An interference pattern created when two tones are combined, either in the air, or inside the brain. When beat patterns are created in the brain using Holosync audio technology, they tend to entrain the electrical patterns across the entire brain to that frequency, changing the state of the listener.

BETA BRAIN WAVE PATTERN: Electrical patterns in the brain resonating between 13 and 100+ Hz (cycles per second), associated with alertness, arousal, and cognition. In the higher end of the range, they are associated with anxiety, uneasiness, distress, and “fight or flight” responses.

BIFURCATION POINT: The point at which an open system has reached a point of maximum chaos, and either ceases to exist as a viable system or reorganizes at a higher, more functional level.

BINAURAL BEAT: A beat pattern created by the interference pattern of two separate sound waves, equal to the difference in frequency of the two sound waves.

BRAIN LATERALIZATION: A condition in which one of the two hemispheres of the brain is dominant over the other.

BRAIN SYNCHRONIZATION: A condition in which both brain hemispheres produce strong brain waves of a single, coherent rhythm. Often associated with deep meditation or intense creativity.

BRAIN WAVE PATTERNS: A measure of the rhythm of electrical patterns in the brain; usually divided into four groups, beta (13 to 100+ Hz), alpha (8 to 12.9 Hz), theta (4 to 7.9 Hz) and delta, (.1 to 3.9 Hz). Certain states and mental abilities, and in some cases the production of certain hormones and neurochemicals, have been associated with each brain wave pattern.

CHAOS: A condition of increased randomness, disorder, or entropy. In open
systems, if the chaos reaches a certain point, the system has the possibility of reorganizing at a higher level of functioning.

**CARRIER FREQUENCY:** The lower of the two tones in a binaural beat pattern. Lowering the carrier frequency increases the effect on the brain of a binaural beat stimulus.

**COMPLEX SYSTEM:** A system that constantly exchanges energy and matter with the outside environment and which can constantly adjust to environmental conditions. Complex systems maintain their level of complexity through their ability to dissipate chaos, or randomness, to their environment.

**CONSCIOUS:** A state of being aware, in each moment, of everything that is combining to create the circumstances of the present moment, in all its relationships and connections.

**CLOSED SYSTEM:** A system that does not exchange energy and matter with its environment, and therefore cannot adjust to changing environmental conditions, or whose ability to do so is very limited.

**DELTA BRAIN WAVE PATTERN:** Electrical patterns in the brain resonating in the range between 0.1 and 3.9 Hz (cycles per second), associated with dreamless sleep, autonomic physical and nervous system processes, and the collective unconscious areas of the mind.

**DUALITY:** The idea that the world manifests due to the tension between polar opposites, such as yin and yang, good and evil, up and down, here and there, me and not-me, and so on. Seeing the universe in terms of how people and things are separate and in opposition.

**ENTRAINMENT:** To determine or modify the phase or periodicity of something, such as a wave form. Rhythmic vibrations often have the ability to entrain the vibratory patterns of other objects or wave forms around them. Holosync audio technology uses certain combinations of sound patterns to entrain electrical patterns in the human brain.

**ENTROPY:** A measure of the amount of randomness, or chaos, in a system.

**ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH (EEG):** A machine used to measure electrical brain wave patterns.
EXPANDED AWARENESS: A state of being aware, in each moment, of everything that is happening to create the circumstances of the present moment, in all its relationships and connections; the quality of being conscious.

FELT SHIFT: A term used by University of Chicago professor Eugene Gendlin, Ph.D., to indicate a shift in perception or experience of a certain emotional issue.

FIGHT OR FLIGHT RESPONSE: An evolutionary mechanism in mammals, during which the brain releases various neurochemicals having a wide range of effects throughout the body, mobilizing the body’s energies toward fighting or fleeing a perceived threat or danger. In many emotional and mental illnesses, flight or flight is triggered when no danger is present, causing increased stress.

FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS: In Buddhism, a four step explanation of the human condition, describing the cause of, and solution to, human suffering.

GOOD CHILD: A person who responds to their environment through a set of rules they have learned, rather than responding based on the unique conditions and possible consequences of a given course of action inherent in each situation.

HOLOSYNC: An audio technology developed by Centerpointe Research Institute that, when listened to through stereo headphones, creates changes in electrical brain wave patterns and pushes the brain to reorganize at higher and more complex levels of functioning. Typical responses include a falling away of dysfunctional emotional responses, a raising of one’s threshold for what one can handle from the environment, increased self-awareness, and an overall acceleration in mental, emotional, and spiritual growth.

LAW OF INCREASING ENTROPY: The Second Law of Thermodynamics, which says that the overall amount or randomness, or entropy, in the universe is always increasing.

MAP OF REALITY: An internal conceptualization we make of who we are and what our relationship is to the rest of the world, which includes beliefs, values, language, memories, decision-making strategies, and ways of sorting and filtering information. This Map of Reality plays a large role in determining our results and experience of life.

MIND MIRROR: A special electroencephalograph machine, developed by
British researcher Maxwell Cade, that measures and displays the relative strength or amplitude of a wide spectrum of electrical brain wave patterns in each of the two brain hemispheres.

**OLIVARY NUCLEUS**: A structure found in each hemisphere of the human brain that helps to process auditory signals. In the case of Holosync and other binaural beat audio technologies, the olivary nucleus reconciles two slightly differing sound frequencies to create a binaural beat in the brain, to which the electrical brain wave patterns then resonate.

**OPEN SYSTEM**: A system that constantly exchanges energy and matter with the outside environment and has the ability to constantly adjust itself to environmental conditions. Complex systems maintain their level of complexity through their ability to dissipate chaos, or randomness, to their environment.

**OVERWHELM**: A condition in which a person’s Internal Map of Reality cannot handle the mental, emotional, or physical environment, often leading to dysfunctional feelings and behaviors.

**PRIGOGINE, ILYA**: Russian-born Belgian physical chemist and Nobel laureate for chemistry in 1977 for work on dissipative structures, open systems that maintain, and even increase their orderliness and complexity by dissipating entropy to their environment. Centerpointe Research Institute has applied Prigogine’s model of how open systems evolve and change to personal and spiritual growth.

**QUANTUM LEAP**: A change that, rather than being gradual or incremental, involves one state of being ending and another beginning.

**REACTOR**: An aspect of a person that responds to situations and events based on strategies, beliefs, values, and other parts of one’s Internal Map of Reality, that are out of one’s conscious awareness and which operate automatically; the opposite of responding from the perspective of the Witness.

**RELAXATION RESPONSE**: A term coined by Harvard professor Herbert Benson, M.D., to describe a response opposite to the “fight or flight” response, in which the brain releases various neurochemicals having a wide range of effects through the body, mobilizing the body’s resources inward for contemplation, relaxation, or meditation. In the relaxation response, heart rate, blood pressure, and respiration decrease, muscles relax, and oxygen and blood flow to the brain.
increase. In addition, the predominant type of electrical activity in the brain changes from low-amplitude, rapid-frequency beta brain waves indicative of external attention to the slower, higher-amplitude, more strongly rhythmical alpha and theta waves indicative of inward attention.

**RESILIENCY:** The ability of a complex system to handle and process increasing amounts of input from the environment without becoming internally chaotic or overwhelmed; a plasticity in the ability to respond to varied and changing conditions, showing a wide ability to adapt to changes in the environment.

**RESISTANCE:** The condition of not letting whatever “is” be okay, leading to various uncomfortable feelings and behaviors; attachment or addiction to things being something other than what they are, leading to emotional distress and suffering.

**THETA BRAIN WAVE PATTERN:** Electrical patterns in the brain resonating in the range between 4 to 8 Hz (cycles per second), associated with dreaming sleep, hypnagogic imagery, enhanced creativity, memory, integrative experiences, and deep meditation.

**THRESHOLD:** The point at which further input will overwhelm the system. Each person has an upper limit of how much they can handle coming at them from their environment; when this threshold is exceeded, most people attempt to cope with the stress of being over this threshold through one or more dysfunctional feelings or behaviors. Traumatic experiences can lower this threshold, making the person more sensitive to overwhelm and more likely to exhibit dysfunctional feelings and behaviors. Holosync audio technology raises one’s threshold.

**WITNESSING (THE WITNESS):** Watching whatever is unfolding, internally or externally, from a curious or emotionally dispassionate perspective, as if it were happening to someone else; being aware in the moment of how each situation is being created by all concerned while watching it without emotional involvement.
For More Information

Thank you for reading Thresholds of the Mind. I hope the ideas it contains help you to achieve deep and lasting happiness and inner peace.

For more information about the Centerpointe program, or to join, please call 800-945-2741 or 503-672-7117. Though operators able to take orders and answer most questions are available 24 hours a day, those with detailed questions about the program should call between 9:30 and 5:00 Pacific time, when our support staff will be available to take your call.

You may also write to us at:

Centerpointe Research Institute
1600 NW 167th Place, Suite 320
Beaverton, Oregon 97006

You can also find extensive information about the Centerpointe program on our web site at www.centerpointe.com, where you can listen to a free demo or join the program online. You can also go to www.centerpointe.com/blog to read my latest thoughts.
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